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PREFACE

■ In 1969 the sizth session of the Conference of African

Statisticians amended and approved an outline of the manual on

Demographic Sample Surveys. Preparation of the document was then

undertaken by the SCA Regional Adviser on Sample Surveys, with some

chapters being contributed by one of the Regional Advisers on

Demojgraphid Statistics. The former transferred to OT^SCO in

October 1970 and thi3 a^ncy very Jcindly agreed that work on the

manutl should continue as a ^oint ^Ca/UNESCO project.

, ijThe draft presented to the seventh session of the Conference

of African Statisticians, the first session of the Conference of
i

African .Demographer* and the African Population Conference consists

of Chapters 1 - 6 and 8. Chapters 7, 10 and 11, as well as

annexes, will be added in the final version of the manual.
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CHAPTER 1

Objectives of Bemographio Surveys

1..1 |?he objectives of demographic surveys; ©ay be classified into
broad ifcroups:

■"■. r\ ■ . ' ■ •■-■:-'"1
Estimation of total population and its geographical distribution;:
■j ■■■■■. - ;■ ■■■•-

|!stimation of a variety of demographic characteristics of the ■ ;
existing population;

Estimation of the components of population change: fertility,, t;.
Mortality, migration^
!!■■'■ ■ '' v

<|beck-o4a the population census.

Any on^ survey may have^ several of these objectives. We now discuss
briefif each group in turn. ■ ,.,

Estimation of total population and its geographical distribution

1.2 fhis objective is most usually the task of the population census.
In developing countries a survey will have this purpose only if there J
no adequate oensus. Note that, since the survey.is based on a sample,

it cannot hope to give a very detailed geographical breakdown of the

popula iionf this is one of the main reasons why a complete census is

prefer]'ed to a survey when the means'are available. A common type of

survey!!in, the present category' is a survey carried out as.a substitute
fpr a census in a part of the^o'ountry where a full census is,not

practicable CsBe paragraph 18). ' ■ :-lJ-■-•■-- " — .

Estimation of current demographic characteristics

1..3 > Wxe following are the characteristics of the population most '

frequently included for studys - * ■ . ■

Ifumber and structure of households :.

4se structure ;

Warital status ; .

: ^lace of origin or birth., ..

tthnic classification •

language classification

Seligious affiliation

Iduoational level

Economic characteristics

lousing
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(The last three may not strictly belong to "demography" "but are very

frequently included in demographic surveys.) &?y of these topics may
be studied either as an objective in its own right or for cross-

tabulation with other characteristics such as fertility.

Estimation of components of population change

U4 Almost any demographic survey worthy of the name will include among
its objectives some attempt to estimate the rate of population change.

There are many ways in which this may be done and these are discussed
latter. Nearly all the methods involve separate estimates of the
components* fertility, mortality and migration.

Check on the population census

U5 This is the ."post-enumeration survey", discussed in the next
chapter, Note that two typos of check are possibles the coverage check
and the content check. The coverage check tests whether the census
successfully covered all places and all persons, once and once only, the
content check tests whether the information collected in the census was

correct.

Demographic survey as a by-product

U6 A special case, but a fairly common .one, is the demographic-survey

whose motivation (or finance) comes from a- non^demographic objective,

most often the need to provide a sampling frame for another survey. In
most deveJLoping countries, at least in rural areas* no lists of house-:
holds are available; as a result, surveys have to be conducted by
selecting a sample of areas, listing all households in each chosen area,
and then selecting a sample of households from.the list. The listing
operation has in several cases provided the opportunity for a demographic

survey.

Choosing the objectives

1.7 It is of the greatest importance, before starting work on a survey,

to fix clearly the survey's objectives. Every aspect of the survey

depends on this decision.

The questionnaire depends on the objectives. Questions must be
chosen to get the information which the survey needs.

The sample design depends on the objectives. Some demographic ^
characteristics are clustered (i.e. neighbouring people tend to be
alike). Characteristics which are more clustered need a less
clustered sample, for a given precision. Stratification may also

be affected by the objectives. (See Chapter 6.)
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A °n the ob3«*iV«".- The more precision is
sample must be. Also, the more detailed
the larger the sample t b '

ti™ m ^^r the sample must be. Also, the mor
breakdojms needed, the larger the sample must be.

obJeotives'

2 ^ SUrV6y d6PendS °n the obJect^es in many obvious
«"Pl«» a post-enumeration survey must not be long ■

i SUS' *" inter-°ensal »^«y should be approximately
The timing °f muitiround ^

ron the sample design and timing.

vff direOt refle°*ion of the objectives: the
^je°ti\e of "«y survey i. to produce certain tables,

hemsl dfi hXeded!
1^j\ «y survey i. to produce certain tab

Ultimate otOectives themselvas define what tables are

toot but in

^ucational if the survey

«■■•■•

•—
to start ** *»»• question:

LI TSt^nnaire? In^ct, the content of the
does not suffice to specify the objectives, it does not
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show which items will "be cross-tabulated, how..much geographical detail
will "be required, whether estimation of total population is to be an
objective, etc., A better starting point is the list of tabulations
required. These, together with some rough estimates of the sampling
precision needed, determine all aspects of the survey.

1.13 To sum up, detailed planning of the survey should begin by drawing
up a list of tabulations required. These tables translate the, objectives
of the survey into operational form.

1.11 One fundamental "objective" of a survey is its coverage. This will
be discussed in Chapter 3. -

Consultation in choosing the.objectives

-1.12 A demographic survey is an expensive operation. It cannot reasonably
be regarded as. the private property of its organizer, nor even as/the
property of the statistical office. Consultation at the planning stage
with otha"? bodies and experts should be considered an absolute obligation.

1.13 Such consultation has two aspects. Firstly, it is important to
plan the survey in the context of existing knowledge. For example, if ijhe
rate of natural growth of the population is already known to within a
margin of error of ± 0.4 per cent, ther© is little point in planning a
survey whose margin of error is no smaller than this. ®ven more obviously,

if a demographic survey is being conducted, or has recently been completed,
by another organization in tfce country this may remove the justification-
for the planned survey - or at the very least there should be possibilities
of large economies in the new survey..!/

1..14 Secondly, some attempt shoulu be made to accommodate the needs of
potential users of the survey. This., again, requires consultation with
government departments, universities and individual experts. On the other

hand caution is needed to avoid overloading the questionnaire. Many
surveys have suffered severely in quality throughthe attempt to cover too
much in the interview. It should never be forgotten that every additional
question means more complicated training and instructions, with an

increased chance of defective work and inaccurate results. This being so,
the main purpose of consulting potential users is to ensure that the
proposed definitions, classifications and tabulations satisfy their
requirements. Great- caution should "be exercised in adding questions in
response to users1 demands.

1/ In one African country two demographic surveys were recently carried
out simultaneously by a government department and a university and a

third had.been completed a year earlier by another group within the same
university. The three groups acted in complete independence without
consultations some of the definitions of important concepts were in
compatible. This country has since set up a co-ordinating committee
which should effectively prevent such wasteful use of resources in
the future.
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1.19 A demographic survey may supply a useful household sampling frame
for f>ther kinds of surveys and its value for this purpose may be much
increased if (l) the time interval between the two surveys is short and
\2) the demographic survey collects information which can be used for
stratification. In most cases these requirements can be met without any
important modification in the plans for the demographic survey. They do,
however, imply advance co-ordination with the body responsible for the
subsuquent survey (tor example, the Ministry of Agriculture). !Phis is
another reason for ensuring wide discussion of the proposals for;the
demo|rapjiic survey at the planning stage. ■ ' """ ^^
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"/..,,.. CHAPTER 2'

Relationship to the Population Census.

2.1 Demographio surveys may be related ibp :the population census in
many different ways. The purpose of:this.chapter is to list and. describe
these relationships sd thatHbhe-ba^grour4-vil;l;(>e le ^ehdejai3e|
problems are discussed in later tt^*^^ ^ fc"'''

Demographic survey as part of a census

2.2 There are three main possibilities: (A) Sample enumeration in a
limited area, (B) The "built-in sample11, (C) The "post-enumeration
survey". These will be discussed in turn,

(A) Sample enumeration in a limited area

2.3 In a part of the country where enumeration is difficult, or where

trained enumerators are hard to recruit, it may be decided to carry out
the enumeration on a sampling basis- In Africa this prooedure has been

used only for nomadic areas*

(B) Built-in sample

2.4 In many African countries a complete census has been carried out in
the whole country but additional questions have been asked in a sample of
areas. This is the "built-in" or "concurrent" sample. The essential
feature is that a simplified questionnaire is used in the main census and
a more detailed questionnaire in the sample. The purposes ares U; To
simplify the training of enumerators - only a fraction of them have to be
trained with the long questionnaire and these can be selected as the most
competent; and (2) To reduce the total time spent on field woite.

2.5 The advantage (l) operates only if some enumerators work entirely
with the short questionnaire, others entirely,with the long. Since each
©numerator covers a definite area exhaustively, this implies an area.

sample - for example, one area in every 10 may be selected for the long

questionnaire.

2.6 An alternative sampling plan, namely having everyv enumerator use the
long questionnaire in every nt£ household visited, is used in some
developed countries. If operated correctly this method produces a more-
efficient samples however, its validity relies on the enumerator sticking
closely to his instructions regarding sampling. He must not, /or example,
select for the longer questionnaire households which are easier to
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interview, or households which ;seem more "typical". In addition, .tks, .
household-sampling method misses the advantage (l) above, namely saving
in en|am.erator training. ' ; : '

2*7 j'As for advantage (2) - reduction in the total load of field work by
lating a number of questions for a large part of the population - the

from this is not necessarily very large. Although information on

^tailed breakdown of census field costs is,lacking, it.seems likely

in a developing and largely rural country, less than - half of the

census field cost: is attributable to the time, spent by enumerators

proba

possi'

elimi

savin

the d

that,

total

in asking such questiona-v&nd recording the answers^* while the; field cost

itself accounts for much less than half of the total census oosts. It is

»ly more important to consider the saving in training jand the

lility of selecting the best enumerators for the larger questionnaire*

2.8 In selecting items for inclusion in the long questionnaire, one will

choos > those (a) for which a very detailed geographical breakdown is -not
requi3'ed and (b) which are more difficult to handle at the interview^..
Questions on fertility and mortality typically satisfy theses conditions

and qtialify for the long (sample) questionnaire. It is tempting1 to ■ ■

relegate- to the sample those questions which seem "less important1^; but

this is not'a rational procedure - among other reasons because the sample

enumerators have been selected as more competent and should therefore'
give nfore reliable data. ■

oat-enumeration survey(c)

2*9 jThe post-enumeration survey (PES) checks the census by means of an
independent enquiry carried out after an interval. In order to check*

oovere ge as well as content, it should be based on a sample of census

enumeration areas. The time- inttirval between the census and the survey

shoulc be short - a few weeks. The survey should operate completely

independently of the census. ■ ■ '

2.1G |fPhe full potentiality of the PES as a check on the census is only
realised if the PES data are, matched/ pers«n-to-<person, with the census
r.esulij * " " ■ ■:■--- -- ■ _.. .

laborbori

s. In developing countries such matching is generally extremely \

ous and. often has to "be limited to a subsample. '-' '

l/ Processing costs do not need, to be considered in this arguwentJ Tf one
'. iej willing to economize by sampling/dne can equally collect exhaustive

dajfta and sample at the processing stage. The cost saving attributable

to the method of the "built-ih-saffiple" is essentially the additidnal

field work involved in interviewing all persons with all questions.-

2/ Onjb should also consider the clustering effect * Since the long 1
questionnaire will be,, used in a cluster sample, it is particularly

uri^uited for characteristics which are highly olustered in their
dibtributio'n among the population. Such characteristics will be

supject to a specially high sampling error. (See Chapter 6.)
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Choice between built-in sample and post-enumeration survey

2.11 In principle, the basic purpose of the built-in sample (BlrS) method
is to collect additional data, and the basic purpose of the PBS ia to
check the census. But in fact each of these operations also fulfills
the other purpose to some extent. . ■■■■

The BIS provides a check. The built-in sample being a probability
sample, it should give results which agree with the main census
within sampling, error limits. This is a. statistical cheok$ which
is of course less powerful then the matching check o"f the PES. •

Ehe-gBS provides additional data. The PES hofiflally fulfills ' :
exactly the same function as the BIS in providing additional data
(long questionnaire) on a sample basis.

2.12 Three objections are sometimes raised against the PES as a check.
(1; Person-to-person matching is so cumbersome that in practice it is of
little value. This criticism relates to the content cheeky it leaves
untouched the value of the PES ,as a coverage check. (.2) In pracxics it
is difficult to ensure that the PES is really carried out independently
of the census. Even if a different, enumerator is used he will still have
to rely on the guidance of the same chiefs and headmenrthus errors-of
coverage in the census may well be repeated in the PES. (3) If the check
of the PES results against the census reveals a discrepancy, a third
operation is needed: a reconciliation survey. Otherwise we still will
not know whether the error is in the census or the PBS,

2.13 In developed countries it is assumed that the PES will give more
reliable information than the census, because the smaller scale of the
PES allows he selection of better enumerators' andmore thorough' training.
This is less .certain in Africa. In the first place, selection of the
better field workers for the PES presents several problems, The better
enumerators are more likely to come from outside the area in whioh they

will have to work? there is then more chance of a language difficulty and
they may be less readily accepted by the people,. In practice the best
enumerators may not be available for the PBS:since- they would generally
be employed in other jobs, and although thair employers may be prepared
to release them for the main census they may be unwilling to do"so for
the longer period of the PES, Apart from the question of field personnel,
the short duration of the general census and the national publicity which
accompanies it leads to widespread enthusiasm* to a large extent the
people themselves ensure that everyone is enumerated. The PES which
follows is carried.out in an atmosphere of waning interest and must
appear unjustifiable to much of the population.

2.14 Whether or not these arguments are considered decisive, it 13 clear
at least that the PES requires two complex field operations (the PES
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preoccupied

itself

is

census

possible

well ju<Ige

option

2-1$ A
interviBw

removes

the BIS

(even
These

followed by the reconciliation) at a time"when the census office
coupied with handling the mass of data arriving from the main
and attempting to produce some preliminary results as rapidly as

A country with a limited office or managerial capability may
that in these circumstances the BIS provides a more manageable

than the PES.

disadvantage

further advantage of the BIS is that it does not involve re-
«■ of households Which have already been enumerated and this
one cause of irritation for the population. By the same token,
involves a smaller total number of interviews than the PBS ,.
tnout considering the reconciliation operation for the latter),

a [vantages are, of course,, simply the counterpart of the essential
a:*tage of the BISt that because there is no re-interview it does

not provide a true check.

a dembff'aphi

The intnavcerisal survey

between

shorter

now turn to.an examination of the various other ways in which
—Me survey may be related to the population oensue. .

with dat

■this sometimes argued that K). years is top long a period to leave-
population Censuses; important parameters may change in a period
than this and some,; attempt should,be made to pin-point them at

fcalff-way mark. The argument is strengthened by the long delays in
to whichjqemrases are commonly, subjects, If, for example,
e 4 years to appear, then pensus users are obliged to work

which may be uj'to 14.years,old. This is the .rationale of the
3urveyl a sampling operation designed to provide interim

mid-way

y pg ptin designed to provide interim
on on some of the population parameters at a time approximately
etween censuses. . . ■ *

Tjip oeneiis as a sampling frame for d<^mographic surveys

.2.18 Be:

ta divide >

the work

In Africi,

units serve

tnere has

the

ore a census is taken it is necessary, or at least very desirable,
the country into well defined small areas each corresponding to

of one enumerator. These are termed enumeration areas, or SAs.
cll f bt 5OO3OOOM.B have been typically of about 5OO-3.OOO population. These

* aa a convenient area sampling frame for all kinds of surveys

2* 19 Foi surveys conducted simultaneously with, or very shortly after.
the oensue, a sample of area units may be selected with equal probability,

thej survey comes at a longer interval after the.censu.s, so that
teen time to obtain the individual M census population figures,
vantage of EAs as sampling it hiVantage °l MB aS 8amPlinS uni^ appearsr the census population-

Ab can now be used as supplementary information to reduce the
sampling

sampling

estimatio

fuller de^ails^see Chapter 7"

y nformation to reduce the -
error of the survey. The information can be used either at the
stage Uamplmg with probability proportional to size) or at the
1 stage Uatio estimation or re-weighting the sample). For
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Other .relationships between the censua and a 4eqtographic survey

2.20 Other relationships are implicit in the preceding discussion but

may "be worth making explicit here. . .

2$21 'The census may provide the organization for the survey* This is

implicit in the BIS and PSS proposals, - ,

2.22 The census may act as a check on the survey* If, for example, -the ■-.

survey populations of EAs turn out consistently smaller than the .census

populations, this suggests under-enumeration in the survey andthe: ;

discrepancy should 'beanvestigated "by intsnsiyeifield VP2& pn-a stibeaiaple/

SurVey data should always be checked against existing data (whether frsm '
the 'census or from, other sources) and discrepancies followed up. c

2.23 In general one might reasonably expeot a survey to yield more

accurate data than a census. However, this.may not be so as regards

ooverage. The census has two advantages in this respect. Firstly, the

publicity attending a census helps to ensure complete coverages the

people themselves will make sure they are not omitted.: Seoondly, the

fact that the census is exhaustive simplifies the demarcation problem:

the enumerator who strays outside his area will necessarily.be entering

the a*ea-allocated to another enumerator. There is then a good chance, .-..•■■:.

that the mistake will be brought to light, either by the neighbouring ■-.-,..

enumerator or by the people,who are enumerated twice.. Despite these
advantages of the census there is a corresponding disadvantage, aaaely.'3

$hBt:;.theHi)Hhli©ity ^: 1 •ihelpoli^tioalcimfortanoo. attaching;^ aaoenBUOUB^'*
encourage attempts go inflate the enumeration. ^11 these considerations,
should be taken into account when census and survey data are-checked one

against the other. . .

Demographic survey as a substitute for a census

jg.24 We have already considered the case of the demographic survey which

is upad in.place of ,a complete enumeration in a limited area, in the

context of a national.census. A.much more common case is the demographic
survey ?rhich is carried out as a substitute .for a census in a country
where a satisfactory census is considered impracticable or too oostly to

be justified. Such a survey may be national in coverage or, if.conditions

are particularly difficult, it" may be limited to the part of the country
where it is estimated that it can be conducted successfully. (For -.
example, in the case of Kinshasa .1967-1968, such a survey was limited to

the capital oity.) Itfhen the. coverage is limited in this way3. the
remainder ,of the country will have neither a census nor, a survey.

.......... .. . ■.-."' ■. ■ ■*

'2.25 Demographic surveys haye been use<i essentially as substitutes for

a census in nearly all of ^the French-spe'aking African countries south of
the Sahara- In ciost of .these countries, the only "censuses",which have : .
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CHAPTER 3

Coverage and Method ;

3.1 In this chapter we consider the question of coverage and the broad
lines of the methods used in demographic surveys. Detailed questions of
method are treated in later chapters.

Coverage: (i) Surveys conducted as part of a census

3.2 When a survey is an. integral part of the census, its coverage has
to "be decided in the light of the surveys1 s purpose in the context of t
whole census operation. For the three cases denoted A, B:and C in
Chapter 2, the position is as follows: .

(a) Sample enumeration in a limited area* The coverage will be the area
of the country where conditions for enumeration are particularly
difficult, typically nomadic areas.

(B) Built-in sample. A typical arrangement is to use the built-in
sample method in rural areas only. In urban areas the enumeration
will then be exhaustive, but with the long questionnaire.

(C) Post-enumeration survey. Since the basic purpose is to oheok the
census, the sample is normally arranged to cover the whole country*

Coverage: (il) Demographic surveys whioh are not part o'x the census

3*3 Surveys in this category includes inter^-censal surveys (paragraph
32), surveys carried out as a substitute for a census (paragraphs 39-41),
most vital rate surveys (paragraph 4), and demographic surveys carried
out as a by-product of another survey (paragraph 6). These are in no
way mutually exclusive categories; in particular, the category "vital

rate surveys" may overlap with any of the others.

3«4 Most of the demographic surveys which have been conducted in Africa
have covered one entire country. However, those carried out as a by

product - generally in course of the household listing stage of an

agricultural or household budget survey - have more often been limited
to one region within the country or one city.

3^5 There is no doubt that most users of demographic survey data wish
to have information for the whole country. Where coverage is incomplete,

users often have to make their own extrapolation. In practice they are

likely to assume that the taain demographic features of the area covered
extend also to the area not covered. Pull national coverage should
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therefore be considered a highly desirable objective for a demographic.

3i*t-' fxfSW oount:ries ^ave carried out regional surveys successively, ..with
ultimate coverage of all or nearly all the national territory when the region-
•) surfeys are put together. The reduced scale of operations at any given
time ma^es supervision easier and should improve the quality of the data,
on the ather hand, the staggered, timing creates difficulties for the user,
particularly if there is significant migration between areas covered at dif
ferent limes (as for example when the urban and rural sectors are covered
at separate times ). Whether the organizational advantage outweighs the In-
convenidnce to the user can only be decided in each individual case.

Single i|ound versus multi-round survey

3.7 Tbje majority of demographic surveys in Africa have been single round
surveys - that is to say, the enumerator makes one visit only to each house-
aoia.^ ass far as determining the current structure of the population is con
cerned, such an arrangement is perfectly satisfactory.

3.8 However, many important demographic parameters are measured as rates
(e.g. bifcths, deaths, migration), and these necessarily refer to a definite
period, gamely one year. For single round surveys the period of reference
is in motet oases taken as the 12-month period ending at the moment of the
interview. Thus, such survey typioally ask for a report of births and deaths
ooaurmg in the household "during the last 12 months". However, it has been
often shfcwn that vital events are not accurately reported when single round
surveys fire used with retrospective questions of this kind. The method has
been found to lead to both errors of omission and errors of dating. An over
all errof (gross error) close to 20 per cent for births and 40 per cent for
deaths his been reported by.two developing countries independently (Morocco
ana India^#

3.9 Thf multi-round survey is an attempt to overcome some of the sources
°i ^°5lixnheren"fc in *ne single round approach, as regards the estimation
or* birth*, deaths and migration. Basically, the idea is to carry out a first
round injwhiph the enumerator prepares a list of persons to be surveyed
(selected as a probability sample) and then to visit the same sample after
an internal in order to record the changes that have ocoui**c. Farther vi
sits mayjfollow at appropriate intervals, so that the sample of households
then becomes a.sort of vital rate "panel",

3.10 It'Is obvious that this method, though more expensive, should reduce
errors of both omission and dating. However, it does not solve all the
problems*; In particular, infants who are born and die between the rounds

Sl^ ^TtQ\<nly * thQ TOta™P"*i™ approach, and there are
in detecting events associated with persona who leave the
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sample area "between rounds. The special problems of such follow-up

surveys are treated in Chapter 10 of this manual-

3»11 It will "be appreciated that after the first round, the later rounds

of suoh a survey have as their only justification the need to improve the

estimation of the components of population change. Since three or four j^ *
rounds are needed altogether (see Chapter 10), with a sample size of
approximately 100,000 at each round (Chapter 6), this becomes an
expensive operation for such a limited objective. . S

3.12 The relevance of the multi-round method may be summarized as

follows:

(1) A single round suffices to provide the current population ;
picture - that is, the total population and its present

. . . characteristics. :

(2) For estimating population change, however, observations murit
be made relating to a period of time. There are a number of

alternative approaches to this which will be considered in

later chapters (including, for example, comparison between *
consecutive censuses, retrospective questions at a single '

round survey, etc.) . ,■■ '''"'.

(3)- The multi-round...fallow-up - survey is one of the methods ■; -v-- •
designed to improve the estimation of th«-componentB of

population change.

X4) -The-first round (or-any one-round) of a multi-round, survey
wouldt of course, serve the objectives., of-any single-round

urvey. If some of the i©- objeo-tives (foi example, estimation
of total population) required a more detailed geographical

■ breakdown than the components of change, this might be met by

using a lar^ trample at the first round and a subsample for * 4

the follow-up rounds-

3»13 Later in this chapter we describe some other methods designed to

collect more reliable data on the components of population ohange*

3.14 The question of the choice between these various methods arises

only if estimation of population ohange is one of the objectives

(because otherwise the single round survey suffices) * Disoussion of
this choice is deferred to the Ia3t chapter of this manual, since

factors are involved which have not yet been examined in the manual.
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Note oa terminology

3.15 Multi-round surreys in which the same sample is interviewed

repeatedly have been variously ternied follow-up surveys, continuous
observ&tiofl surveys, repeated bbs^rrotioh surveys, longitudinal surveys*

Different shades of meaning have "been attached to these terms at various

times.)} However, there is no agreed terminology and it does not seem
profitable to attempt to establish one in this manual. (We do, however,
suggest in paragraph 60 a clear distinction between a multi-round survey

and a [vital registration operation.)
i|

Time obyerage of a survey: fixed or indefinite

3.46 Many multi-round surveys are designed as one-shot operations to be

oarriek out over a period of one year. There is, however, no reason in
theory why they should not continue indefinitely, providing current data

every ^rear on vital rates, like a vital registration system.

3.17 {Phis distinction, between a survey for which a definite time- limit
is fiijsd at the start and one which is intended to continue indefinitely,
may pejrhaps appear artificial since such decisions can be changed at any

However, the distinction is important in: relation to sampling in

Ln more than one ways

(l) If the survey is to continue over a long period, then clearly
the sample in any one year can be smaller, provided we are

content to estimate the average values of the vital rates over

several years (which also meanssi provided we are willing io
wait several years for a statistically reliable result).

If the survey is to be completed in one year, then that year

will have to stand as an estimate for all subsequent years

until the next enquiry. Whether this is a reasonable procedure

depends on the natural variation of the vital rates from year

to year.

Further, for a single-year survey, there is obviously no point

in reducing the sampling error to a level much below that of

the random variation between years'.

3* 18 thus, a rational decision on sample size for vital rate surveys ;
requires a decision at the same time on the period to be covered by the .

survey^ ' ■. ■','.V. ■ . ■' .-'..■..

(2)

3.19
an estimate

Some

will also be seen from the above that' these decisions' require

of the natural variation of vital rates from year to year,

evidence on this is discussed in Chapter 7*
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Vital registration on a sample "basis .;. - ; ■

*3.20 In developed countries, information on vital-rates comes mainly .-
from civil r%is:tratio;tt> -In developing countries registration is almost
everywhere defective jand canno.t te^e^ ^r serious demographic purposes.
It has often been suggested, however,'that'a civil registration scheme
might be set up effectively in a developing country if it were limited
to a sample of registration areas. Special efforts could be made in the
sample areas which would not be practicable if the whole country were
covered.

3.21 This idea is clearly similar to. that of the continuous; observation
survey of unlimited duration mentioned above, ifaile once'again there is
no agreed terminology, it is convenient to distinguish sharply between
sample registration and a survey on the following basis-v

In a registration system, only the vital events are recorded;

In a survey, a questionnaire is completed for every sample
household. \ - ...

3#22 The above distinction is important because it means that, in a
registration system, special arrangements have to be made to determine
the base population (i,e. the denominator of the vital rates) and bringing
it up to date from time to time. , .

3.23 In practice, this requirement; implies that any sample registration
system must be accompanied by a survey. Th3 registration provides the
numerators of the vital rates and the survey the denominator* The survey
will have to be repeated from time to time to keep the base population
estimate up to date. . ". .;

3.24 A regularly repeated survey -ta itself-, of- course, a good means of
estimating vital events* Since, in any. sample registration system.,, such
a repeated survey will be necessary, why not use it to obtain an

independent estimate of the numerator? This reasoning leads to 3, concept
which has been widely applied in Asia (Pskistan, Thailand, .Turkey, India)
and which made its first appearance in ^fripa in 1968-1969 (Madagascar,
;^a' s the combined registration-survey method, sometimes termed the
PGE method, after the original "Population Growth Estimation" project

\in Pakistan. .

Combined registration-survey (PGE)

3.25 The system is based on the collection of data from the same sample
by two independent operations? ■■■•"..:. ;-

Registration. A local inhabitant is nominated registrar in each
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simple area. He is assisted by sub-registrars, each of whom is
responsible.for reporting all vital events in a small part of the
a4ea. ^Reports, including null returns, must be made monthly by
every registrar and sub-registrar.

A multi-round follow-up survey is made of the same area
intervals generall eve 3 6 thfixed intervals, generally every 3 or 6 months, using independent

.. .enumerators. ,. *

The results of the two operations are matched, event by event. In every :
oase of discrepancy, a further visit is made to the household ooncerned.
me swvby alsp provides the denominator for the rates. Tite «y»t6m is
generalljsr set up to continue indefinitely, in a fixed sample of area©.
me method is described in more detail in Chapter 10.

3.26 Th| principle on which the system is based is that two independent
operations are less likely to miss an event than one. It is essential,
However, ;;that the two operations be truly independent. If the registrars
collaborate with the enumerators, most of the advantage of the double

3.27 Tka; PGE system is even more expensive than the follow-up survey.
Moreover*; the matching operation is complex and laborious. Yet there is
probably po better method of estimating vital rates in a developing
country. ;, The choice between methods that are cheaper but less accurate '
and those, that are more expensive,but more reliable, is a difficult one.
However, as has been stated, since the decision involves factors whioix
are to be; examined in later chapters, the question will be deferred to
the fxnal.| chapter of this manual.

A note onjmigration

JiL f^S *he ttoee components of population change, births, deaths and
migration* the first two are relatively stable in their incident a
+„ IZrJ *'■ S?*?**1?81 teotaiiues are available which enable demographers
° M **XZ e5fe°tS °n P°P«^tlon ohange with reasonable coufidenoe

situation is different with the third'component,

f%ln rav,f ^e,,infl«en°^ by many factors, economic motives
(?USh and PU11 factors), political decisions, civil

any °ther influenoes. Most of the faotors are quite
Kf ^ may suddenly and unexpectedly change the magnitude and
even the direction of migration. Moreover in some of the smaller African

SKTf Kfation may outlfeifi* natural Population growth as a source of
Srf* A! l0,nS aS thiS situa*i0« Persists, refined techniques

rSb3^ii«1Se1n!*Urri-*r!*?h f Smail areaS (whether sma11 countriesregions within larger countries) can have little significance.
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3*30 Qn: the.other hand there are signs, in many parts of Africa of
increasing control: and limitation of external migration "by governments.
Moreover the net effect pf migration over'a group of neighbouring
countries must tend to cancel out. Thus population projections may he

expected to become increasingly meaningful and particularly so where they
cover large areas. * ■ . • -

3.31 Migration takes many forms and it is important to distinguish these
when planning a survey. First a classification may be made in terms of.
the extent of the movement involved:

(W ■ -Sxterhal migrations movement across aa'tibtiat frontiers

(2) Internal migration: movement within national frontiers, of
which the following types may be distinguished:

i

(a) Regional, migration: movement between regions within the
■country ' \

(b) Rural-urban migration

(c) Local mobility: movement from one dwelling to another
in the same locality.

Secondly, distinction may be made in terms of the frequency of movement.
Thus we distinguish nomadism, seasonal migration (including tourism) , and
migration for more or less permanent -settlement. '

3. 32 Each of these types of movement may be of concern in any of several
ways:

(i) The movement itself may be of interests net immigration is
one of the components of population growth.

(ii) Migration may be of concern for its bearing on the structure
of the population. For example, a country may want to know
how many persons of foreign origin are resident within its
frontiers.

(iii) Migration is often an important economic factor. Examples:

, ■ Emigrants may remit money from abroad

Seasonal immigrants may make an important contribution
to bringing in the harvest ■

. s Movement into urban areas may contribute to unemployment
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The "brain drain" may deprive a oountry of educated
;! . manpower ■ . ,

Tourists may bring in foreign exchange.

(iv) Finally, migration is relevant in a special way to the
problems treated in this manual, because a high rate of

population mobility is a nuisance factor in the execution

of demographic surveys. There are two main reasons for this*

Follow-up surveys become less effective if a substantial
proportion of persons interviewed at one round have moved

before the next round

In a more mobile population the difference between the
de .jure and de facto populations is larger and the former

depends more crucially on the exact definition of
residence.

A special case ie that of nomadism* Clearly, nomadic

populations require an altogether different survey approach
from that used for settled populations.

Summary on coverage and methods

3.33 (l) Except for special cases, coverage should be national.

(2) Three main types of sample demographic operation have been
, used in developing countriess

(a)
(D) , _,
(c) The combined registration-survey operation

The single round survey

(b) The multi-round follow-up survey
Th bid

(3) Method (a) is satisfactory?

For estimation of total population and its geographioal
distribution?

For determination of the current structure of the
population;

For checking of the census.

(4) However, if population change is to be estimated, then methods
(b) and (c) become relevant and a choice has to be made between
the three methods.
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(5) The three methods have teen listed in (2) above in order of
increasing cost and complexity. Decision between them
depends on considerations that have not all yet been discussed
in this manual. The problem is therefore deferred until
Chapter 11.

(6) If (b) or (c) is chosen, then the objectives listed under (3)
above oan be covered by the first round of the survey. If
necessary the lator rounds could be limited to a subsample
of the first round sample.

(7) If (b) or (c) is chosen, then for efficient planning of the
survey it is neoessary to decide whether the operation is to
last for a definite period or to continue indefinitely. In

... taking this decision, some estimate of the natural variation
in vital rates from year to year will be needed.
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CHAPTER 4

Topics for Investigation and Content of the Questionnaire

4»1 Survey objectives have already been discussed in Chapter 1, In
this chapter we assume that the broad objectives have been fixed and
we examine more closely what information has to be, obtained in order
to meet Ifchese objectives. The problems examined in this chapter are

essentially no different in surveys and in censuses; examples will
therefor^ be quoted from either type of operation. Where recommendations

are made}they are in line with.the ECA "African Recommendations for the

1970 Popilaiion Censuses'1 • 1/

4.2 Th| chapter is divided into three main sections, Thu first Section
(4*1) de^ls with two important questions affecting the whole framework
of the enquirys the basis of enumeration and the definition of a household.
Section £#2 covers the main demographic topics which are essential "for

the measijirement and analysis of population growth: sex, age, fertility,
mortality and migration. Finally, Section 4»3 covers related topics:

Shose which may be needed either for the purposes of field control or
in order to broaden the scope of the investigation.

■ -. . 4.1 BASIS OF ENUMERATION: DEFINITION OP HOUSEHOLD

A« Basis of enumeration

j
4.3 1&4 question whether to use de facto or de jure enumeration is
a problea mhlob. often consumes many hours of discussion when a demographic

survey iaj being planned. There are many arguments on both sides and
the best isolution will depend on the features of the survey, on the use-.

that is i|o be made of the data, and perhaps on the characteristics of

the population studied* Inevitably-, therefore, the discussion which
follows 3js complex and does not lead to any clear-out recommendation.
The reader may prefer to skip to the summary in para- 4*44»

4.4 Finest, the basis of enumeration has to be considered separately
f°r enumeration of the population and enumeration of vital events»

Enumeration of the, base population

4-5 In censuses and demographic surveys which have been conducted both
in Africai and in other parts of the world, two different approaches have
commonly [been used: the de facto basis, which aims to obtain particulars

1/ Economic Commission for Africa, April I968. This publication may
be useSfully consulted -for more detail on most of the topics dealt
with in the present chapter.
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nf all persons who were in the dwelling at a specified time, whether

or not they normally lived there* and the de jure basis., which aims to

obtain particulars of the usual residents, whether or not they were
present at the time of the enumeration.

De facto = Present at a given time

REMINDER

De jure « Resident? whether present or absent

4»6 It is of course possible to enumerate both the de facto and the
de jure population at the same time, and to sort out the needed popula

tion at the analysis stage. Thus one should distinguish the basis of

enumeration and the baais of analysis, and the former can be de facto

or de Jure or, comprehensive (both). What are the exact procedures of
enumeration in each case?

(a) De facto enumeration

4-7 When this approach is used, the enumerators are generally instructed
to record the particulars of all persons who slept in the dwelling on

a specified night. In the case of censuses and surveys in which the

enumeration is completed fairly quickly, a particular calendar date is

often specifieds e.g. in the 1970 census of Ghana, the night of Sunday

1 March I97O was designated as "Census Night". But when the enumeration
is spread over a longer period, as is normally the case with sample
surveys, this procedure becomes impracticable, since people cannot

remember who slept in the dwelling on a night which may be several weeks,

or even months, before the enumerator comes round, In these circumstances*
the "Survey Night" has to be a moving one.

4.8 The method most commonly used is to instruct the enumerator to
enumerate all persons who slept in the dwelling on the night before his

visit. This procedure involves a statistical bias: the day of the
visit is not determined randomly but depends on the presence of the house-'
hold, or at least of its head. Enumerators who find a person or house-
hold temporarily absent are normally expected to call back for the inter-
view when they return. If this is done, almost everyone will be found -
"present on the night before the interview" and there will be an upward ■•
bias. One solution (not 'quite perfect, but adequate) is to fix the

reference night in terms of some such formula as: "The Sunday before the
interview". This was done in the Ghana Population Survey of 1966. Another
solution would be to limit the period over which call-backs are to be
used. For example, the enumerator is instructed: "If a person or
household is absent for more than 3 days after your first call at their
house, they cease to be members of the de facto population and must not
be enumerated", (it does not seem advisable to ban call-backs altogether;
this would leave the door wide open to serious under-enumeration).

Unfortunately there is no evidence on the frequency of short term.absences
which would show whether these refinements are necessary ±£l practice. If the
survey is not being used directly to estimate population size, they can

probably be ignored, provided enumerators are moving fairly rapidly through
the area so that they are not saving up call-backs over periods of weeks.
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4.9
often

iere <J« facto enumeration is used, certain exceptions to the rules
ive to be made. Two of the most important are the following.

coeption (l): Enumerators are told to include persons normally.,

belonging to the household who were away from home

on the reference night, being elsewhere in:the

country but in some place where they could not

have been enumerated (e.g. out fishing or hunting

all night).

coeption (2)j In countries with heavy labour emigration, special
provision is often made to include members of the

household who are outside the country on the

reference night. Okis procedure is generally

limited to persons who (a) have been absent for
leBs than a specified period (e.g, 4 years), (b) keep
in touch by sending money or letters, and (o) are

expected to return. Such persons, are often :

enumerated in a separate part of the questionnaire,

such as a box at the foot, and only limited

particulars are recorded for them (e.g. name,

sex and age). In the processing and analysis they
are kept quite separate from the rest of the popula
tion.

-De jure enumeration

4.10 l|ien this approach is used a clear definition of "residence" is
required. Such a definition has two aspects? the conditions for
members lip of the household and the conditions for residence in terms
of duration of stay. The former will be considered later in the section
"Definition of Household". We consider here the duration of stay,

4.11 Ctyie possible approach is to fix a definite qualifying period for
residence. If a person has been living in the household for more than
a specified length of time, he ceases to be a visitor and becomes a
normal Jnember of the household! conversely, if a person has been absent

for morte than a certain period, he is considered to be living somewhere
else. |Po avoid bias, the two. qualifying period should be the same. How
long a period should be allowed?

4.12 Bjpfore answering this question we should mention that the above
method, j[ though commonly used, is not recommended in the form just

stated.! In this manual we recommend a slightly different approach
(aee papa.4*3.7)which leads to the same result in tha simplest case 'out
which a^.so takes care of more complex cases.

4*13 Assuming for the moment that the method of a fixed qualifying
period is used, we return to the question: how long should the period
be? !Th£ United Nations recommendation is 6 months - that is, 6 months
continuous presence is needed to qualify for residence and 6 months
continuous absence is the condition for non-residence. 5his implies
that statistically the change of residence is regarded as occurring 6
months ffter the person actually moves. In theory, at the moment at
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which a person ceases to be eligible for enumeration in one place he

becomes eligible in the other, so that each person is covered once and

once only.

4.14- However, three difficulties now arise, (l) A person who moves
for a second time within 6 months will not be covered at all for a

certain period. (2) tffcat exactly is meant by "continuous11 periods of

presence or absence? /What .limits should be set on brief interruptions

of "these periods? (3!) The method involves asking for particulars of
persons who are hot present 5 obviously it would be better if we could

interview such people at the other end — the place to which they have

moved* If the qualifying period is reduced, these problems are made

easier. However^ the shorter the period the more'we tend to come into

conflict with the way in which the people themselves conceive of

"residence"• This requires some furttier discussion.

4«15 Xn most parts of Africa the population is highly mobile in the

sense that members of a household frequently go away for limited periods

and'then return. For example, men go away to seek works women go to

their mother's house to have a babys children go away to school? there

is a constant movement in both directions between town and country. !Ehe

household left behind will normally claim the absentee as a member as

long as they expect him to return. For them, duration hardly enters

as a criterion of residence, but in so far as it does only a very long

duration can carry much weight. A person who had formerly established

residence over many years or by ties of marriage cannot, they feel,

reasonably be excluded simply on the grounds of a few months1 temporary

absence. Experience all over the world has shown that when the inter

viewer is using concepts which disagree fundamentally with those of

the person interviewed, errors, misunderstandings and bias tend to be

oommon. This, then, is a valid argument against basing residence on

a very short period.

4«l6 On the other hand, there are cases where- a person or household

has definitely and permanently moved and everyone knows it, yet the

move is so recent that the enumerator, following the rules, has to

refuse to accept the new residence. Once again, this puts the enumerator

at loggerheads with the respondent and a false response may be recorded.

Because of this, in some surveys the respondent's intention has been

taken into account. If he says that he intends to stay for 6 months,

even if he has not yet done so, he is counted as a resident. This has

the added advantage that we are more often collecting particulars from"

the place where the respondent is now, and less often from the place

which he has left. But intention- is an uncertain matter and it is

arguable that we should not base statistics on anything so subjective.

Moreover, for the statistics to balance we have to introduce a similar

rule which excludes an absent person if he intends to stay away for more

than 6 months. Of course* such a person is not there to tell us his

intention. It is difficult enough to be certain of intentions when

the person is present for interview;' how much more uncertain, then, if

he is absent. On the whole it seems simpler"to avoid using intention

as a criterion.
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4»17j ^bere is a fairly simple way of avoiding the problem of "brief
absences and at the same time settling the problem of the non—ooverage

of people who move twice. We simply define a person's residence as

the brace he has lived in most during the last 12 months* In the
oasef of a single move this will give the'same result as the 6-month

qualifying period for residence and in the case of multiple moves it
giveb a simple criterion. This solution is recommended.

4«13!I How is this definition applied in practice? The "best procedure
seemis to be to put the question direct to the informant:

•:: "In what place have you lived most (or longest)
t during the last 12 months?" l/

Of course the respondent cannot be expected to calculate the answer

exactly in difficult cases and some errors must be expected. However

the Question has several advantages-. it is eonoeptually complete,
it poxsforms wi*h the United Nations' \ definition in the: ' -*
case;; where the latter is complete, and it provides the

enumerator with a simple and clear instruction free of any complicating

reservations •

4»19| It will "be seen that the choice of any particular period in
defining residence is difficult. The choioe of a 6-month qualifying

period, or the longest residence within 12 months, is arbitrary and

should not be taken as a firm rule for all surveys. In particular
wher* temporary absences are less common a shorter period mi^it well
be preferable, and at the other extreme there is always the option of
fixing a separate and much longer period for the special case of
persons absent outside the country (see para. 4.21 below).

4«2O Assuming now that the definitions have been agreed, the enumerator's
task;: is to list all residents and obtain their particulars. Normally
a column is added to the questionnaire for indicating "Present" or
"Absent" (enter P ori). Assuming enumeration is to be,strictly de
jure't non-residents are not recorded at all. :

'--■I ■ - ■ ■ ■

4.21- "When enumerating the abasentees, countries often like to distinguish
thos$ who are elsewhere in the country from those who are outside the

country, and sometimes different criteria are used to define the two
categories. Thus in the 1966 census of Algeria, persons recorded as .
"MAU (Resident absent en Alg&rie) were defined as those who were
absent elsewhere in Algeria and who had been away from home for not,
morejthan 6 months. On the other hand those to be shown as "RAE"
(Resident absent en Stranger) were to include all persons outside the
country, irrespective of how long they had been away.

1/ (Hiis1; is not quite the same as "In what place have you lived for most
of the last 12 months?" Ehere.may sometimes be difficulty in
translating this nuance, but the practical importance of this is
likely to be small.
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(o) Comprehensive enumeration '

4,22 IThis necessarily involves asking both questionss who was present

on the reference night, and who is resident? All such persons are

listed and a column is included in the questionnaire to indicate "Present

resident", "Absent resident" or "Visitor" (PR, AR or V). Again, absent

residents may be subdivided into absent in the country and absent abroad.

Choice between the three methods '

4*23 Any organization planning a census or demographic survey must

decide at an early stage which of the three approaches should be adopted.

In taking this decision one has to consider (a) The ease of operating
the method, (b) The likely accuracy of the data obtained, (c) The needs
of the user, and (d) Compatibility with other definitions and operations.
We consider each of these in turn.

(a) Ease of operation

4«23a.The de facto method is an attractively simple conception.. The

idea of merely recording all persons present at a given moment is clear
and straightforward. It is true that, as we have seen, this normally

needs some modification: provision has to be made for a moving reference
night and for the enumeration of persons who did not sleep in any

residenoe., But the practical difficulties of defining "residence" in

"the de fare method appear greater. As for the comprehensive method,
this involves the enumerator learning how to handle the problems of
both of the other methods and is therefore still more difficult.

(b) Likely accuracy

4.24- Simplicity favours accuracy, so that the arguments just given
favour the de facto method. However there are other considerations
on both sides.

4.25 The de facto method corresponds less closely to the way of thinking
of the respondents and this conflict of approach easily leads to mis

understanding and distortion of response. Very early in. a survey interview,
or even before it starts, the respondent typically forms a definite

idea of what is wanted of him? if this idea is wrong it takes a well
trained interviewer to put him right. In African demographic surveys
the head of the household is likely to assume that, he is being asked

to list the members of his household, and by "household" he means
something even more inclusive as regards absent relatives than the

demographer's "de .jure household", and strictly exclusive of visitors.-
If information is to be sought on the de facto population a quite
specific question will have to be asked about visitors. (The suocess
of the de facto enumeration therefore depends on having well trained

and conscientious enumerators. This is one reason why de .jure enumera
tion has been favoured in many surveys, '
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4.26 In the de jure method, if the scope is nationwide the number of
absent residents should approximately equal the number of visitors.

If "the bolrprehensive method is used, this can be checked, which is

informative - although it has to be admitted that if the check reveals
a discrepancy there is no method of correcting it.. When such checks
have bepn run, the number of absent residents has often been found

much higher than the number of visitors. In the 1966 census of Algeria,
483,OOO||persons were recorded as absent (within the country) and only
256,000; as visitors. The suspicion can hardly be avoided that some
personsiwere recorded as absent residents in one place and as present

residents in another. Such double counting is believed to be a common
feature!with de .jure method,

4*27 AI further defect of the "de .jure approach is the difficulty in
obtaining accurate information about persons who are absent. This
difficulty becomes particularly acute when whole families are absent
and no Responsible person remains at home to answer the enumerator's
question. However, the de facto approach also suffers from this defect
in that.it involves obtaining full particulars about visitors, many
of whom;will be absent at the time of the interview and who may have
little connexion with the household in which they stayed.

4.28 Both the de facto and de .jure methods allow the enumerator a loop
holes any unwanted or dubious case can be excluded on the grounds that
he belongs to the category not enumeratedj this is one reason why the
comprehensive method is often favoured.

4*29 It will be seen that the balance of the arguments between the
three methods as regards accuracy is by no means clear. Perhaps de
facto wains by a small margin.

(c) ffe^eds of the user

4*30 At the national level the two populations should agree except
for foreign residents and emigrants abroad. If these categories are
important they are likely to be enumerated as a special-case, whatever
system n&y be adopted for the main enumeration. Henoe for users of
population data at the national levei. there is no strong preference.

4-31 .Use of the de .jure population for analysis tends to eliminate
the effepts of very short-term migration, which is often strongly
specific! in terms of demographic characteristics (mothers moving to
hospital*to have a babyi movements of seasonal workers* etc.)* The
demographer therefore prefers to work with- the de jure population,
unless h£ is working with large enough regions for the veffects of
migration to*cancel out, or to be separately measurable.

4-32 Ot&er users of population data at the sub-naffcional level, such
as physical planners, educational planners, etc., may prefer either
basis anf very often like to have both. In urban areas mobility is
usually fco high that the de .jure population concept may be completely
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unrealistic. In a few countries where seasonal migration is very heavy

the same may "be true of rural areas ♦ - ■ ■

4.33 Date on households are also normally referred to the de .jure

population. However, as we shall see later such data are of very

limited value in Africa.

4.34 From the above it is clear that, for the user, there is no

systematic advantage in either system* the largest number of users is'

likely to "be satisfied if comprehensive enumeration is' adopted.

(d)' Compatibility with other definitions and operations : , ■'■'■

4.35 The de .jure population clearly has a greater degree of permanence

than the de facto population. This favours de .jure enumeration wherever

a follow-up is planned. In particular, in the demographic multi-round

follow-up survey the essential principle is to identify the same house
holds and persons after an interval. Most African populations are so

mobile that this would almost rule out de facto enumeration for suoh

surveys* the proportion of changes between rounds would be so high

that the follow-up would lose its purpose. The same applies where

it is planned to use the list of persons drawn up by the survey for

later sampling.

4*36 Finally, the basis of enumeration for the population has to be

in line with the basis of enumeration of vital events. This is the

subject of the next section.

Enumeration of vital events

4.37 Unlike the enumeration of the population, methods of enumeration

of vital events cannot be classified simply as either de facto or
de jure. There are three possibilities. We can records

(1) Deaths of, and births to, the enumerated de jure population,

no matter where the events occur*

(2) Deaths of, and births to, the enumerated de facto population,

no matter where the events occur.

(3) All births or deaths which take place in the sample area,

no.matter to whom they occur#

Method (3) is sometimes called "de facto" but this usage causes confueion

with (2) and is not recommended-

4.38 If Method (l) is used, the base population should be enumerated

on a de jure basis, whereas Methods (2) and (3) correspond to de facto

enumeration of the population.
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on convenienoe

— — births and

■inn. a<Mi '* -- oruoially on the technique used for data
ion: single round retrospective survey; multi-round fc

surveyj or continuous registration. We consider each casTin

jingle round retrospective

loflfe »Sio +-nSle r°Und SUrvey' deatlls cannot be ^cordedfor the population enumerated einoe dead people are not

IH"2£?' e,°nly f6aSible baSlS f°r "oSrdliw deaths
' ^^ iB tO aSk °ne °f the

De_jure case

ease

: Did anyone die who at the time of hie
death was a member of this household?

Bid anyone die here (or in this household)?

second of these is equivalent to Method (3) above. It

5 IL?+ Su^lementi^ V statistics on deaths inlospiLs.
JLl f uf re^osPec*i^ mortality questions rarely give
even roughly plausible results in Africa, in either ofS

:::xrL2:£stiacno»b— * -i

population.

seen that the

enumeration of the.

°f the method

s
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question: "Has anyone died?" This advantage depends on

the reference population being that enumerated (preferably

de jure) in the preceding round. A supplementary question
■■■■■■ is required on deaths to "babies born within the period}

such babies can be obtained as in (b) below.

(b) Births. Is in the retrospective survey, the best results v .
will come from questioning people who are present or resident *

now, with a supplementary question on births to mothers whose

death is recorded in (a). The use of a slightly different
reference population for births and deaths causes little *

inconvenience. The question is discussed more fully in

Chapter 10.

4*42 Continuous registration* Since the registrar is present continuous
ly or makes vexy frequent visits, there is an advantage in using the

method that is simplest to define, namely Method (3), both for births

and deaths.. This involves recording all events in the sample area,
no matter to whom they occur.

4.43 It will be seen that the above recommendations conflict when it
comes to the PGE method, which is a combination of multi—round survey

and registration. This means that either the survey or the registra

tion must use a less-than—optimal method| alternatively a decision may

be taken to limit the matching between the two series of events to those

events which occurred both within the sample area and to the enumerated

population. This difficulty is examined more closely in Chapter 10.

Basis of enumeration: Summary

4-44

(a) Enumeration of the population

(1) Certain users of population data prefer to work with data obtained - '*,
. with the de jure basis of enumeration, others the de facto basis. '!
For many'users both are valuable. These considerations favour f
data collection on a comprehensive basis. ■ ?.

(2) Convenience and accuracy on the whole favour de facto enumeration ]•
in the case of retrospective (or single round) surveys though |
the case is arguable. But the advantage swings to de jure i

enumeration if the multi-round follow-up method is being used. x I
In the case of the PGE method; there is a conflict, which will ' "'-.
be examined further in Chapter 10, ■ :

(3) If de facto enumeration is used, a moving reference date is
recommended based on the night preceding the interview. Refer

to the discussion in paragraphs 4..Q and-4.9 for^ reservations.

(4) If de jure enumeration is used, a definition of residence is
required in terms of (i) Household membership (see next section)
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and (ii) "Length of stay. Recommended for the latters the plaoe

of residence is the place in which the person has lived most

during the last 12 months,

A separate "basis of enumeration can be used for persons abroad ,

if this seems appropriate*

Enumeration of events

In general, the basis of enumeration should be the same for events

as for the population. This- rule requires modification in the

oase of enumeration of deaths, in a single round survey,

For a follow-up survey, it is recommended to records (a) Deaths
occurring to persons enumerated (preferably de jure) at the start
of the reference period plus deaths to babies whose birth is

reported in (b) below; (b) Births to mothers enumerated at the
end of the reference period and to mothers whose death is recorded

in (a).

B. 23^finition of household

4*45 A definition of "household" is needed (a) because the household
is thb unit of enumeration and the enumerator must therefore be told
when to include in the same questionnaire; and (b) because statistics
on households may be required from the survey. In some cases the

definition is needed for a third reason, namely (c) because the house
holds enumerated in the demographic survey are to be used as sampling

units!! in a subsequent survey.

4*46 j Jn.practice in Africa it is not possible to produce a strict

definition of the household in such a way that every enumerator will,

make the same grouping of persons into households. .For this reason,

statistics of households in Africa,ape often of little value. The

definition of the household serves mainly the first of the purposes
quoted above, namely as an aid to the enumerator, in deciding which

should go together in the same questionnaire.

4»47 The United JSfations-reconimended 1970 census definition of house

hold Dreads as follows: .,..'. ,

The concept of "hpiisehpld", is based on. the arrangements made by

yersonsyindividuariy 'or i'n'groups, for providing themselves with
food or other essentials for living. A household may be eithert

(a) a one-person household, that is, a person who makes provision
for his own food or other essentials for living without combining

with any other person to form part of a multi—person household

or (b) a multi—person household, that is, a group of two or more
persons who, make common provision for food or other essentials,

for living. She persons in the group may pool their incomes and
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have a common budget to a greater or lesser extent y they may be

related or unrelated persons or a combination of•both.

The above definition may be included in the appendix of the enumerator's

manual, but a more practical form for everyday use by the enumerator

is the following?

A household is a group of people who live and eat together,

4.48 More important than defining the term is to list the specific
borderline cases which cause uncertainty. We give below the main

speoial oases with the recommended treatment for each.

Special case Treatment

Lodger . . , . ,. Separate household (l-person household)

Boarder . » . Include with the household if at least

1 meal per day is normally taken with

the household

Servant Separate household

Adopted child Include in the household

Group of unmarried . • • • • One household if they make common arrange-

men sharing lodging ments for eating. If not, count as several

1—person households•

Several wives of one . . • . One household if they live in the same

husband, with their compound. If not, count as several house-

children holds each with its children.

4*49 In many African countries there are regions in which rural people

live characteristically in large groups - perhaps 30 or 40 persons in

one compound. A decision should be taken in advance about such cate

gories and any other difficult cases which are'known to be frequent,

and explicit instructions should be given to the enumerators about each
specific type of oase.

4»5° Head of household. In most questionnaires the first line is

reserved for the head of household. Any attempt to define by general

rules who this should be is likely to cause lengthy and fruitless

disoussion and ultimately to confuse the enumerator. The best proce

dure is simply to accept as head the person who is stated to be head

by members of the household; there will rarely or never be any dis-
agreement.

4-2 MAIN DEMOGRAPHIC TOPICS t

4.5I This section covers the topics of sex, age, fertility, mortality,

and migration. For each topic we shall consider exactly what informa

tion is needed and how to obtain it.
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under

the

alwata
case

B. Age

The only difficulty arises over the sex of infants. In many
^n surveys and censuses more girls than boys have been reported
-the age of 6.±/ Enumerators should be instructed not to take

sex of an infant for granted, nor to deduce it from the name, but
st0 ask specifically whether the child is a boy or girl in every

+ 00*trast t0 se*» age is probably the most difficult topic on
^ nk+ ^°^n,a°0Urate **** in ****** siD*Piy ^eoause 60 many people'
do npt know their age or date of birth. Yet it is a topic offundeiental
xmpokance both/or demographic analysis and for many other as^Sf
envelopment planning. The £olloiring discussion is divided into two"
sect onss the first covers the form in which the question should be

canLSI i ^e second considers the methods which enumerators
can ^se in :order to estimate age as -accurately as possible.

Form

(a)

of the age question

Broad groups or single years

l Lln

3 i

censuses in the 1950's and earlier, age information
obtal^«dvin broad age-groups. However, this procetoe
aVallaMe informa-tio» ™ *«e is deliberately not Zli.

^S1^8 ^ used, there will be so many

4.55
same

4.56
of

to

definition of

.Age should be given in terms of completed
thing, age "at the last birthday"T"""^

1/

or, which is the

zero

°f 12,montl18 *^ "age in years" would
(°r P«^PB mothers)yare reluotant

is usual therefore to instruct the

k bolS P£Ular mytlin Afrl°'^ that m^ny -°re girls are born
boys. Of course there is no valid basis for this whatever.
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enumerator to obtain the age in months for children under 1. This

also helps "by giving a check of age against information on recent births,
besides throwing some light on patterns of age misreporting. Ihere
is a good case for extending this procedure to children up to 2 years
and this has been done in several surveys,

(c) Age or. date of birth

4.57 In Birope and America, a question on date of birth has been shown
to give better results than the question asking age as such. It does8
not necessarily follow, however, that this will be so in Africa. Hhen
a person fto.es not know his date of birth, to put the"question in this

form may only mean asking the enumerator to do two things'instead of
one: he first estimates the person's age, and then calculates the date
of birth by subtracting the age from the date of the survey. An addi
tional source of error is thereby introduced in the form of the sub
traction sum. :

4^58 Furthermore, where most people have no birth certificate and do
not celebrate their birthday, it is often useless to ask for the day

and the month of birth? we can only ask for the year. . But if the survey
is held near the middle of the calendar year, the conversion of the
information on year of birth into age causes a nuisance when -processing
and analysing the data and can introduce an additional biass for example,
if the survey is held in July 1970 and a person's year of birth is given
as 1954? he may be either 15 or 16 at the time of the survey.

4.59 She following arguments may be made in favour of a question on
year of birth. , (l) It is a fixed daje which a person may know well,
whereas his idea of his age, which charges from year to year, may
become confused, (2) Asking for the year of birth may encourage the '
enumerators to make use of their event calendar or similar aids (see
below). (3) An appreciable proportion of the population may in fact
possess a birth or baptismal certificate, or have their date of birth
inscribed in a family bibles to ask for date of birth may cause these
documents to be unearthed, whereas the age would otherwise be estimated
in a slipshod and inaccurate manner. The strength of these arguments
will clearly vary from country to country, and it is not possible to
make any firm reoommendation on this point.

4-60 Some countries have adopted a compromise, and have allowed the
enumerator to ask either for date of birth or for ages the date of
birth is to be completed when it is known exactly, otherwise the
estimated age is to be given. This procedure was adopted, for example,
in the 1966 census of Algeria and in the 1969 census of Zambia. Again,
its usefulness will depend on the proportion of the population who. do
in fact know their date of birth, and on the extent to which the
enumerators follow the instructions. Onus in Algeria, where most births
are now being registered, the use of b*th questions almost certainly
improved.the quality of the overall age data, as well as producing
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results of interest in their own right. In Zambia, however, it "became

clear f}rom the results that the enumerators did not follow the instruc—

record the date of birth only for those who knew it precisely;

distribution shows heaping on ages ending, not only in 0 as

tion to

the age

is ueuajjl.j but also in 9. As the census took place in 1969, this suggests
that thfe years of birth had likewise been rounded to dates ending in 0.

4.61 Ahother circumstance where year of birth may be more convenient
than agp is the multi-round survey, A person's age would normally be
determined in the first round of the survey but will change as the
survey proceeds from round to rounds meanwhile newcomers into the

survey jri.ll have their age recorded at the time when they a^re first
picked ^ip by the survey. These variation! can cause complications in
the processing and analysis of the data, particularly as regards the

computation of age-specific rates. If, however, a question on date

of birtt is used, uniformity will be preserved throughout, This poten
tial advantage, however, will depend largely on the type of questionnaire
being u&ed and on the duration of the survey.

Methods, of Estimating Aae

(o) Byen calendars

4.62 Ttye use of calendars of well-known events to assist enumerators
in pin-jjointing the dates of birth of their respondents is the best

known amd most widely used method of estimating age. In practice,
however* various drawbacks have been found with this method.

- It has frequently been found that the population beiiag

enumerated is unfamiliar wita many of the events listed in the

calendars. This is particularly true of political events which
may have seemed of great importance to the educated persons
drawing up the calendars but which in fact had had relatively

little impact on the lives of the majority of people, parti
cularly those living in remote rural areas.

— Questions as to whether a person remembers, or associates his
{birth, with, a particular event are liable to be put in a leading
manner. Ohe respondent may readily acquiesce to these sugges
tions out of politeness, or in order to conceal his ignorance,
tor to put an end to the tiresome string of questions to which
he does not know the answer.

- The effective use of the calendars is a complex operation which
cannot be -applied blindly. The method must be varied accord
ing to the nature of the respondent - e.g. children for whom
the answers are being given by the parents $ adults who are
present and are answering for themselves; adults who are absent
or who cannot or will not answer for themselves.
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- It is also a laborious and time—consuming operation. Enumera

tors are often under pressure to complete as many interviews

as possible, and cannot spare the time to continue probing until

■* a really accurate estimate of* age has been reached.

4.63 Thus both the events included in the calendars and the instruc— .

tions given to the enumerators on how to use them have" often been at

■fault, in many surveys the method has. been explained in broad terms
to the enumerators but they have not received any detailed instructions

or .coaching. This means that they have to work out the procedure for ;

themselves. Although the broad principle of the method is simple-enough,

the detailed procedure is complex. •

For example, for adults seen by the enumerator and answering ,. ;v

for themselves, the following steps are involved:

(1) Since one cannot read out all the events in.the calendar,
a preliminary estimate must be made of the respondent's age

in order to decide the point at which the enumerator should

start reading out the events from the list. Let us say that

this point is fixed at 5 years before the estimated date

of birth. This leads to the following steps:

(2) Add 5 years to the respondent's estimated age and subtract -.-..

the result from the date of the survey.

(3) Find the corresponding event in the calendar. Read it ,,out
and ask: "Do you remember this?",,

(4) If the answer is "no", read the next event listed. Continue
thus until an event is remembered.

(5) For the remembered event ask: ."What were you doing at that

time?" . " " : ' /

(6) From the answer,'estimate the respondent's age at the time
of the event. :

Calculate the respondent's present age by subtracting the

date of the event .firom the date o£ tiie survey and adding

the result of step

This procedure mu,s"t be, used intelligently. , It .must be understood,

at least by the'enumerator and pf^ferat^ly, also, by-.the respondent* •

For example, if the respondent does not understand the purpose ;

of the questions^ he may r,eply ftp. the, questjpn —* "Wla'at were you

doing a,t that time?" (step 5 ab6v9),.,by saying - "I was living

at such-and-such a place," f Ittis reply is useless^ the enumerator '.

must recognize this'and probe for-a-further reply.on; which an

estimate of age can be based> . ,30hus the enumerator, in addition

These steps can be simplified if the calendar shows, for each event,

of years before the date of the survey.
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4.64
that

for

anotbe

to following the above complex procedure, must be ready to use

lis own initiative when the procedure goes wrong. . Note, moreover,

•jjthat' the procedure described above covers only one case. Tilhere,

for example, parents are being questioned about the date of birth
$£ their child a different procedure will be used.

:ffven when t^ere is no misunderstanding of the method it is clear

can occur. One notable event may be confused with another: .

e, one epidemic with another, one famine or drought with

or the respondent may simply be mistaken in his memory of the

between the public event and his private situation at the

Thus the event calendar can in no sense be regarded as infallible

i the best hands. If used correctly and intelligently it oan

f used wrongly it oan be wrose than useless.

ex&mpl

relationship

time.

even :

help |

4^65 .
must b

seem a

.bove all-, if it is decided to use the method then arrangements

made to spend a great deal of time at the,, enumerators' training

in coaching and practice on this one problem. Five days would .

minimum'f'or training an enumerator to use the method effectively.

ibal age grades

4»6*6 !|ome African tribes have systems of "age grades" or "age sets" -
groups |of individuals who have undergone circumcision or some other

form of rite de passage at the same time or within a speoified period,
and thise age grades often play an important role in the hierarohy of
tribal society. If the relationship between the age grades and age

in yeaafs can be established, useful indications of age oan.be obtained

4»67 (JMs method has the great advantage that most people, when asked
what a^:e grade they belong to, can answer immediately and clearly so
that n<j probing is required. It is however of limited applicability.
Many tafibes and peoples have ho age grade systems, and among others
the ag4 grades may be so broad as to be virtually useless fox this
purpos4. Elsewhere there may be important local variations in the
system jjand nomenclature of the age grades even within the same tribe,
and oox|siderable care and research for small geographical areas is
neoessejry before the conversion tables showing the relationship between
the ag4 grades and age in years can be drawn up.

(°) Relative ages of persons in the same household or locality

4»68 3jn some African oommunitieB1 the people, although ignorant of
their ^|ge in years, may nevertheless be conscious of whether they are
older cjp? younger than other members of their household or village. Obis
awarenejss arises from the relationship between age and status in tribal
society. (Phis fact may be exploited: once the ages of one or two

personaj have been established with a ?air degree of accuracy, the ages

of their relatives and neighbours can be estimated in relation to them.
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4.69 It is, however, a technique which, like the event calendars,
requires time and proving if it is to "be utilized effectively. Prolonged
coaching is essential. The method is still experimental, and may well
be found to be workable only in somewhat specialized circumstances.

C. Fertility

4*70 Questions on fertility asked in most demographic surveys in Africa
may conveniently be divided into two categoriess those concerned with

current fertility - i.e. births ooourring during a specified period

prior to the survey5 and those, concerned with life-time fertility -
i»e. the total number of children ever borne by -the women enumerated
in the survey, The two types of question are. essentially complementary.
By checking and comparing one set of data against the other, much can
be done to adjust for reporting errors»l/ This is particularly true
if the data on current births are tabulated by birth order - i.e. the •
total number of children borne by the mothers. We therefore recommend
that questions on both current and life-time fertility should be
included in any demographic survey conducted in Africa. 2/

4.71 In putting questions to women on fertility the enumerator needs
an instruction regarding the age limits of the women to be questioned.
Should he ask all women above 10, above 12, above 14 - or simply all
women who have ever been married.? If the age limit is placed too low
the enumerator may cause embarrassment 5 if too high, he may miss some
births. At the other end of the scale, should he exclude women "who
are too 61d?

4*72 This problem is not in fact worth a great deal of discussion or
research since no matter what instructions are given it is probable
that most enumerators will not ask the question when it appears likely .■
to cause embarrassment. Moreover the number of children reported
born -fco women under age 15 has always proved neglibible. We recommend
just one rules

Ask all women aged X or over, . ;

1/ See United Nations, "Methods of estimating basic demography measures
from incomplete data".

2/ If the "pregnancy history" method of obtaining data on life-time
fertility is adopted (see below paras. .4*87-4.92), data on current
fertility can also be extracted from it, as the date of each birth
is obtained.
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where,-X is any age not greater than 15 which may be chosen by the survey,

planner^ The age X should then be specified in the enumerator's instruc

tions. The use of an upper age limit is not recommended! in most surveys

life—tilne fertility is required even for old women, and in any case

where t]ixs is not so the age of older people is so difficult to estimate

accurately that it seems unwise to fix any age limit.

Currentj fertility

4«73 Tfiree types of questions can be considered:

Retrospective question on births in the preceding 12 months

.Question on date of last live birth

questions births since the preceding round of the survey.

These wj.ll be examined in turn*

(a) Retrospective question on births in the preceding 12 montha

4*74 Ajlquestion on births occurring during a sj>eoified period - generally
12 mont|u3, but in some cases some other similar interval - before the
survey J^as been included in most African demographic surveys. Such
questions have normally been asked of the women enumerated in the survey,

but in 4iome surveys (particularly those in French-speaking countries)
they hafe also been asked of the head of the household - i.e- whether
a birth jjtias occurred "in the household" or "in the family" during the
period in question.

4*75 Critical analysis of the data obtained in answer to these questions
has indicated that in some cases (e.g. Upper Vblta I96O-6I, Chad I963-64)
the resets have been accurate to within some 5 or 6 per cent. But
more frequently they have been shown to be subject to substantial errors,
Theae errors are generally thought to fall into three main categories t

(l) Dating errors. Births which in fact took place during the
reference period are excluded, as they were thought to have

• occurred before the beginning of the reference period; or,

conversely, births which took place before the beginning

of the period are erroneously included.

(2i) Recall lapse leading to omission, The respondent forgets
I' to report births, particularly those of children who died

shortly after birth. •

Errors due to the low incidence of the events. Women who

have had a child during the preceding 12. months constitute
only some"4-5 per cent of the population enumerated* survey
research has shown that when a question is asked whose

answer nearly always goes the same way, then certain

enumerators tend to miss the rare response which goes the

other way (probably because they begin to take the answer
for granted instead of asking). In this way births are missed.
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4*IS In some oases, the net effect of these errors has been to reduce

or inflate the total number of births reported for the reference period,

but the bias appears to be independent of the age of the mother. In

these circumstances, correction procedures can be used which are described

in the United Nations manual "Methods of Estimating Basic Demographic

Measures from Incomplete Data11. In other cases, however, the errors

can be shown to have biased not only the total number of births, but

also the shape of the age—specific fertility distribution? when this

happens the correction procedures lose most of their validity.

(b) Question on date of last live birth

4«77 In some recent censuses and surveys in Africa, questions on births

in the last 12 months have not been asked? instead, women have been

questioned as to the date of their most recent live birth. The question

asks first only for the year when the last birth took place, but if

the women gives a date for her last birth within the three calendar

years prior to the survey, the month is then asked for. Women bearing

children during the 12 months preceding the survey are then distinguished

separately in the processing. Although this approach may still be

regarded as somewhat experimental, it has nevertheless been shown to

possess certain advantages?

(1) - The question must be answered for all women who, in answer
to the question on life-time fertility, claim to have given

birth to a live—born child. Errors due to the low inoidenoe

of the events are thus eliminated. It also places the

analyst in a much stronger position for making corrections

and adjustments to the data, as will be described further

below.

(2) - The information on women whose last child was born more
than 12 months prior to the survey is also of values the

distribution of women bearing children between 12 and 24

months before provides supplementary data on the shape of

the age—specific fertility curve; further, information on

the patterns of error is provided in the case of women who

state a date of last birth such as would make their own

age at the time of the birth either impossibly young or

impossibly old.

4*78 Ihere are also certain disadvantages in this approach which should
be considered,

(l) The question is a difficult one, as are all questions
involving dating of events in African surveys. The older

women, who may have borne their last child several years

before the survey, will have particular difficulty in

answering the questions correctly? and for all age groups

there are likely to be some women - generally between 5 and
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10 per cent - who will be "not stated11 as to date of last

birth* These errors are, however, of secondary importance5

we are less concerned with the births whioh took plaoe

several years before the survey than we are with those

occurring during the preceding 12 or 24 months 5 and if the

fertile women who are "not stated" as to date of last birth

are tabulated by age group and parity, suitable pfo-rata

allocations can be made.

The question is not "conceptually complete": we do not

obtain information on women bearing more than one child

during the 12 months preceding the survey, nor on birth

during this period to women who have themselves died» Hoyever,

the combined effect of such omissions is unlikely to amount

to less than 5 per cent, and probably not more than 3 per

cent, of current births. Suitable adjustments oan be made -

if necessary. Alternatively, suoh births could be covered

if, in addition to asking each fertile* women for the date

of her last birth, a question on births in the last 12 months

is asked on a household basis (see above para. 4.74),

JBven when these adjustments are made, analysis shows that

.; current births are still under-reported. Field observations

1 suggest that one reason may be the following s enumerators

! find the question difficult and tedious and as a result,

: instead; of asking for the last birth, they assume that the

youngest child living in the household represents the last

birth. Ofcey then enter his date of birth as the answer to

the question. This error could perhaps be discouraged "by

including a follow-up question as to whether the last-born

child is still alive. Even if this has no effeot on the
enumerator it would at least show up the error, since the

mortality rate among these "last births" would be too low.

This would provide the analyst with firmer grounds for

correcting the figures.

4»79 MH in all, the question on date of last live birth seems pre- '
ferablej to that on births in the last 12 months. It is therefore

recommepded and should be used whether in a single round survey or in

the firjst round of a multi-round survey.

(o) questions births since the preceding round of the survey

4«80 G|iis method ia described in fuller detail in Chapter 10. But'
it may Jbe said here that there are obvious reasons for expecting that
it should give improved results on current fertility, since errors of
dating are praotioally eliminated, and if V question on current
pregana^icy is included, probing in the folio.w^up rounds should be more
effective. Relatively few multi-round follow-up surveys have been

carried out in Africa and at the time of writing there is not enough

evidence to show whether the method has in practice eliminated under-
enumeraition of births. The same remarks apply equally to the PGE

method,i which is also discussed in Chapter 10.
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Life-time fertility

4.81 Two types of approach have been used to collect information on
life-time fertility in African surveys:

Question on the number of children ever born

Pregnancy history questionnaire

These will be examined in turn.

(a) Question on the number of children ever born

4-82 Most demographic surveys conducted in Africa have included a
question for all adult women (or in some cas«s for all ever-married
women) as to the number of children they have ever borne. Such
questions have normally referred to live births only, though in a few
cases stillbirths have also been included. However, in African

surveys it has been foun* difficult to distinguish still-births from
miscarriages5 any definitions based on the duration of the pregnancy
are unworkable* We recommend asking for live births only, defined as
children who cried after birth.

4.83 Questions on the number of live births have frequently also
required a breakdown into the number of children who are still alive
and the number who have died. Such a breakdown enables the data to
be used,for the estimation not only of fertility but also of infant
and child mortality. Ikis will be further discussed later in this
chapter under the heading of mortality.

4.84 The data obtained from these questions are subjeot to errors
both of faulty omission and faulty inclusion. These errors may be
summarized as follows:

Faulty omissions: - children who died in infancy

- children who have left the home

- children born to another husband

Faulty inclusions: -still-births.

- children born to the current husband

by another wife

- adopted children

- grandchildren

4»85 Erary effort should be made to forestall these errors both in
the design of the questionnaire and in,the training of the field staff,
although even with the best efforts it is unlikely that the errors can
be eliminated altogether. As a first step in this direction, it is
recommended that the question on the total number of live births should
be broken down into three partss

0
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4 the number of children now living at home
4 the number of children now living elsewhere
4 the number of children who have died.

The fiijst group can then be checked against the household members listed
in the questionnaire.

4.86

born ie

periodi

involved
are

in

much.

Chapter

big advantage of the question on the number of chiXdre^ ever

that, there is no error of dating, sinoe there is no referenoe

However, since a much larger number of person-years are

than with questions on current fertility, the sampling errors

lower, (The question of sampling error is discussed further

7.)

(b) ?egnanov histories

4«87 In view of the potential errors and biases in data obtained in
answer ijto questions on the number of children ever born, the more
detailed approach of the pregnancy history has sometimes been advocated*

It is lloped that by greater probing more accurate results will be
obtained," The reasoning behind this approach is as follower

Sfirst, in many African societies, the process of counting one's

offspring or possessions is both unfamiliar and distasteful, and

. ^ .. ie thought to bring disease, death, or bad luck. Yet, although

Reluctant to state their number, a man or woman may nevertheless
have a clear mental picture of each one* In the case of cattle,
for example, a man may not know how many he possesses, but he

ojan, without counting them, , tell at onoe if any are biasing.

Jhus by asking a woman to describe separately eaoh one qt her

pregnancies and its outcome, one can build up a more accurate

,jiioture of her life-time fertility. In contrast, by simply
dfsking ^Qr the total numbers one encourages hasty and ill-oonsidered
sjnswers.

Secondly, by dating each pregnancy and arranging them in ohrono-
, logical sequenoe, the. enumerator can see whether there were any

...//■xjnueuaily long periods : during which the woman apparently did
'"ijjbt conceive.. By further pr»>ing he may then bring to ;light
pregnancies and births which" would otherwise have been omitted.

irdly, the detailed, information supplied on the time relation^

^hips in the woman's pregnancy history open up several possibi
lities for the examination of .-recent trends infertility.

4-88 %.en this method is used, the principal items of information which
are noijmally obtained in. respect of each pregnancy ares

Ilive births: - Name (if any) of ohild
- Sex of child

- Date of birth
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- If still living, present plaoe of residence

- If dead, date of death

Miscarriages and still-births s - Date of pregnanoy

■ ■ . - Iteration of pregnanoy

4»C9 In tropical Africa, enquiries of this kind have generally been
conducted on a fairly small scale; only in some North Afrioan coun

tries laave they been incorporated in sample surveys conducted on a

national scale,, bu^ the results of these have not yet been published.
Thus tije extent to which they in fact succeed in producing more
accurate results cannot yet be assessed* ■

4*9° Although improved results can reasonably be expected, for the

reasons outlined above, there are certain difficulties and drawbacks

inherent in the method which must be considered:

(1) !Ihe method is complex and time-consuming5 it therefore
requires a higher calibre of field staff than is normally

readily available in Africa; the interviews will be long

and the enumerators will be able to complete fewer in a

day5 the cost of the field work will therefore be increased.

(2) !Ihe dating of the, events, which is the key to the whole
y approach, is, in Africa, difficult, inaccurateand frustrating

for both enumerator and respondent. It will involve exten

sive use of event calendars, the complexities of which

have been discussed, above. We have already seen that a
question on the date, of the last live birth can cause

difficulties; these difficulties will therefore be

repeated in respect of all the other pregnancies. Faced

with a barrage of questions to which she does not know the

answer, the respondent is liable, to become exasperated.

At the same time the enumerator may be discouraged and
resort to slipshod methods of dating.

(3) Experience shows that in some oases probing into the details
of dead children and pregnancy losses, instead of increasing

the accuracy of the responses, oan cause resentment.and

jeopardise the suocess of the whole interview.

(4) method involves the use of a separate questionnaire for

each woman, whereas questions simply on1 the number of

ohildren born can be incorporated in a general household
questionnaire* The number of documents to be handled by

the enumerator will thereby be much increased. Une design

of the pregnanoy ;history questionnaire and the method of

its completion (a series of fuestions must be asked in strict
sequence) are disoussed further in Chapter 5.
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4»91 Finally-It should be noted that the main argument for the pre

gnancy 1 istory method, namely that it avoids asking the mother to count

her chi: teen, is less strong than it appears at first sight? Ihe ohildren

are to le reported in 3 categories (see para* 4*85 above) - 6 if each
is bro.k< n down "by sex. In any one category the number will not be

large ;ard this is especially true of the younger women on whom the

mainly depends* Moreover, much the largest category is likely

to be that of "children now living at home"; these are name,d individually
in the cuestionnaire so that we are not relying simply pn reporting

of numbers. Outside this category it will be rare to find a number
greater jthan 1. ■ .

4.92 M4re

be

positive

evali ated

evidence ia needed before the pregnancy history method oan

At present the arguments do not appear to justify a
recommendation.

D» Mortality

4*93 Ad with fertility, investigations into mortality may be divided
into twc categories: those which seek information on "current11 deaths

ooourrirg. during a specified recant period, and those which involve
no datirg or reference period.

Current mortality

'4*?4 Si^ree types of question will be considered:

Kejtrospective question on deaths in the preceding 12 months
Question on date of last death in the household
Fqllow-^up methods deaths since the preceding round of the survey.

These wajfr.1 be examined in turn*

(a) Retrospective question on deaths in the preoeding 12 months

4«95 ^ip use of this question has been examined above (para, 4.40).
Questionp of this kind have been included in many African surveys and
oensusesj but in most cases they have not given even roughly plausible
results.il Besides the sources of error mentioned above for births

(dating Serrpr, error of omission, error due to low incidence of the
event), [there is the problem that where the deceased lived alone there
will be fco one to question about his death. Similarly, if his death
caused aj break-up in the household there may be no one who can report
his death as occurring "in this household". In either case the death
goes unr sported.

4»96 Besides the usual dating errors, another error has been observed
in more than one country, sometimes the date limit of 12 months is
ignored fltoghether and the question is answered by copying from the
lifetime;; fertility question the total number of children reported as
born andjidied. Of course this is completely wrong.
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4*97 Despite unfavourable experience in most African censuses and

surveys, the question has occasionally given plausible results with

well trained and supervised enumerators, It is such a fundamental

question that it does not appear justifiable to eliminate it before

something better is available., Its inclusion is therefore recommended^

Even in a multi-round survey it is worth including the question in the

first round ~ partly as a safeguard should later rounds be oanoelled

and partly because it serves as a check on dating error for deaths

reported at the second round (see Chapter 10),

(b) Question on date of last d^ath in the household

4*98 Skis is the mortality equivalent of the question on a woman's
most recent live birth. It has rarely been tried in African surveys

and, when tried, does not seem to have given satisfactory results*

4.99 Skere are additional difficulties with this approach in the case

of mortality which do not arise in the case of fertility* Firstly the

problem arising from the break-up of households and the formation of

new ones becomes even more serious than with the question on deaths

in the last 12 months, since the qusstion generally refers to a longer

period, with greater risk of the household breaking up* Secondly,

while in the case of fertility there is a oroes-oheok with the question

on lifetime fertility, there is no equivalent to this in the case of
mortality,

4*100 In the light of experience the method is not recommended.

(c) Follow-up method: deaths since the preceding round of the survey

4*101 This method is described more fully in Chapter 10, but we may

note here that it is in the field of mortality that the advantage of

the multi-round follow-up survey is likely to be greatest. Thus,

instead of the vague question -■ "Has anyone (wg don't quite know who
it might have been) died in this household in the last 12 months",
the enumerator can enquire about the survival of named individuals:

"Is so-and-so, whc was here last tiQG I came, still alive?"

4.102 As mentioned in para.4»413 the follow-up method must be supple
mented ~by a question on the survival oi' "babies born since the preoeding

round of the survey. In the "interview, this wili appear as a supple

ment to the question on births since .the last round.

4.103 As mentioned above, not enough multi-round surveys have been

done in Africa to enable their success to be judged accurately. How

ever, the two—round follow-up survey of rural Nigeria (1965-66) gave

one of the most plausible-looking life tables yet obtained for any

country south of the Sahara - though unfortunately there is no other

source of information on mortality in Nigeria against which these

results can be checked.
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4#104 "TfciePGE method can be expected, in principle, to be at least

as effective as the follow-^up survey as a source of information on

current bortality. The choice between single-round surveys7 multi-

round surveys, and PGEs is discussed in Chapter 11.

l|

Mortality questions with no specifio reference period

] : : '
4*105 ^wo possible questions of this type will be considered in this
sections;!

Question on survival of children

Question on survival of parents

(a) Question on survival of ohildren

4.106 Iti para.4-85 abovewe recommended thats when women are asked for

the number of children ever botfn, the answer should be broken down
into the^number of children (i) living at home, (ii) living elsewhere,
and (iiijD now dead. The proportion of the latter group can be used
to provijle an estimate of mortality during the first 5 years of life.
The methbds are due to Myburgh, Brass and Sullivan and are described

in the Upited Nations manual "Methods of estimating basic demographic

measures;! from incomplete data*1. Generally they are based on the

results from women in the age-groups 20-24, 25-29,' and 30-34* (informa-
tion frot women older than this tends to be too unreliable besides

taking ufe too far into the past? when mortality may have been different).

4.107 If the number of children surviving and dying is recorded separate

ly for tjie two sexes, mortality rates by sex can be obtained* If not, .
arbitrary separation factors will have to be used*

4.108 Ofeese estimates of infant and child mortality are generally
thought io be appreciably more reliable than those based on deaths
in the l^st 12 months, for the following reasons:

questions involve no reference period and hence are not '■;
subject to dating errors ♦ ":

The data are based on a larger number of person—years and are I
therefore subject to smaller sampling errors. In faot they . %

.comprise births occurring up to 20 years pribr to the survey, I

;and it may be argued that xf mortality has been declining ■

rapidly, the estimates will be biased. In fact, however,■ \

they are heavily weighted by the more recent births, so that ~" j
;unless the reduction in mortality has been unusually large, ' t
the bias will be slights |

f
The analytical techniques are "robust.11: i.e. the estimates : '■

are insensitive to age mis-reporting or to differences in j
the patterns of fertility and mortality from those of the ' %\

;|models used for the construction of the estimation procedures. '1
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4.109 It must "be emphasized, however,. that the data provide estimates .'..

of infant and child mortality only, and oannot "be used for the estima

tion of adult mortality.

(b) Question on survival of parents

4.110 In order to fill this gap of adult mortality, it has "been sug

gested that the questions should, as it were, be reversed* . instead

of asking the parents about the survival of their ohildren, one should

ask the ohildren about the survival of their parents• Thus questions

as to whether the informant's father and mother are still alive have

been included in several African censuses and surveys* notably those

of Chad (1964), West Cameroon (1964),' Lesotho (1968-70), Kenya (I969)
and Uganda (1969). Methods of converting the results into standard
life table functions have been devised by Brass and are described

in ••• They have yielded plausible results consistent both

with the estimates of infant and child mortality derived from propor

tions of surviving children, and with estimates of adult mortality

from other sources (e.g. inter—censal survival).

4.111 The whole approach, however, is still experimental and there

are several sources of. bias which require further investigation- Most

of these concern the technique of estimation and are desoribed in the

reference just mentioned.,-One in particular, however, concerns the

response itself and this may be noted here: there is a danger of bias

from the substitution of foster parents for true parents in the response.

This leads particularly to bias since the process of adoption may take

place because of the mortality one is trying to measure.

4.U2 On the other hand the approach has several considerable advant

ages: the questions are simple and require no probing? they involve

no dating or reference period5 they take up little space on the

questionnaire5 the results, are simple to code, punoh and tabulate; ;

and they involve a large number of person-years and hence the sampling

errors are small*

4.113 Thus, despite the uncertainties arising from the various sources

of bias, questions on survival of parents are among the most promising

methods of obtaining data on adult mortality in singles-round surveys,

We therefore, recommend their inclusion, not only in single-round surveys

and censuses, but also in the opening round of multi-round surveys.

Only by obtaining data from different independent sources can the validity

of the estimates be assessed.

4.114 2ke question should be asked in respect of all persons in

sample.

E» Migration

Migration presents a special problem in almost every one of the

various aspects of survey design. There is a special problem as regards
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whom to

a opding

find

question about migratory movements5 a special sampling problem;

pres entatipns

broader

these

ing.

(i)

problem; a problem of time referencesa problem of tabulation

.f and a problem of projection which itself raises a

problem of the usefulness of1migration data* We consider

prpblems first before entering into details of methods of question-

tiiom to question

4.116 ^bile internal migration, and immigration into the country from
outside,|| car be investigated by questioning people as to where they

have oorn^ from, there are obvious practical difficulties in obtaining
data on (people migrating out of the country, since the emigrants are

not present to answer questions. A few African countries hav# frontier
oontrolsj

obtained^

some kinfi of employment agency. But where this is not so, the only
source ojT data on external emigration would appear, to be a multi—round
follow-up survey or a PGE. Even these methods are obviously far from

reliableip they still depend on secondhand information about the
emigrant;*

from which some information on external emigration oan be

and in some countries nearly all the emigrants pass through

(ii).; . Skmpling problem

ation data are subject to large sampling errors if cluster
sampling!; is used. Ttie intra-class correlation associated with cluster
samplingll (Bee Chapter 6) is perhaps about five times as high as in the
oase of fertility and mortality. Unless this fact is taken into

aocount $.n designing the sample and fixing the objectives, the sample
may be fiyund. to be inadequate to permit any worth-while conclusion.

(iii) Ceding problem

4.118 ftjjiral people can generally say what village they oom© from, but
often doinot know the region or province, commune, district or other
administrative division. Obviously the tabulation is not needed in
terms of I villages but in terms of some larger geographical unit, say
"regions*. 1/ This presents a coding problem. How do we translate
the data:from villages into regions? This oannot be done entirely in
the office because in all countries there are many villages which have
the. same;iname$ in evory ambiguous oases we would like to get "baok to
the informant for fuller details. In practice this work is perhaps
best doni by the enumerator and informant together at the interview

Itself: jthe emmera^Qr is required to record only the region but where
he cannot get this information from,the^ respondent directly, he asks
for the locality and tries to locate it more; exactly ltf supplementary
^estxona> ** the.l)elp of a nap if necessary. Obviously ?his is
1/ Geografphioal and 4dministrative units are different named in different

countries. We use| the term "region" here for oonvtnienoe, to denote
some ^ographical
In manjy countries

unit which is large, but smaller than a whole oountry,
!the word would be "province".
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complex and time-consuming and still not completely reliable* There

seems to "be no simple oolution to this problem. In most surveys it

has "been ignored, an^ indeed if we toe'prepared to accept a fairly

wide margin of error this may well be the most practical policy at the

stage of data collection* However the existence of this source of un

certainty should at least be mentioned in publishing the results. The

problem is more serious in some countries than others „

(iv) Problem of time reference

4.119 She problems discussed under "de jure" enumeration", concerning
the definition of residence arise all over,again when we try to classify

migratory movements. For example, if we ask "Where were you before

you came here" we have to consider how long the respondent must have

stayed in a place in order to qualify as having "come from" it. This

increases the complexity of the interview and of the instructions given
to enumerators.

(v) Problem of tabulation and presentation

4.120 A migratory movement has three aspects: (i) the point of departure,

(ii) the point of arrival, and (iii) the date. Each of these elements
must be grouped in some way in presenting the results. Further, a given

individual may move any number of times in a given period. The possibili
ties for analysis are almost endless. For example, one might tabulate

province of birth by province of present residence (the date variable

then disappears because the reference period is the lifetime). Or one

might classify present residence as urban or rural and tabulate by date

of arrival. Some possible tabulations might require a larger or less
clustered sample than is available. Others might need more precise
responses than oan be obtained (for example, we cannot ask the informant

to classify a place as urban or rural). In the field of migration more

than any other it is indispensable, for efficient planning of the survey,
to draw up in advance a precise tabulation plan in the form of skeleton

tables 5 a very rough estimate should then be made of the numbers to

be expected in the cells and the implications should be carefully
studied in terms of sampling error, question design, coding., and the
usefulness of the final result.. '

(vi) Problem of projection

4.121 As* was pointed out in Chapter 3 (paras. 67-68), migration is
directly influenced by government action and by a variety of factors
which can easily change quite suddenly from one year to the next. The

position is quite different with fertility and mortality. For this
reason there is no sound basis for projecting migration data into the
future. In a sense, therefore, all information on migration is
historical'and notMng mores it tells us what has happened but it gives
almost no clue.as to what will happen- It is important to face'this
fact when planning a survey and to consider very critically whether
there, is really any need for suoh historical information,,
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( ote on migration data collected- in urban areas

4*122 (The most serious difficulties in collecting information on
migration-are encountered in urban areas. Most African towns are not
only growing rapidly3 but they are also experiencing a very rapid turn
over of!population: there is a constant movement to and fro between
the town and the country, and people move frequently.from one part of

the town to another. To find a clear pattern in these movements is

not easy. Moreover, if the multi-round follow-up method is used, .

people ^numerated in one round may have disappeared by the next and

there mky be no one who can say when they went or whereo l/ In ad
dition bo these difficulties, the sampling problem is particularly

troublesome in urban areas in relation to migration, Hew arrivals tend

to settle in a few well defined areas and there is little possibility
of selecting these areas in just the right proportions in the sample,
(Anothef way of saying this is that the intra-cluster correlation for
migration is particularly high in urban areas,)

4.123 Iphe preceding paragraphs suggest that migration information from
a survey is difficult to obtain, likely tc be unreliable, and possibly

of little practical use* Ihere is therefore a strong case, for omitting,
the topic of migration altogether, At the best, it should be recognized
that in !| this field a demographic survey ±b a blunt instrument which
can giv4 no more than a rough indication of migratory movements,

4.124^ In the rest of this section we assume that" despite these warn
ings itiihas been decided to go ahead with the investigation of migra^
tion in||the survey. We now consider, therefore, the various forms of
question which may be used.

4*125 ^s with fertility and mortality, we distinguish data on "current"
migration, relating to a fixed reference period in the recent past,
and opeii-period questions which involve no dating or reference period.

"Curren-tj" migration

4*126 ^Jiree types of question will be considered?

^ of residence
Ittace of residence at a fixed prior date

follow-up methods movements since preceding survey round.

1/ Ihe mjalti-round follow-up method can nevertheless give a wealth cf
information about urban mobility, as was found in surveys carried
out ito Abidjan (I963), and Yaounde (1964-65)0 But the problems
of analysis are formidable and this type of enquiry should be

regarded as a higbly technical special study: it cannot be handled
as a Marginal addition to a general demographic survey.
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(a) Duration of residence -■ ■■

4»127 Several censuses and surveys have included a question on how

long each person has been living in the place where he is enumerated.
The number of persons stating a duration of less than one year gives
an approximation towards the annual migration rate. Apart from the

difficulties associated with all questions involving dating in Africa,
the main problem arises in the case of persons who have been moving ,.
repeatedly to and from the place where they are enumerated* should
the period of residence date from the time when they first came there,
cr from the time when they last came back? Instructions have sometimes
stated thai; "-short periods of absence should, be exoludeet'%; but what •■?-.'
constitutes' a "shoriT period4'? A precise definition is needed. 3he
same problems arise if the question is adapted for absentees and
refers to the duration of absence.

4.128 If de .jure enumeration is being used (see Section 4*1), a defini
tion of the current residence is already being applied. One could then
define.the preceding residence by the same criterion and determine
whether there has been a change in the last 12 months. However, if
a single-round survey is being used this procedure would give a biased
estimate of migration in the last 12 monthss eince present residents
are by definition those who have been living "here" for a minimum
qualifying period (e.g. 6 months), immigrants who arrived more recently
than this would be automatically excluded.

4.129 Kiere seems to be no simple way of avoiding these difficulties
without introducing artificial and complex oriteria of migration. Thus,
in a singleround survey the question cannot hope to give anything more
than very rough results. In a culti-round follow-up survey, on the
other hand, it should give reliable data - see (d) below. 03ie question
is listed under "Other useful topics" in the EGA "African Recommenda
tions for the 1970 Population Censuses".

(b) Place of residence at a fixed prior date

4«13O Questions on the place of residence one year, or in some oases
five years, prior to the enumeration have been asked in censuses and

surveys conducted in several countries of Europe, Asia and Amerioaj

but they have rarely been tried in Africa* A question on place of
residence at the time of independence (l July 1962) was asked in the
1966 census of Algeria, and in 1jhe 1969 census of Zambia informants
were asked where they had been living 12 months previously. In

neither case, however, do the questions appear to have been very

successful. In Zambia the results indicated patterns of internal
migration whioh were clear inoonsistent'with those shown both by the
data on birthplace and by the inter-censal population increases from
1963 to 1969* The reasons for tnese-failures are not clear, but in
the circumstances the inclusion of such a question in future surveys
in Africa cannot be recommended.
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ffollow-up methods movements since preceding survey round

4.131 !| Information on the movements of persons into and out of the

sampleI areas between the rounds constitutes one of the principal by

products of the multi-round methods persons are reported to be there
at one!round and no longer there at the next, or people are found at

a latedp round who were not there, at the round before. Indeed the method

constitutes the only really effective means of obtaining data on out-

migrai;.on by means of a survey, particularly where such out-migration

involves whole households and not just individuals. Once again, the

PQE method should in principle be at least equally effective.

Migration questions with no fixed reference period

4-132 !We consider in turn the following questionss

;Birthplace

^Plaoe of origin or "home district11 .

. ■ Place of usual residence

Place of previous residence

Absent members of the household

Absent relatives

These |4-fferen± questions suffer in varying degrees from the problems ;

(i) to!|(vii) listed at the beginning of this section. We shall refer
baok tp thjs list where convenient.

Birthplaoe(a) ~—-
4*133 jitthis perhaps the commonest form of question for determining the

general- pattern of migration. For those born in the country, the ques^-
tion aekB Tqt the region (or whatever the-largest geographical sub
division, may be termed in the particular country) 5 those born abroad
are asked to state their country of birth. The coding difficulty -

see (i^i)^ above — is aggravated by the long time reference: geographioal
boundaries of regions, and even of countries, may have changed,
significance of the information obtained is further limited by two
factorsi

long reference period* The pattern of migration revealed ;

relates to a. period which varies considerably between individuals,
averaging over 20 years. , A breakdown of results by age is

essential. .

faotors. A person's mother may have been in an abnormal;

place, suoh as a maternity hospital or-her own mother's home,

at the time of the birth.

Place of origin or "home district"

4»134 ^bis suffers from the same disadvantages as birthplace except

that the "chance factors" mentioned above are practically eliminated.
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In some African oountries the concept of a person's place of origin
or home district is clear-cut 5 it is usually associated with his tribal
affiliations, and he retains the idea of coming from a particular place
of origin even though he may have lived most of his life away from it. T
The same concept can be applied to the country of origin of immigrants; :
indeed in some cases persons may be regarded as originating from a foreign
country even though they were not born there: for example, in the i960
census of Ghana, a person's country of origin was defined as the country
where hxs father and/or paternal grandfather was born- There are some
African countries, however, in which the "place of origin" concept is
not meaningful for large parts of the population. The question needs
careful testing in pilot studies.

(°) Place of usual residence

4.135 Questions of the type - "Do you live here, or somewhere else?"
have been included in various censuses and surveys, (Their primary
purpose has been to classify people as residents or visitors with a
view to identifying the de .jure population (Section 4.1), but they also
provide some information on short term migration. 05ie principal pro
blem involved is the definition of residence - see (iv) above.

Place of previous residence

4.136 This is perhaps the most useful question for determining recent
migration trends. The main difficulty is that we get only the most
recent move from each informant. The further back in time we g«, the
longer the resulting Mas since we miss increasing numbers of earlier
moves by the more mobile people. A date cut-off must therefore be
applied m the analysis - perhaps 3, 4 or 5 years back. This means
dating the informant*s latest move. The coding problem - (iii) above -
is also present as usual, besides the problem of defining residence
for persons who move frequently - (iv) above. In line with our earlier
recommendation, one might define residence as the place in which the
person lived most during the calendar year concerned. Clearly there
are many complications and it must be faced that the results can onlv
be very approximate.

4»137 It is, of course-, possible to probe back in more detail and
attempt to get a complete "migration history" from each individual,
analogus to the pregnancy history described in paras. 4.87.4.92 This
would eliminate the bias mentioned above but at the expense of a far
more complex interview and questionnaire. The problems of coding and
tne definition of residence are aggravated, while that of tabulation
and presentation - (v) above - becomes particularly intractable. More
over, recall lapse and difficulties of dating are likely to be serious,
mis approach oannot be recommended.

(6) Absent members of the household

■4.138 As we see in Section 4.1, de .jure enumeration requires a question
on absent members of the household. This is a possible source of
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information on migration. In particular, in a. single round survey it

is the 4>nly way of getting information on emigration from the country.

Note, however, that only temporary emigrants are likely to "be reported:
if a person has left for good, by definition he has ceased to be a
member if the household. The difficulties arising from the break-up
of households, noted above in connexion with deaths (paras. 4*95 and
4*99 &rf also relevant here.

(f) Absent relatives

4.139 ^te alternative approach of asking every adult to give particulars
of all Ms or her relatives currently outside the country was tried

in the 4966 census of Malawi. (Hie disadvantage of this method is that
eaoh absentee may be reported as many times as he has relatives, In
a sampl4 survey, this can only be corrected by reweighting each person
by the Reciprocal of the number of people who could have reported him.
It is nojt practicable to get the latter information and the method is
not recommended*

Migrations Summary

4*140

Migration questions present a variety of difficulties at
all stages of the survey, These difficulties are parti
cularly acute as regards urban areas.

It should be accepted that any information obtained will
be.only very approximate,

'i '

The usefulness of such data, inaccurate as regards past
I migration and inherently unable to.predict future migration,

is open to question. There is a strong case for not includ
ing migration among the survey objectives.

(4) If it is included nevertheless, skeleton -fcables should be
drawn up in advance of the survey, showing the mode of

analysis intended. The implications in terms of sampling
error, question design and ceding should be carefully
considered.

For ourrent migration movements, the best information is
likely to come from a multi-round follow-up survey or «.

PGB. If, however, only a single round survey is available,
the best question is perhaps that on place of previous
residence. The latter must be supplemented by a question
on the year of the last change of residenoe and the analysis
should then be confined to a recent period (e.g. the last
3 years), otherwise bias will result.
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(6), Fogp» information on past, movements, a question on place of
origin is perhaps tfce most us.eful in most countries, but

the question needs careful testing in a pilot survey. If

suoh tests show that the question is often misunderstood,

a question on "birthplace may te used.

(7) Some information on current and short-terms movements can '-■
"be picked up as a by-product of the questioning necessary

for determining who is a member of the de jure population.

In single round surveys, this is also likely to be the only

. ,.-. source of information on temporary ©migrants abroad^
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4-3 RELATED TOPICS

this section we consider the following topics or items:

Sate of interview

Relationship
J^arital status
Jffiliation (ethnic, linguistic, religious, national)
I&uoational level

Economic characteristics

EJousing

We also jconsider the inclusion of items which are designed to serve
the purgipses of subsequent surveys,

4*142 Ejach of these items may find a place in a demographic survey
questionnaire for one or more of the follcwing reasons s

C3.) It may serve purposes of field control
(^) It may be needed to support or supplement the demographic

I analysis

(p) The information may "be .sought for its own sake
" (|0 It may be needed for matching purposes in a PGE operation.

4-143 The last three items listed in para.4.I4I alcove are not strictly
"demographic". If they are included in the survey because the informa
tion is fought for its own sake, then the survey is-not purely demographic
but becomes multi-purpose. The study of these'variables for their own
sake takfes us outbide the field of this manual 5 in the present chapter
they wil?. be considered only as regards their relationship with the
demographic survey proper. In particular, we shall examine their use
for cros^-tabul&tion against fertility and mortality - for example,
with a v|.ow to determining whether educated women have more or fewer

childrenj than uneducated women. We shall also consider how the oollec- ■
tion of information on these variables may come into confliot with the
oolleciridfn of the strictly demographic data. This, together with the
problem 4f multi-purpose surveys, is taken up again in a note at the
end of tile chapter.

A. Pate <tf interview

4*144 T^ie problems of field control are treated in Chapter 8. Field
control Requires the inclusion in the questionnaire of a number "of
identification items such as house number, name of enumerator, etc.
Among the^se, we single out here the date of interview only because,
in oertaifn circumstances, it.may also be an essential item in the
analysis.!; Thus in multi-round follow-up surveys the reference period
is the interval between two rounds. Tfcis interval must be known
exactly if the vital rates are to be computed. In the PGE method, the
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data may also be needed for matching purposes. These points are treated

more fully in Chapter 10. In summary? date of interview is always needed

for control purposes; it is also needed for analytical purposes in

follow—up surveys and for matching purposes in PGEs.

Bt Name

4.145 ^© name of each individual is needed for field control purposes•

It is also needed for matohing in PGEs.

4.146 Even in a single round survey, names are essential if spot checks

are to be made by supervisors, or if enumerators are to be required to

re-visit the household when an error is detected. In follow-^up surveys

and PGEs, the name is clearly indispensable.

4*147 It seems very likely, also, that the recording of names leads

t:> more complete enumeration. Asking the head of the household to

name the members one by one should ensure more complete coverage than

simply asking for the number of persons in, the household — for the

reasons given above in connexion with lifetime fertility (para. 4.87).

4.148 Particularly where follow-up and matching are involved, it is

important that the full name of the person should be recorded. Many

persons have several names, and the distinction made in more developed

countries between a person's official names, given at baptism or

recorded when his birth is registered, and nick—names, acquired later

in life, does not apply in many"African communities. Thus many people

may have both an African tribal name and a European—type name, possibly

given on baptism. Confusion can often arise because a person is known

locally by hi£ tribal name, but gives the European-type name* to the

survey enumerator, who appears as a sophisticated person of superior

©duoation coming from the city.

4.149 Another difficulty sometimes missed by expatriates concerned with,

the design of surveys'in Africa is thai in many areas there is no real

equivalent of the European "surname" which is handed down generation

after generation, and which a wife takes from her husband on marriage.

The questionnaire item should therefore be headed "FULL NAME" rather

than "STJBHME". .

Another reason for entering as many names as possible is that

people in a given locality often share a common name. Thus in a recent

survey in Malawi the "surname" given for 11 out of 20 household heads

in one sampling area was Phiri.

Variations in spelling are another source of confusion: since

the respondent is often illiterate, the enumerator will try to spell

the name phonetically as he hears it. If the name is recorded twice

by different enumerators (or once by an enumerator and again by a registrar)
and the records have to be matched, the spellings will rarely agree. In
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sian PGE studies this difficulty has "been tackled by the use of

the "Sfoundex oode" system. In Africa, however, the application of this

systen would. often be v±"tefcatedby varying use of suffixes and prefixes:

for eojample "Mtuma" becomes "Mtumanawo", or"Siliza" becomes "Nasiliza".

C., Relationship

4.152 I Most censuses and demographic surveys in Africa have included

a question on relationship, which can be of value both because it opens
the w4y to several checks of internal consistency and because of the
information which it provides on household size and composition* It
may a|so be used for matohing purposes in a PGE*

4»153 l| Two methods have been used in African surveys and censuses for

reoort^ing relationship. In the:first, only the relationship to the
Head of the household is given* In the second, the relationship is

specified as simply as possible in relation to some person higher' up
on th«|j' list, using line numbers for identification. Thus, if the Head
appears on Line 1 and his wife on Line 2. their son is entered as "Son

of 1 dp-2". In this method, if the relationship involves someone whose

name qoes not appear: in the household list he is referred to as x» l/
An example is shown.below* . '• '

METHOD 1 METHOD 2

^°r Relation to Head Ho* Relationship

1 Head 1 Head

2 ififoT , - ■:■-•".•■. 2 Wife of. 1 "■ . /•

3 Son 3 Son of 1 & 2

4 Son's wife 4 Wife of 3

; 5 Son's son :- .■:■--:■ . 5 Son of 3 & 4

: 6 Wife's daughter-- - 6 Dau^iter: of 2 &x

7 Wife's daughter's son 1 Son of 6 & x

8 Visitor 8 Visitor
9 Visitor .■,...-.■-...._ v - 9 ■ Wife of: 8 •

Note t|iat in Method 2 the relationship is given with, reference to a
peraoal higher in the list? No. 2 is entered as,"Wife of 1", not as
"Mother of 3". . ■ ■

l/ It is simpler to allow x to be used repeatedly Tor every unknown or
absj&nt persbn rather than to insist on x for the first unknown, y
for| the second unknown in the household, s for the third, etc*
The^e are many minor variations of the system. In Frenoh-speaking
countries "Son of 1 & 2" has usually been written "Fils de 1 X 2"
and:! a dash is used instead of xe
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4.154 Method 2 has several advantages: ; . :

(1) It gives more information and hence .offers greater pos—

■ ' sibilities for consistency checking. For example, in

Method 1, person No, 5 may *>e the son of No, 3 or he may

be the son of another (absent) son of the Head;; we bannct
tell which. In Method 2, this uncertainty is eliminated,

similarly, in Method 1 we do .not see that the visitor 9

is the wife of 8. An important feature of Method 2 is that

it identifies bbth parents. "

(2) Method 2 is-easier to use> although it takes a little longer
to learn. In Method 1 the descriptions sometimes become

' - highly complicated and this can cause mistakes. For example,

No, 7 appears More complex in Method 1 than Method 2.

(3) In Method 1, the enumerator may inadvertently1 record the
relationship of the Head to the person, instead of the

relationship of the person, to the Head. If the Head's

; • . father is in the household and the Head says "I am his son",

the enumerator may write "Son" as the entry where he should

have written "Father". Hhis mistake.cannot easily happen

with Method 2.

4*155 Method 2 has been used suoessfully in many African surveys and

is recommended.

4.156 Assuming that Method 2 is used, the following checks (among others)
can be made:

(i) Relationship may be checked against sexs wives, daughters,
mothers* etc. should be shown as female £ sons, fathers,

etc. as male. c

(ii) The age of the parents (partioularly mothers) may be checked
against the age of their children. E.g. if the mother

is shown as aged 18 and the child as 12, or the mother

as 70 and the child as 2, a mistake has obviously been

made.

(iii) Relationship can be ohecked against marital status. E.g.
if a worn n is shown as "Wife" under relationship, both

she and her husband should be shown as "Married" under

marital status.

(iv) The number of children borne by a woman and entered as
"living at home" in the question on lifetime fertility

may be checked against the individual names of her

children entered in the questionnaire.
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If, in the fertility questions, a woman's las-fc-born child
is stated to be still alive and if the entry against
children "living elsewhere" is nil, then the age of the
youngest child of hers enumerated in the household can
be checked against the date of her last live birth.

When a question on survival of parents is included in
the questionnaire (see paras. 4.110-4.114), the answer can
in many cases be checked against the household list.

4.
as

s

157
sons

pxlbg

These checks are in most cases valid only if the children shown
and daughters under relationship are tne true biological off- <

of the reported parents, and not adopted children. For tt£s
ejaawjerators have sometimes been instructed to specify "adopted

or "adopted daughter" as appropriate. However it hardly seems
nable to expect the enumerator to ask of every single child in
sample - "Is this child adopted?" Ofce important point, rather,
encourage enumerators themselves to look for contradictions of

rt mentioned above and to probe more carefully when they ooour.
• ■ "■■

l)§ J&^usefulness of these checks depends- largely on the point at
J? ?3 *fc* i*00*^1*11^^ are picked up.' If they are spotted in the
rie-Ld t>y the enumerator himself or the supervisor, the appropriate
corrections can generally be made? but if they are not found until the
datajare bexng processed it is usually difficult or impossible to tell
wner^ the error lies.

son11

reasonable

the

is 1

the

5^ In most African censuses and surveys the item on relationship '
bteen used only for control purposes. However, in a few oases the

data tiaye been analysed in order to obtain statistical information on
household composition.

4.160 Such analyses are inevitably complex. It is necessary to olas-
™y.£ouseholds int° types according to composition. Olhe definitions
or tha. types demands very'oareful thought and any scheme is inevitably
arbitrary. Once a preliminary classification has been drawn up it should
be tested on a sample of data relating tb at least 100 households before
it xb\ cqnsidered as final: if this is not tone there will certainly be
unforeseen difficulties in application.

n^6^1^^.1^0^^* to reoa11 at this P°int that the concept of the
household" xn almost all African societies is inevitably inexact (see

para,11x9;. !The survey planner must consider whether information of
tnis fcind is worth the considerable effort involved in the analysis.
A o^oision to prooess or not to prooess the relationship data should
De,taipn before the questionnaire is finalized.

P. Marital status

* v? 3 Eur°Pean> ^ian and American populations, marriage is
a variable of such fundamental demographic importance that it forms
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the oorneivstone of the analysis of any fertility data obtained in

censuses and surveys. It may therefore seem surprising to some to find

the subject of marital status in this -chapter under the heading of

"related topics" rather than under "main demographic topics". In Africa,

huwever, two important factors must be remembered* first, as regards

the primary objective of most African demographic surveys -. the determina

tion of the rate of population growth - information on marital status

is of only marginal utility? seoond, any thorough examination of the

influence of marriage patterns on fertility involves both concepts which

are difficult to define and questions whioh are difficult to answer, i.

■• ■ ■■-•■■■■ ■ .-■,-■ - -: :■■■■•■ ■ ■:•>■

4«l63 Where a Question on marital status has been included iri most

African censuses and demographic surveys, the information required has

been a simple breakdown of the population into four categories1 i' single

(i.e* never married); married; widowed; divorced or separated.

4.164 Ihe problem then arises of the definition of marriage. In most

African countries one finds a whole range of marital situations varying
both in their degree of permanence' and in their relationship to law,

religion and custom. Even if it is decided that all permanent unions

are to be counted as marriages, there is still the question "how

permanent?" How long should the couple have been living together to

be counted as married? In fact further definitions along these lines

are unlikely to be of much value, and what happens in practice is that

the enumerator leaves it to the respondents to decide whether they wish

to be described as "married" or not. Reactions to the question may

vary from one respondent to another, yet to dispute their answers may

cause offence. , ' "

4.165 Information oh marital status may be used for estimation of

fertility and mortality in two ways.

(i) Using the proportion of women who are married in eacu five-
year age group between the ages of 15 and 49> a simple model

of the shape of the age-speoifio fertility distribution ban
be constructed* This model can be used either aSa substi

tute for, or as a check on, data obtained from questions ,

• ; on births in the last 12 months or date of last birth. Kie

model is only valid, however, for populations where births

i;o unmarried women are negligibly few, and where birth .

control is not being practised. It could also be vitiated ^ ,

if there is a.high incidence of venereal disease or other

pathological disorders causing sterility at an early age.

In.many African populations the appropriate conditions are

not met. l/

1/ United Nations, "Methods of estimating basic demographio measures

from incomplete data", page 24«
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Such information was collected, for example, in the demographic survey
in West Cameroon (1964); here the routine collection of data from eaoh
woman on lifetime fertility was broken down in such a way as to reoord

the number of children born in each separate marriage or union. This

is the "marital history" method, analogous to the "pregnancy history"

discussed in paras. 4-87-4.92. Once aga^n, there are the problems'of
dating, of age estimation and of the definition of marriage.

Summing up, marital status in African surveys is a topic of

doubtful utility presenting many practical difficulties. It is perhaps
better regarded as a topic for special studies than for routine demo
graphic surveys.

E. 3riber Ethnic Group, Language, Religion, Nationality and Citizenship

4.172 Ohese characteristics often form the most significant sociological
(and political) sub-divisions of the population. Information on them
is often sought for its own sake, apart from any possible correlations
with fertility and mortality. It should be noted, however, that they
are characteristics which are subject to very high intra-class correla
tion, (see below, Chapter 6). As a result., if a sample..surveys aims
to produce estimates of the absolute numbers of persons of each tribe,
ethnic group, etc., such estimates will, in the absence of other supple
mentary data, be subject to relatively large sampling errors. In
particular, data on nationality or citizenship, with the overwhelming
majority of the population being nationals and only a small fraction
foreigners, will be almost useless without supplementary information.

4.173 Where tribe and language are concerned, it is often desirable
to combine the smaller units into broad groups, both in order to reduce
the sampling errors mentioned above, and to simplify the prooessing and
interpretation. This also applies where the data are used for cross- :
tabulation against fertility and mortality. If the tribal or language ■ '•
groups used for the cross-tabulation are too small, any differentials
which may appear may not be statistically significant, quite apart from
the fact that the tabulation and interpretation of the data for a large
number of small groups would be expensive, time-oonsuming and laborious.

4.174 Cross-tabulations of tribal, ethnic or language groups by age,
sex, fertility and mortality have an important advantage ovex such
tabulations for geographical regions within the country - namely, that
they are less affected by migration* On the assumption that a person
retains his-original tribal identity, and will report it correctly
wherever he goes (an assumption which holds in most, but not all, parts
of Africa;, then the age-sex distribution from a given tribe within
the country should be relatively migration-free, except of course for ' - ■*
the effects of international migration. In contrast, the age-sex die- '
tributions of regions or districts may be considerably affected by I
internal migration. (Ehis fact is important where the estimation of '
fertility by the use of stable population models^ is concerned. \
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regards language, the straight question "Can you speak (or

) /
75 K g gg, g q y p (

underst md) Frenoh/Swahili/Hause ...?" is of. very little value. Answers
are liable to heavy "bias dependent on the prestige of the language. To

obtain ^elia'ble information on knowledge of languages a test is needed.
The difficulties of administering a test in a.survey situation are
considerable (see next section on literacy tests) and there is some

of evaluation of results 5 moreover, to operate the test the

enumerator himself needs a minimal knowledge of the languages tested.

T not a suitable operation for inclusion in a routine large—sample

demographic survey. In most surveys the language question has been

limited! to "What language do you speak in the home?1' - Even this may

bring responses which are biased by considerations, of prestige. In most
countries such a question would add little useful information to the
much si|rpler question on ethnic group, and where this is so the latter

is recommended. However, political objections are sometimes raised to
the inclusion of a question on tribe 5 where this is so the question on

languag^ spoken in the home may be useful as a more acceptable sub

stitute^ t ■■...:

F. Education :. :..

4*176 . .this is hot strictly a, demographic topic and will be considered
here only superficially. ■ *. i. ■ . ■ ...

4*177 Questions relating to education which *re commonly asked in
oensuses and surveys include the following? ^ . ■ *■

(i) Literacy

, (ii) School attendance. Whether currently attending school
-full-tint©. . r .

|iii) Educational attainment.: -G^ade, reached or completed, it .
. r:.,, number of years of full-time mckobllhg, -c-W

fiy) Educational qualification*. Certificates9, diplomas,
degrees. . . :

4«J78 , $u©stions on literacy have been asked in many censuses and surveys.
However^ they, have often, been shown to give unreliable results. Maijy
persons I claim to be able to read and write when they cannot. The ques

tions a^e of little use unless backed by a test. Such tests have rarely
been a<fo|i,nistered, though in the I964 oenBUff of Botswana, for example,
the: ejauiierators did carry small cards with sentences printed on them
in Taricjus languages which they were' to ask the respondents to read.
(Hiere.a^e numerous difficulties in administering literacy tests in a
survey#j. It. is rare to be able, to interview an informant in Afrioa

without ;|onlookers* if one of these can read it is almost impossible
to keep him silent.while the desired informant tries: his best. Moreover,

if the |n*srviewee knows how to read the others will hear him and oan
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then give the right answer when their turn comes. 'For. this reason it

is necessary to prepare several different cards and have enumerators

use them in rotation, A basic difficulty is that the tests cannot be ..

used for "informants" who are not interviewed! in any African survey

information for many persons comes "by proxy from another member of the

household. Finally, tests of this kind can test reading onlyj tests

of writing are more inconvenient "both to handle and to evaluate. For

these reasons neither questions nor tests for literacy are recommended

for routine demographic surveys.

4«179 Questions on school attendance may "be asked as a check on current

school enrolment statistics, or to determine what proportion of the

"eligible" population (defined in terms of appropriate age-groups) is ..
receiving schooling. However such a cheok is of limited values if.

the two sources of data disagree the error is at least as likely to he

in the survey as in the school enrolment reports.

4«l80 If the survey includes a question on occupation (see G. "below),
then the item on school attendance is complementary (juveniles who are
at school are outside the labour force) and may well be worth including

to help the enumerator to get more accurate information* (Note, however*
that if the survey is carried out, wholly or 'partly, during the vacation

period following the end of the school year, the enumerator will need

instructions regarding young people who are ..still uncertain whether they .

are going to continue their studies in the following school year - for

example, because they have not received their examination results. It

seems advisable to classify them as "students" rathe?, than "unemployed".)

4»l8l For purposes of cross-tabulation against fertility, the item on

school attendance is valueless? the small* number of children borne "by

girls currently attending school is of no demographic significance.

4.182 "Questions on educational attainmejnt are of value in their own

right, as an indicator of the 'country's human resources, and for cross-

tabulation with fertility. In practice .the use, of such questions is

often complicated by the fact that systems of education,-, levels,

standards, forms, grades — have been changed during the last ten or

twenty years in many African countries* Thus a, .person who completed

schooling twenty years ago may state a level for which there is no strict

present—day equivalent^ In, countries where the. system has changed, an

equivalence table relating the old system with the new should be worked
out in acLyanoe of the .st^rvey. r: A^ £e,cision will then be needed-as to the

method of recording to be used by enumeratorst.; when an answer is given

in the old system, should he record it as given or translate it directly,

into the new system? Hie best rule is perhaps to record the information

exactly as given, but in that case the enumerator should be made familiar

with the old system so that he can juclge whether the information he has

been given is adequate. A similar difficulty arises with persons educated

abroad, but fortunately such cases are rare and the enumerator can be

instructed to work out the equivalence in co-operation with the informant.
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i^Si XI 0!Untri!S where grade r«P^ition is relatively infrequent
usefifc olieok question may be the year of leaving ,,nhon 1 aie T-!.
to a ;;check of the reported age against reported attainment.

!at*ainment should be reported in terms of the •
grade,successfully completed. Some respondents may wrongly

V^ alte^d * than that o^eted: a supplementary
iti 117

l^ * than that o^eted: a supplementar
%T " theff0re ~ede4.on whether a grade examimtion 117
Often no grade examination exists and in any case provision

Uon fc«l£ n^ e/!r ^^^y^ tho^ *o are awaiting their examiaa-
as I tSJ"^ S™"***8"190* of attainment by one grade may be common
aJ^£« ! 5 2*eSe souroes of erro^ ^t the effect will hardly be

ificant if the data are analysed in broad groupings (see para.4.1^).

!.Bumbej ofTem of ^-^-*lme sohooling is some-
overcome the above difficulties. While the question io

Icllot £ IT ySe ^ 1S l6S8 meanin«^ls ^ade repetition is very
commoj in Africa, and in many countries it is rare to find a pupil who

S%3£ ?rf ^6 Wh°le SyStem With°ut 'epeatiag a grade. ?oL number
^ a ^0- ^ ^i

be used in the cross-tabulation.

on and

may also be investigated.

rare to justify cross-tabulation with fertility.

4.189^ jSurvey planners are often asked by manpower specialists to
su^al^6S+1On °n pOBsession of vocational qualifications. However,
llt+S ** ^ V6ry infre^nt ^ Africa, besides being highly'
clustered in geographical distribution. As a result, the relative

S unfikelvrtL°t Thifa 1l.1^1y *° be extremely high and it is "
most unlikely that the information will serve any useful purpose.
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4*190,. Summing up:- Literaoy questions and tests are of very limited

value* Questions on educational; attainment are of value in their-own

right and for cross-tabulation^against fertility. The most useful
form of the question is that of "highest grade successfully completed"•

For cross-tabulation against fertility, use broad educational groups *

and lifetime fertility - the latter preferably brols^ix down into surviv

ing children and deceased. A question on current school attendance is

of little value unless occupation is als* being asked, when it may help

by clarifying the status of juveniles. Questions on educational qualifioa—
j?i$(n#\ (general, not! vocational) are of value in their owi right "butnot,
in Africa, for demographic analysis. ' ■

C« .Economic characteristics :

4*191 The items normally .included under this heading are:

i) JEconomic activity

ii) Qaployment status .
iii) Occupation
iv) Industry

The definitions and classifications for these characteristics will be

found in the ECA publication "African Recommendations for the 1970

Population Censuses". The subject takes us outside the scope of this

manual. However, as a rough guide the following reminder may be useful:-^

Economic activity — means whether employed

unemployed

or not economically, active ( «= mainly

wirres

and

student

Bnployment status — means whether empl»yer

employee

own-account worker

or unpaid family worker

Occupation - means the type of work done .-

Industry -r refers to the activity of the establishment in which

the person is employed.

In Africa there are many difficulties in practice in applying

the international definitions. Particular difficulty is found in

distinguishing own-account workers, unpaid family workers and housewives

The classification of women in rul'al areas is so uncertain that widely

varying interpretations of the definitions have been made in different

countries. In addition there are always coding difficulties (a serious

problem with this topic even in developed countries) due to incomplete
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descriptions 1 these are aggravated if it is decided to limit the topic

to thejsingle item "occupation" - the other items often provide needed
clarification. ...

4.193

obtain

survey:

Altogether, there are strong arguments against any attempt to *

data on economic characteristics in a primarily demographic
■ ■ ■ ■ " •"■"■■'

! '■ ; ■
;|(l) The cluster design which is appropriate for demographic
! variables (see Chapter 6) is highly inefficient for eoonomic

variables, whose intra-cluster correlation is very high.

(2) For labour force information, one would normally prefer a
• ;. \ sample heavily weighted in favour of urban areas. Shis

obnflicts with the requirements of a demographic survey.

(3) Information on the labour force is needed for a complete
12-month period, seasonal variations being important in all
countries. This may well conflict with the needs of the
demographio survey.

(4) The economic itejis are complex and require much attention
during the enumerators1 training. They also take up a good
deal of space in the questionnaire and require a large
amount of labour at the coding stage. Despite all this,'

the results are inevitably subject to many sources of
error and will always be only approximate.

4.194 Xf, despite these arguments, the economic questions are never
theless retained, they may be usefully cross-tabulated against fertility.
For thi$ purpose, experience has shown that the most significant dif
ferentials are likely in respect of two attributes:

(i). Occupation of the husband, classified in broad groups
(single-digit code) such as will roughly oorrelate with ■
income and social status.

(ii) Employment status of the woman herself - i.e. whether or
■ not she has a regular |>aid job*

Both these characteristics should again be'ofoss-tabuiated against the
woman's lifetime fertility, rather than against current fertility.

c ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ,--.■.

35»

4.195 Ehis again is a non-demographic topic which is often included
xn demographic surveys. Any detailed discussion would take us outside
the scope of this manual and reference should be made "to the EGA "Afrioan
Recommendations for the 1970 Housing Censuses".
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Since many demographic? surveys include as a first step a house-

listing operation (see-Section 8.4) i"t .is "tempting to argue that the
house is already going to be an operational unit of the survey so that

an enquiry on characteristics of housing can easily be fitted in. Un

fortunately, this argument is not valid. The unit in terms of which

a preliminary listing is required in demographic surveys should either

^e ^e address (i.e. one municipal house-number equals one unit), which
serves to assist later identification, or else a unit of housing oor-

responding as closely as possible to what is currently occupied by one

household. Neither of these units corresponds to the,"housing unit"

required, for an adequate investigation of housing standards and defined

in the United Nations recommendations» The reason for this is that the

recommendations are designed specifically to make it possible for the

enquiry to provide information on empty housing and on multi—occupancy

(one housing unit occupied by more than one household). If housing is
defined in terms of current occupancy, information on these topics will

be obscured.

4.197 If an adequate survey of housing standards is to be made, there

fore, a.definition of the housing unit must be used which is independent

of current occupancy. There will then be cases of more than one house

hold in one housing unit and cases of one houshold in more than one

housing unit. _ The complications this introduces.for enumerators are

very considerable and in practice enumerators are unlikely to follow

the instructions laid down. When, in addition,'it is appreciated that

the definitions of both housing unit and household are inevitably

imprecise in African applications, it will be seen that there are

serious difficulties in any attempt simply to attach a housing enquiry

to a demographic survey.

4.198 Finally, to these difficulties should be added the fact that .

housing characteristics show very high intra—cluster correlations, both

in urban and rural areas. In village after village, enumerators will

be recording always the same responses; it is clearly wasteful to

collect information in this way. ■-.

■ ■ ■

Items designed to serve subsequent surveys

4.199 As was mentioned in Chapter 1, demographic surveys in Africa are

often used to provide a household sampling frame for subsequent surveys —

particularly for agricultural and household budget surveys. In such

cases' the sample design for the second survey pan generally be made more

efficient by adding certain questions to the demographic survey. Examples

of such questions are:

"Whether the .household has an agricultural holding

: What crops the household operates

"Whether the household sells any produce»-

In many demographic surveys an important reason for inclusion of the

questions on employment has been to provide supplementary information

for the subsequent sampling operation.
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4*200 Obviously this motive for adding to the questionnaire cannot be

ignojred: the demographer working within the government service cannot

reasonably claim exclusive right to his survey. Nevertheless, every

additional question of this kind complicates the work and threatens the

valu|e of all the data,

4.20|l A decision between these conflicting claims in the case of a single

rouijd survey is difficult indeed. However,: one important advantage of

mullii—round surveys is that the later rounds provide additional oppor
tunities for collecting non-demographic information. There may even
be a positive ad-eantage in including such items in a follow-up round:

the lienumerator who only has to check each person on the houshold list

as giving or dead and record arrivals and departures is too easily

tempjrfced to skimp his work; but where he has a distinct new question

to ask the obligation to carry out a careful interview is more difficult

to ignore.

.4.4 SUMMARY AKD BECOMMENDATIOffS

4»2Q£ The organizers of any demographic survey face a wide choice of

topics for investigation and an even wider choice of means by which

infofraation on these topics may be collected. The selections which

they eventually make will depend on several factors: the objectives

of like survey, the type of survey operation (single-round, multi-round,
or combined survey-registration), the resources, both human and financial,

which are available, the peculiarities of the population to be surveyed,

and so on. Thus in some oases it has not been possible for us to make

firmi recommendations, but merely to point out the advantages and dis

advantages of the various possibilities.

4»2Q3 However, it is possible to recommend a minimum list of questions

to be included on the assumption, first that the objectives of the survey

inoltide the determination of the age-nsex distribution of the country's

population and its vital rates, and, second, that tne sample will be
approximately of the size and design recommended in Chapter 6. (Phis

minijnum list is recommended for any type of demographic survey, whether

singjle-round, multi—round or PGE. In the case of multi-round and PGB

operations the list may be taken as recommended for the first round*

4.2Q4 The minimum list of questions is as follows:

(i) Questions to be asked of all persons:

- Name

.— Relationship

- Sex

- Age in completed years

- Surviral of parents
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(xi) Questions to "be asked of every adult woman*

- Number of children ever borne alive who are now

living at home, by sex.

— Kumber of children ever borne alive who are now

living elsewhere, by sex.

■ — Number of children ever borne alive who have died, Isy

. - Date and sex of her most recent live birth.

.- "Hlietiier or not this last live—born child is. still alive,

(iii) Questions to be asked of each household:

- Births in the last 12 months, by sex and date of birth.

— Deaths in the last 12 months, by sex, age and date

4,205 Second in priority the following items are suggested*

Marital status*

Birthplace or place of origin*

flhere labour emigration is important: absent members of

the household outside the country, by sex and age.

4«2O6 Third, in priority comes

.Educational attainment
; 1 .

Economic pharacterisitos'

Housing characteristics ;;'"

4.207 It is not possible to fix a position in order of priority for

the "affiliation" items - tribe, religion, etc. !Ehe value of such

items can be judged only in relation to the special needs of the

country concerned.

NOTE ON MCTLTI-PITEPOSE SURWS

4.208 This note is added as a renewed plea for simplicity* Experience

hae shown all too often that the more questions.are included in the

questionnaire, the poorer will be the quality of all the results. A

multi-purpose survey will not produce as good data on demography as a

strictly demographio survey. Primarily this is because the overloading
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of the ilenumerators * training course leads to a higher rate of error in

the fiejld. But it is also because the questionnaire becomes more com

plex, ifcie interview becomes longer and hence more fatiguing for both

enumerator and respondent, and because all the subsequent operations,

from coining to computer programming, become more elaborate. In addi

tion, .g|s we have seen, most of the non—demographic items clash in one
way or toother with the needs of the demographic survey - the sample

design,! whether in space or time, is inappropriate or the units are

incompatible.

.4*209 "price..it is known that a survey is being planned, the organizers

are often subjected to pressures from various directions to include

additiapal items on subjects which have nothing to do. with the original

purpose!^ of the survey. The organizers must know ho.w to resist these

pressures. When considering whether a question should be included,

they should aek themselves, not so much - "Are we likely to need this

informaition?" but rather - "Can we do withput this information?" An

ambitiops questionnaire needs to be matched by unusually high quality

field Qftaff, meticulous training and close supervision in the field;

if it is not, muoh of the data is likely to prove worthless.
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CHAPTER 5

Design of the Questionnaire

A. General

5.1 Once the content of the questionnaire has "been fixed, work can begin

on drawing up the document itself. This task immediately raises a large

number of small problems, such as the language to be used, the lay-out, the

method of reproduction, whether the questionnaires should be bound in

booklets, the method of recording responses, and so on.

5«2 In the present chapter we offer recommendations, based on African

experience, for dealing with each of these problems. The chapter ends with

a specimen recommended questionnaire. It should be stressed that many of

the recommendations depend on the circumstances of the survey — either the

characteristics of the population surveyed or the method of data-processing

which is planned.

5«3 The presentation in this chapter starts from the general and works

towards the particular. We begin with the general basis and principle of

the questionnaire, go on to consider lay-out and reproduction, then

consider the questions themselves - language, presentation of questions,

recording of answers. Finally we deal with the special case of the pregnancy

history questionnaire. Some special problems arise with follow-up surveys

and dual registration-survey systems (PGEs) ; these are treated in Chapter 10.

5»4 It is assumed throughout this chapter that the survey requires informa

tion to be recorded for individuals. Thus, we exclude without discussion

the kind of group enumeration questionnaire in which the enumerator merely

has to indicate how many persons of each sex, age-group, etc. are found,

without particularizing them.

B» Basis of the questionnaire

5»5 From the start, a decision is needed whether to use one questionnaire

per area, one per unit of housing, one per household, or one per person.

5»6 One per area saves paper9 but in most respects it is inconvenient.

The number of persons covered in any meaningful area unit is likely to run

into hundreds. These cannot all go on one page. There will therefore be

frequent turnovers in course of one questionnaire. This creates difficulties

see Section C(4) below. In particular, the "relationship" question refers
one person to another within the household: this becomes difficult to handle

if the members of the household are not clearly grouped together on one page-

5*7 One questionnaire per unit of housing - whether house, compound, or

other unit - would be appropriate only where-this unit is in fact used in

the survey. It would involve unnecessary work if the enumerator had to

learn how to identify such a unit simply for the sake of the organization

of the questionnaire. In most surveys where a housing unit is involved

there will be a special housing questionnaire; it would be appropriate

to arrange this questionnaire on the basis of one per housing unit, but
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not thejj demographic questionnaire, (We have already seen - para. 4.I96 -

that onp. cannot assume any simple correspondence between the housing unit and

the household.) An exceptional case is the demographic survey confined-to
a city feuch as Brazzaville or Kinshasa where the regular grid plan of the

city lej^ds to very clear units of housing ("parcelles" or lots). In such
instances there may be a good case for using one questionnaire per lot.

5.8 0n£ questionnaire per household is the commonest method and nearly
always f;he most convenient. The household is the unit of interview; items
of information for one household are inter-related and should be checked
againstjone another (para. 4-156); in manv surveys there, are items which
relate Jk> the household as a whole. For all these reasons it is convenient
to use one questionnaire for each household.

5«9 On0 questionnaire per person is sometimes used where the questionnaire
is too complex for information to be entered for several people on a single

page, 3|n demographic surveys this situation is likely to arise only for the
..pregnancy history questionnaire, Where individual questionnaires are used,
the amount of paper to be handled by the enumerator is much greater and. the
instructions inevitably become more oomplex. - partly because arrangements
for relating individual questionnaires to group questionnaires have to be
made, bjf appropriate serial numbering and referencing. This method is to be
avoided lif possible. - .'

c- Binding questionnaires into booklets. Linkage between documents.

5.10 VAljL questionnaires need to be clearly identified as to the area to
which thpy relate. Some of the advantages of the method of one questionnaire

Per areajj can *>e achieved, without the disadvantages, by Ending questionnaires
into booklets and using one booklet per area. Where this is done, each sheet
represents a household and the area information has-to be entered only:o?iee,
on the o&ver of the booklet. The sheets in the booklets should be pre- .
numbered,^ ...._., -

5«H Besides saving time in the writing of the. area information, the. method
helps toj reduce loss of questionnair.es. A hard back .-should be provided to
the bpoklet, otherwise the last few pages will be difficult to. writ© on.
(%sy wi|l in any case if the questionnaire is very large and if the booklet
contains;; too many sheets; it is advisable to experiment with dummies before
making aiprinting order.) ■ ' « -

5.12 The booklet method involves more wasted paper, since a new booklet *
must alwjys be started in each new area unit (probably each enumerator's
area). |t is also impractical where a follow-up is involved, since new
households may appear and there is no place for them. ■ : '

5-13 On^ serious drawback with booklets is illustrated by what happened in
the 196Ojcensus in Morocco. The booklet contained enough sheets for 97
househol4s. The name of the douar (village) was to be entered on the cover.

,! 1
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When the results of the census were processed it was found that a very
large number of douars had exactly 97 households. Clearly, the douar being
a unit of uncertain definition, many enumerators had continued filling the
booklet until all pages were used up. When starting a new booklet they
asked the name of the douar where they were by now working; but they did
not consider this question while in the course of working within a given
booklet. If booklets are used, very careful instructions are needed about
when to start a fresh booklet, when to write "continued" on « booklet, aod
so on.

?'1* ®iejbalano>e °f ^S^nts for and against binding the questionnaires
in booklets is thus fairly even. We are inclined to recommend in favour of
booklets, but only for single-round surveys.

5-14 In most surveys some kind of questionnaire or form has. to be completed
which gives information about the whole enumerator's area. It is also
common to have a "pre-listing" form (see Section 8.4) in which the households
in the area are listed with the name of the head of household and the house
number. (The latter may be a municipal house number or "address", or in
rural areas it may be a number assigned by the enumerator who affixes
numbered stickers to every house in a preliminary tour of the area - see
again Section 8.4.) Such area information forms and listing sheets are

^U1v!d T- ±ht b?,SiS °f °ne per area' If the demographic questionnaires
are bound in booklets, these forms can be included at the front: if not,
arrangements must be made for linkage between forms, for example by providing
snace on each demographic questionnaire for the area number and the house

c« General principles of lay-out

Horizontal or vertiloal form

i[Jh °f+lay-°ut are Possible for a demographic questionnaire
S™ ■ !S1^ /° C°Ver ea°h individual in ^e household: the information
for one individual can go across the page or down. We refer to these
respectively as the horizontal and vertical fo^I of questionnaire. In the

staT^S+T^101"1!1^ the nameS appearxOne' under another °n the left-handside (right-hand in Arabic questionnaires and the question headings ,m«r
across the top In the vertical form,-the name is entered at the ?oP o? the
column and each line is for one question. ■ >

5.16 The horizontal form has usually been preferred, the argument against"
^'^ « ^^ aS+f°ll0ws- In the-vertiloal form the column must

T f Ltem required " Probably the name. This means
nches). This column width is quite unnecessarily wide for

TLZt7J7 itemsisuch as se*> age, marital status. There is therefore
lilTl/ PTl,S0 tnat l6SS info™ati°n °an be recorded on a sheet of "
given size with the vertical form tnan with the hdriaontal.
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5«17 ji Another advantage of the horizontal form is that card punchers are

accustomed to working across the page. However, a minor advantage of the
vertical form is that the questions themselves are more easily fitted in.

5«l8 i The horizontal form is recommended and will be assumed in the rest

of thj.s manual,

Columfc width and spacing

5«19 ]I£ full advantage is to be taken of the flexibility offered by the

horizontal form, the column width must be varied from question to question*

Tke width should be decided by considering the apace needed for recording

anew©; ?p •* not tfce space needed for typing the heading. The heading can

always be fitted in somehow - by using a smaller type-face, by typing up

the Pftge, by employing abbreviations; it is much more important not to

orampsjthe enumerator recording the response.

5»2O, j More generally, it is essential that the lay-out be planned by the
statistician or demographer responsible for the survey: if the lay-out

is left to the typist or printer the column and line widths will certainly

not *bi» optimal. The survey planner should draw the framework of the
quest:.onnaire (the horizontal and vertical lines or "rules") with exactly
the dnsired spacing^ the typist or printer should then be instructed to fit

the toxt into this frame.

Size of sheet

5.21 iThe size of the questionnaire is sometimes limited by available paper

sizes| Whether this is so or not, the ohoice of size should take account

of th^ convenience of the enumerator. Nearly always, he will have to work
without a desk or table*. A questionnaire that is too wide for convenience
may hive to be accepted* but a questionnaire that is also long from top
to bottom may become unmanageable and in any caae is unnecessary.

5«22 ;!A reasonable maximum would be a width of 50cms. (20 inches) and a
height (top to bottom) of 25oms. (10 inches).

5*23 IThe back of the page should not normally be used at all.

Serial numbering and "continuing"

5*24 jjFor easy reference it is advisable to serial number the lines, or

individuals. These numbers can be pre-printed down the left-hand side of
the fo^rm (right-hand side in Arabic), Two-digit numbers should be used for
convenience of punching: 01, 02, ... 09, 10, 11, ......

5.25 jjAs many lines as possible should be provided (within a format of

given lisize) for members of the household. Between 10 and 15 is typical in
African surveys. But however many are provided there will always be some
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households too large to be entered on one sheet.: Some arrangement must-
therefore be made for continuing a household on anaother sheet.

5«26 In some surveys a special continuation sheet of a different colour
has been used* However, this means more forms for the enumerator and it
is probably 3impler to use the stai dard form.

5*27 If booklets are used the questionnaires will already benumberecU
Instructions to the enumerator can then be as follows:

,'If you have to continue on a second sheet, write "CONTINUED ON .
PAGE-.," at the foot of the first sheet, and write "CONTINUED

^ PHDM PAGE ,..." at the top of the second, sheet. Cross out the.
line serial numbers on the second sheet and write in new ones,
beginning /— ""7 " <

5*28 If booklets are not used there is no page numbering. Enumerators
will then merely write "CONTINUED" at the foot of the first page and

"CONKNUAHON11 at the top of the second. Again they must also change

the line serial numbers on the second page. If booklets are not used

there will be spaces provided for geographical identification at the top
of every questionnaire;- the enumerator should be instructed to complete

these as usual on the continuation questionnaires.

5«29, The top line of every questionnaire is normally used for ,the head

of the household, but this will not be so on the continuation" sheet. In
some surveys the word HEAD has been printed in the top line in the column

for "Relationship"? however, this causes confusion in case of continuation
and is better avoided. In any case the enumerator must be made to under

stand that, where a second sheet is used for continuation, the relationships

recorded in the second sheet may refer back to the first: he must not

imagine that because he uses two sheets he.has split the household into
two households.

^° Method of reporduotion .

5*30 Ike queetionnaire is going to be used in tens of thousands of copies.
It is worth spending a good deal of time to produce a document that is as

clear and ©asy to use as it possibly can be. Generally this cannot bo

done with a standard typewriter, stencils and a duplicator* ""

5«31 In almost any country some more sophisticated means of reporductipn
is available.,- Scores of such systems are on the market, ranging from t}ie

"Varityper1' to letter-press printing. It is not practicable to describe

them all here; the questionnaire designer will have to use what is available.

Two characteristics are essential: the system should be one which allows

different type sizes within the same document, and it must be able to

accommodate paper of the desired format and quality. When he has chosen

a suitable and available process, the questionnaire designer must expect

XJ If thero are 15 lines on a sheet, the instruction here'would read
. nl6", and so onB
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to have -*o spend a few hours studying its characteristics and experimenting

with different type faces and type sizes "before finalizing his lay-out;

5*32 Pafler for the questionnaires should be reasonably tough "but not

unnecessarily heavy and must have a surface which takes writing with a
ball-poinit pen. The availability of sufficient paper of the right quality
and size Should be checked at an early stage of the survey planning.

5»33 It joaay be noted that printing of questionnaires is often a bottleneck

and there; may be long delays, especially if letter-press printing (i,a.
traditional printing) is used. In most countries the Government Printer
seems to Jiave a long backlog of work and needs many months1 advance booking.
Once again, this whole question of documents reporduction is one that should
be loofcedi into during the early stages of planning of the survey.

E» Language

5.54 In some. African countries a single African language is widely known

) and used as a lingua franca (e.g. Swahili). In others,' one of the "world11
* languages is the only widely known medium (Arabic, English, French).
t But in moBt countries there is not a single language that is sufficiently
I widespread to be used for interviewing in all regions" of the country. The
I position Varies from country to country and is generally:well known to
4 those planning a survey, so that no useful information can be given in this
; manual. .........i

^ 5*55 Ideally, the language of the questionnaire should be that in which
the interview is to take place, but in many African countries this is hardly

■; practicable, both because an excessively large number of language versions
would be i|eeded and because enumerators have not been educated to read
African .languages even when they can speak them. It is mainly for this
latter reason that the majority of questionnaires in African surveys are
still in Bnglish or French, or at least bilingual with one of these
languages Included (e.g. Arabic-French5 Svahili-English).

J 5.56 It i!s worth stressing here that the language problem is often taken
I too lightly by African survey planners: if the enumerator is left to wurk
, out his own translation of the question mistakes are likely to arise and

;: in,some causes the resulting error may be important, translations should
*. therefore be worked out, before the survey starts, into all the main

languages JLikely to be used. If tliese translations are not to be printed
on the questionnaire the enumerators should be carefully coached in them
during thefl training sessions. Note that this applies not only to the

questions frhemselyes but also to qualifying phrases. The important phrase
during the last 12 months" flor example, is not always easy to translate

and needs Careful attention.^

1/ In one^African survey this concept had been rendered in the English version
by sittce the last dry season", whereas the Swahili version of the
questionnaire gave "mwaka huu" (this year). The meanings differ sig-
mficaittly and the error could be important.
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F. Presentation of questions

5*57 In social and attitude surveys, interviewers are expected to follow
the exact wording^specified *>7 the survey designer. In demographic surveys
it is usually considered that the questions are so simple and factual in
nature that the wording does not matter much. This is probably true
for most 'of the items? nevertheless it is desirable, within reason, to
have the actual questions appear on the questionnaire rather than abbreviated
headings, excep;t where the concept is extremely simple. A recommended
example of the presentation of fertility questions is shown below.

5 . Of .the total number of children borne
alive by you in your whole life ♦•.

How many are

now in

this household

M

■" i

I I

F

How many are

now living

elsewhere ,

M F ■ '

How many

have

., .died

M F

For other examples see the recommended questionnaire at the end of this
chapter.

5.58 In presenting the material in the questionnaire a good working
hypothesis is that once the enumerator has completed his training he will
not look at his instructional manual any more - even if he has been firmly .
told to do so. Everything of real importance should therefore appear on
the questionnaire itself: questions, significant limitations, the meaning
of any codes to be used, instructions as to the persons to be covered, etc..

5.59 In any demographic survey there are likely to be categories of
persons to whom certain questions do not apply. For example, information
on fertility is required only of adult females; information on marital

status is not needed for children; information on visitors may be limited
to name, relationship, sex and age. In making .provision for these special ■:
cases, simplicity should be the main consideration. Bather than provide

special tables or boxes for the special cases, the simplest procedure is

to have all persons reported in the same table and to print above the columns
the necessary instructions showing who is covered. (Such instructions
should be in a different typeface from the questions.) The example just
given illustrates this method. In very simple cases', 'such as the marital
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status bf children, the simplest solution is to make no special provision

whatever: children will then be entered as S (single) under marital status.
This isii no more difficult than writing a dash and just as useful•

G, Method of recording responses

5.60 ifyunerous methods of recording answers have been used in surveys. The

many variations are aimed at simplifying the work of the enumerators, card-

puncherB or computer programmers or at eliminating the operation of coding

in the pffice by having the enumerator record the answers in coded form*

5.61 ift is important to appreciate that the enumerator has to work under

very unfavourable conditions compared with office workers. He rarely has

a flat horizontal surface on which to lay the questionnaire; often the* ■"

light ie bad; he is surrounded by chattering spectators; he may have to

translate the questions and answers; and finally his work is more complex

than thte mechanical job of the coder or puncher. He is therefore far more

likely to make mistakes. Worse still, his work cannot be systematically

checked, whereas that of coders and punchers can be,

5.62 In desinning the questionnaire, therefore, first priority should bo

given tp making the task easy for the enumerator^ If this involves additional

office work it should be accepted; in most cases the cost will be small and

in any base the increased accuracy will pay off,

5.63 We now consider some possible recording methods in detail* Five

different methods are shown below.

■OBUt

M Q3f F

D92

F

3)
M

O

0
1

F

2

2

€)

sex

"2"-"female"

1

5)

Sex

Male

Female

1

r

c

Male

Female

1

c

Male

Female
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5*64 Method l) is certainly the easiest for the enumerator and the least
likely to lead to error*, If mechanical equipment is being used for data-
processing a coding operation will be needed to translate the letters into

numbers* If electronic data processing is used the letters can be punched
as they are (alpha-punching) and no coding is necessary* If Fortran is being
used as the programming language the alpha-punching causes some trouble but it
can be overcome. The best solution rs to accept the alpha-punched input and
include in the programme an operation to replace the letters by digits, (in
other words coding is performed by the computer.)

5o65 Comparing Methods 2) and 3), Method 3) can be punched directly whereas
Method 2) cannot* For this re-son 3) is preferable and 2) should be ruled out,

5*66 There is little to chose between 3) and 4). A slip in following tho
column down in 3) is perhaps about as likely as a coding slip in 4)« Both "
methods can be readily adapted to a more complex question having several '

cod©sc For example, 3) can be adapted as below: '

MARITAL STATUS ...

1

1

1

;

/

' / -v
/■'/■

2

2

2

/ t
/ $*

j ^

3

3

3

-

/ P
1

I ^
L 1

4

1 4

4

The."Slanted.headings can be read without, turning the page. However, slips

whe"tt "following the haa&ing into the column are likely -to be oommqnol/

5<»67 Method 5) is the only one which combines the two advantages; (l)
The enumerator enters the answer immediately against the word chosen, thus

minimizing error, and (2) No coding operation is needed. On the other hand

Method 5) takes up an excessive amoun'j of space on the form and if there are
a large number of such boxes the questionnaire will look cluttered and

oompli^atedc Certainly for such a simple item as sex this method seems

excessively heavy-handed*,

1/ Univnrsity-educated 'statisticians do not always appreciate that those who
na.Y° anyery limited education and.little familiarity with books and papers
o$tpn and it very much more difficult to follow lines across and down paces
witnout error* * °
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5 Summing up: Method l) is recommended, with alpha-punching* If this

is not Accepted Method 4) is perhaps the next best*

5-6j I| questions are to "be a"sked on such topics as occupation, or if the

"relationship" data are to "be processed, a coding pperation in the office

will certainly be needed. If office coding is to "be involved, should coding
"boxes "be; provided? There seems to "be. no good argument for these. They. ?

clutter iup the questionnaire and are unnecessary. The "best method of coding

is to; u#e a folt-tipped pen in a distinctive colour, such as red, and to write

the cod4 within the space provided for the enumerator's entry. There is

nearly always-some empty space left? even if there is not, the code is
always «asy to read even when written over the enumerators own entry: the

distinctive colour ensures this* (Note, however, that with some types of.

pen and :|certain papers the felt tip entries soak through the paper and stain

the sheeit underneath, and this may occasionally efface an entry. The pens
and papqr should be tested for this before coding is started.)

5»7° Various facilities are on the market which in theory enable the

enumerator1s record to be processed directly, without coding or punching-
(Mark sensing; optical reader; etc.) While these have certain advantages,
theyhavje not been developed to the point where they can be conveniently
usect l?y-[the enumerator^ at an interview. They are discussed more fully in

Chapter. *). •'■ ■"".■-.

H. Bepopting responses: some special cases

Age v .-■=,: ■■■■■'■ ■ ■ " ' ■ ■ . .,

5*71 .. rTtye instructions generally require that ages under 2 years .be- . .

recorded in months. How should this be entered? Perhaps the simplest

method is the following;

' A

Completed

years

G E

Months if

under 2 yrs

An entry is to be made in one column £r_ the other, but not both, (it must ■

be stressed 'to the enumerator that entries are to be mado entirely in

years 03? entirely in months, never in years and months.) This method

requires; 4 columns on the punch-card. Methods using 3 columns are possible,
2 for the age and 1 to distinguish whether the figure relates to years or

months, but with these methods the likelihood of error is somewhat greater.
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Relationship

5#72 Refer to Chapter 4, paragraphs 4.I5I-4.I55. "" .

Not applicable and zero entries . ■

5.73 As we have noted in para. 5.69 there will often be questions which
do.not apply ..to certain persons. . It is advisable not to permit blanks:
this makes it easier to check for questions accidentally omitted. The
best procedure for indicating "not applicable" is to. draw a continuous
horizontal line through the questions concerned.

5.74 As to zeros, for clarity it is best to indicate these always with
the figure 0 and not with a dash.

*• Internal checks; duplication of information

5.75 In some African questionnaires, names have been listed once to
provide a household membership list and then entered again in the table for
individual characteristics. Again, in question which asks for the number

*°^ jrTO 6Ver b°rne> cla8Sified *>y living in the home, living elsewhere.
and dead, one sometimes sees a total column which is supposed to agree with
the sum of the three entries mentioned.

5.76 This kind of duplication is of little value and should be avoided^
It does not^ provide a check because in practice the enumerator is likely
to complete one entry to agree with the other, whether right or wrong.
Moreover,.if the two.entries do disagree there is still no way of telling '
which is correct without a follow-up field visit.

5.77 Checks of one item against another may be useful whsn both items

riiU +aCVee^d f°? the SUPVey' but-i-t ^. seldom .helpful to introduce
a new item for the sole purpose of checking an existing one.

J« Need for simplicity '

1118 _^mination of census ;and survey questionnaires used in the past
S JS m^ a3?e ^ "^rtl l

111 ^ pt
is cSlJS m^ a3?e ^ -"^^wartly complex. Often, the information
is collected in several distinct tables where one would suffice. Coding

^n4??eaTin 8 numbers> raa*in£ *he questionnaire look cluttered
many cases headings are unnecessarily elaborate.

The religious pom-

munity to which

you belong must be

clearly specified

according to the

annexed notes

which should be

consul ted
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All this could quite well be replaced by two words: "See notes".
Similarly one often sees such instructions as

Write M

for male

or F for

.... . : female

whereas:under the heading "Sex" a sufficient insturction is simply* -

M or F

5.80 Conversely, in column headings one sometimes sees abbreviations
where tifrera xs plenty of space and no abbreviation is necessary. No doubt

T!)bi!e^atiOn Wa! carried over from ^ early draft of the questionnaire
appeared necessary.

5.81 J^l of these errors come from a lack of sufficient attention to
»St JS? *raW™g up::toe questionnaire, -'ther questionnaire plays such
a key role m tha survey that it deserves the most careful attention
at ...the planning stage. Every word should, be . scrutinized to soe if it

J f^^ ln-th! intere?ts of simplicity; every space should be
. T6 Xt I* °f °ptimal SiZe' men the first P«>ofB come

printers a further minute • examination should be made to

"* "° ^^ ** ^ th6 ?T***^ -*"1 appropriate

K* Preg|ianoy history questionnaire [

l'Ol2» 2l! ^stionnaire has been used in some surveys in order to allow
for a more intensive questioning, of adult women; it is argued that if

Sve'n MlthSked+rrfy *;•^ thS ^^fr of babies to SL h
given bifth, without particularizing them, the response will be

and their outcomes in chronological order, yet the order in

7
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recorded on the marked lines only, beginning with the latest (some

authorities prefer to begin with the earliest). Other pregnancies are
then entered in the spaces between the marked lines, in accordance with

their chronological position,

5*85 An alternative method of recording which is perhaps simpler but

does not seem to have been tried is to print a date scale on the questionnaire,

running from, say, 1920 to the present, and a separate table for recprding

characteristics of the pregnancies. When a pregnancy is mentioned the

enumerator records it first by drawing an arrow beside the scale, pointing

to the approximate date. He labels the first arrow drawn A, the second B,

and so on (labels are assigned in the order in which the information .cjomes
to lights not the ohronological order). The characteristics reported fdr
eaoh pregnancy are then recorded in the appropriate line of the table,

against A, B, etc. An example is shown below.

APPROXIMATE

DATES

1970 _

I960 -«-A

1950 JE

Refer

ence

A

B

C

D ,

E

Living

at home

Sex

M

n

date

' birth

1961

I95&

-

Living

elsewhere

Sex date

birth

Born aliv©

died since

Sex

F

date

birth

I9fc5

Still

birth
Date

1959

•

Birth

order

3

\

%

The birth order can easily be completed in the office if desired. The

date scale shows clearly the chronology of the reported pregnancies.
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MODEL qJESTIONNAIRE

' A model questionnaire is shown on the next page.

The questionnaire assumes comprehensive enumeration,

i.e. covering both the de jure and the de facto population.

Two questions are included to enable the two populations to

be sorted out at the data processing stage (columns U and $).

The questionnaire follows the minimum list of questions

given at the end of Chapter h, except for the addition of the

two items mentioned above and the questions on tribe and place

of origin.

Note that the references to "last Sunday night" might
well be replaced by "last night" if this appears appropriate -

see discussion in Section U.I.

The model is reproduced here in the actual size.
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CHAPTER 6

Sample Design

3 choice of sample design may "be conveniently divided into

three ma;.n steps:

2.

3.

6*2
we

and PGRB.

Th ise

oonsi ier

Chbo sing a sampling frame

Deci Ling on the type of sample

Fixing'the sample size

steps will be considered in turn in this chapter. Finally,

tke requirements of special operations such as the PBS,

6.1 CHOOSING A SAMPLING FRAME

6,3 Lists'off households based on taxation or other administative purposes,
are of-little use for sampling in Africa: population mobility is generally,
so hi&h jfchat such lists go out of date rapidly - moreover in most oases
they are I incomplete to begin with. Thus, if household sampling is going
to be tis^d it will generally be necessary to sample from a list specially
prepared for the '■ survey. The only exception is when a list can be 6btained

from a census or survey conducted not more than a few months before the
survey bfiiig planned. :

6.4

towns. K

trace so

are,

and in it

useful

Liits dwellings have a longer life but in general exist only in

n many African towns addresses are non-existent or difficult to

that such lists are of little practical use for sampling;' there

, several African towns which are laid out in a systematic.way

ch municipal'lists -of dwellings (generally "compounds") forma
sampling frame.

however

6.5 Wi^fh the eJEc/eption& already noted, sampling for African surveys
generally involves selecting a Sample of areas arid listing the households
found in I each selected area. For this purpose a suitable area—sampling
fraime is fheeded* '■■■■. '.'•'"

y6.6 Foij a sample of given size, the smaller the a.rea units the more of
them wil3j be needed, and hence1 the greater the travel costs for the survey.
On the oiher hand, if larger area units are used the sampling erroip, will

be greater. There is thus an optimum size for area sampling units,' which
minimize^ the cost for a given sampling error. This optimum-will vary

for different survey variables, depending on how much the characteristic

in question is clustered. For some variables, households living near
together ||tend to be more similar than households living far apart; such

variables may be described as clustered, because one tends to find clusters
of people! having the same characteristics. Examples are employment

characteristics and educational level* Other variables are distributed
almost a1j random, so that neighbours are only slightly more likely to

be similafcr than households in separate villages. This is true of fertility
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and to a lesser extent of mortality.-/.; For clustered variables the
optimal size of area units for efficient sampling is small; for less

clustered variables it is larger.

6*7 Several studies carried out in West Africa suggest that for vital

rates the optimum size of the sample that should "be selected in each area

unit is between two and four hundred persons. The smaller figure would be

more appropriate where there is only one enumerator per area unit; the

larger figure would apply if enumerators work together in teams of about 5>

(see Annex 3). It will be suggested in Section 6.2 that the best method of
sampling is to. select al?. the persons in each sel.cted area unit. From this

it follows that the optimum size of area units is also from two to four,

hundred persons, at least for estimation of vital rates.

6.8 An African country planning a new survey may either take these

conclusions as given or, better, compute the optimum afresh starting

from local data and local assumptions about costs. The method of computa

tion is described in Annex 3 of this manual. Essentially the steps are:

(l). An analysis of variance within and between area units, based on past
data, leading to computation of the intra—cluster correlation.

(2) Assumption of a function relating costs within and between area
units.

(3) Computation of the optimum number of households to be selected per
area unit. Assuming the survey covers all households in the selected

units, the above number is equivalent to the optimum number of house

holds in the area unit — that is, the optimum size of area units.

1/ The degree of clustering may be measured by the intra-pluster (or
intra-class) correlation,usually denoted by p or £. This measures .
how much of the between—cluster variance is unaccounted for by the

within—cluster variance, the difference being expressed as a proportion

of total variance. For clusters of fixed size n,

. p .5 = (0-2 ^_cr2) / Ctf21+cr2")
■ r « v -b n-l w ' ' v b w '

2 2
where CT and CT are the between— and within—cluster variances

d w

respectively. For fuller details, see Annex 3.
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In the remainder of this chapter we assume optimal values determined

in this y&y from census and survey data in Cameroun, Chad, Ghana and
Nigeria.]

6.9 Bafeed on the data of the Ghana i960 census, demographic variables

such as iage and sex show about the same degree of clustering as the vital

rates, si) that the above optimum would still be acceptable for these
variable^. For education the clustering is greater and for employment
charactetj.sties much greater; for these variables the optimum area unit

would be smaller. However it is impossible to optimize for all variables

together^ The most reasonable policy seems to be to optimize for the vital

rates, wkich are the most important demographic variables.

6.10 Cojst efficiency increases'only very slowly as we move away from the
optimum.|| For example, if the optimum is at 300, then the cost for given
sampling! error would be only about 12 per cent higher if we used clusters

of twice! the optimal size, and 31 per cent higher if we went to three times
the optij&al size.3^/ Moreover there are wide uncertainties in such estimates,
both bec|tuse we cannot be sure of the degree of clustering in advance of

the survey and because the cost function can only be estimated very roughly,

6.11 Taking all this into account if is reasonable to seek area units of

a few hundred population, but to allow a good deal of leeway. One thousand
population should perhaps be taken as a mazimum for.an area unit. ■ .

6**12 Inljmany African countries a sampling frame of area units exists iu

which neiixly all of the units are. of less than 1000 population. In particular

the administrative census list of villages in French—speaking countries

usually provides such a frame.

Units which are too large

6.13 In I some countries the units will in general be small enough but there

will be a few which exceed the limit. In other countries, most of the units

will exceed the limit. In either case a decision has to be taken: either. .
to aocep| the loss, in cost efficiency resulting from excessively large units,

or to briak down the large units in some way. Either solution will involve
additional cost. The second solution needs some further discussion.

6.14 Breaking down of larger units can be performed after sampling, so that

only the:selected large units need to be treated.

Based

0.002

Annex

on the assumption of a constant intra-oluster correlation of

and the cost function defined in Annex 3» See

3 for a general formula relating cluster size to cost efficiency•
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6.15 There are two methods of breaking them down:

(1) Creation of smaller area units* The area unit is visited by a field
team and divided into two or more sub-units. The dividing lines must

be clearly described or shown on a map. The new units should be made

of very roughly the optimal size (i.e. a few hundred population), but
more important than this is that the boundaries should be clearly

defined.. One of these sub-units is then selected at random.iy

(2) Subsampling of houses or households within the area unit. Every 2nd
household or house (or every 3rd, etc.) is selected for the survey.
The interval (2nd, 3rd, etc.) is chosen in advance for the particular
area unit concerned, on the basis that it should yield very roughly

the.optimum size sample in the area unit. (Exajaple; If the area unit

is thought to, have about 1Q00 population and the optimum is thought to

be 300, then select every 3rd.) This method requires close super-

, vision: the enumerator should not be left to carry out his own

sampling. A list of houses or households should first be made and the

sample then selected from the list,

6»l6 In choosing between these two methods the following advantages and
disadvantages should be noted:

Method (l) is simpler to describe to enumerators, involves, less work and
requires less supervision. (Note, however, that as in Method (2) the
selection of the sample sub-unit should not be left to,the.enumerator

himself.) Nevertheless it will probably be found that creation of sub-units
presents more difficulty than vhad been expected.

Method (2) is more efficient as a sample. We have already mentioned that
"concurrent sampling" should be avoided (that is selection by the enumerator
as he makes his interviewing round). Thus both methods require a special
field operation, in the area before interviewing starts.

Note A. If estimation of total population is one of the purposes of the

survey, a new factor enters.In Method (2) the proportion of the population
of the area unit covered in the sample is known fairly accurately (if we

select every 2nd household then we will get half of the population, to a :

fairly high, degree of accuracy). This is not so in Method (l): if we
create two sub-units they will not normally account for half of the popula- .

tion 9ach, even approximately. This fact gives Method (l) a much larger
sampling error than Method (2) when we come to raise to a total population
estimate. If many area units are going to be split in thi? way, the

additional error in Method (l) would be unacceptable. The only way of
reducing it would be to count the number of households (or perhaps houses)
in (a) the whole area unit and (b) the selected sub-unit, and to use the
ratio (a) / (b) for raising. This should make Method (l) almost as efficient

l/ In some cases more than one might be selected: see para. 132A (Note A).
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.od (2) but the advantage of the , simplicity of Method (l) will .
ien largely lost.

_______ As will be explained in Section 6.2 (para. 6*27,sub-para. (6)),

a follow-up survey Method (2) causes intractable problems of identi
fying !|ousehoMsT:orfollow-up and should be definitely excluded.

as Met]

have, tx

Note B,

6.17:."
paraV (

increased

these

and

-Ghoice now has to be made between Methods 1 and 2 or thirdly (see

.13 above) leaving the large area units as they are despite the
ed cost which this involves. It is important to note that, of-

•Three alternatives, Method (l) will suffer from the special dis-
mentioned in Note A above if both of the following apply;

aj) Estimation of total population is an objective

'H) A substantial proportion of the area units are to be split.

On the-other hand, Method (2) should be definitely avoided if:

Oi) The survey involves follow-up rounds.

choice between the three alternatives cannot be made in this Manual;
it mustlTbe left to tfee responsibility of the survey planner. Account
should pe taken of all the factors mentioned above and of the numerous
advantages of cluster sampling mentioned in Section 6.2 below.

Units w|iich are too small ..

6.18 Apa units which are.muoh. smaller than the optimum involve a loss <
in costjj efficiency just like those that are larger. If, for example, the
optimal!! size is 3°° population, then acceptance of a unit of size 100
involve^ a.31 per cent increase in cost for given error.1/

6.19 T|e. solution as to group such units with neighbours. This grouping
has to fe performed on the sampling frame list -before sampling?/ It ia
assumed;: that there is some indication of the size of each unit in the
list usfd as. a sampling frame. . ,

6.20 Sometimes the list does not show which area units are neighbours
and no ifeap is available.' In this case the best solution is probably to
group tl^e small unit with any unit, in the same district; the units grouped-
tog;ethe| do not have to be neighbours. If there is no indication whatever
of loca-tion o£ units, within the district, th^n one can group with a unit
chosen ^o as to make the. new; unit of optimal size. Again, such grouping
must be jdone before sampling. . . .

1/ Same ]assumptions as in para; 6.10.* -

2/ If sampling is with probability proportional to size, the grouping can
be legitimately carried out after sampling, i.e. only small units selected
in ti^e sample have to be considered for grouping. This saves some labour.
However, sampling with probability proportional to size is not recommended,
for olther reasons (see Section 6.2).
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6.21 An alternative is to have the grouping performed by district or
provincial authorities. While grouping may appear a large and laborious

operation it should "be remembered that it serves the purpose of future

surveys and not merely of the survey under immediate consideration.

6,21A In some countries area units of very small population hava.fceen
excluded altogether from the survey, on the grounds that they are very

costly to survey and account for a negligible fraction of the population

of the country. As regards estimation of Tates* averages and proportions- '
this ;seems a reasonable policy provided such units ard in fact known to

cover a small fraction (say under 5 per cent) of the population For
estimation of totals the procedure would appear to be justified if

supplementary, information-(such as "administrative census" data) is avai
lable on all units, which can be used to adjust for the missing units0

Boudaries of area units

6.22 For rigorous sampling, the boundaries between the units must be
clearly defined. Unfortunately in most developing countries the boundaries
of the areas available as sampling units are not always well defined.

6.23 Where an area is.ill defined, the enumerator who is called upon to
survey it must make, a, decision on his own initiative or report his doubt

to a superior. Where he makes his own decision, the average of such

decisions is likely to be biased; for example, in doubtful cases enumerators
are likely systematically to enumerate less than the full area. Even if the
supervisor makes the decision one cannot be certain, of .-eliminating-bias.

6.24 The importance of this error depends., crucially on whether the objectives
of the.survey include estimation of total population (or total in particular
categories) or whether the survey aims to estimate only rates, proportions
and averages. If the enumerator covers X $ less than the correct area, then
total population will be under-estimated byX fo* However, for rates, pro

portions and averages, this error will appear both in the numerator and

the denominator and will approximately^cancel• There may be a small bias
due to the facii itiat the excluded X f> of the population are likely to come
from outlying areas, and thus to have slightly- different demographic charao^

teristics, but this will not be comparable with the gross bias affecting the

total population estimate and can probably be safely ignored*

6.25 If estimation of- total population is an objective the question of
boundaries of area units should be looked at very carefully, On-the-spo* exami
nation of a sample of area units in the field by the statistician responsible
for the survey should be cpnsidered an essential preliminary. If'it is

found that the danger of bias is serious it may be better to eliminate
altogether from the survey objectives any. attempt to estimate total '
population. " .
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6.2 TYPE OF SAMPLE

ampling

6»26 In ii this manual the term "cluster sampling" is used to mean complete
coverage j of the area units - i.e. without any sampling of dwellings or
householqj.8 within area units«l/

6.27 We |jhave already mentioned that cluster sampling is recommended for
demographic surveys. The advantages are as follows:

(l) If there is sampling of dwellings or households within area units,
then a list of dwellings or households has to be made. Such a listing

oper4tion involves visiting every household* If this has to be done
in aify case, it is more efficient to take advantage of this visit by

oarrjfing out the demographic interview at the same time, and in this

casejthe additional cost of interviewing all households, instead of a
samplje, is very small. If a sample is to be selected then two visits
must jibe made to the selected households.

(2; Hie gjub-sampling operation within the selected area units requires
instructions and training and a certain amount of time (the work would
normally be performed by a field supervisor); it also provides one
additional opening for error.

(3) In Africa the "household" is usually difficult to define and its
membership varies rapidly. This causes uncertainty, and hence error,
when jjthe household is used as a sampling unit.

(4) Any arrangement which involves interviewing a high proportion of

villagers but not all of them is liable to cause embarrassment in the
field^ Those who are not selected want to know why and may insist on
an interview.

(5) If al|L households in a village are covered, there is more opportunity
for getting information from neighbours about births and deaths occurring
in households which are temporarily absent. It is also easier to
eliminate double counting of deaths due to reporting of the same death
by mo^e than one household.

(6) Finalj-y, in a follow-up survey the advantages of cluster sampling are
overwhelming. In such a survey the households selected in the sample
have |to be identified clearly at one round for the "benefit of the

enumerator who is going to.carry out later rounds. If there is any

sampljLng of households, or even of dwellings, this will cause much

diffilpulty due to the high mobility of the population and lack of

addrejsses in most African areas.. The only satisfactory basis for
defining the sample is an area basis; the enumerator can then be tolds
"Interview"all households within the given area.11

1/ The t*rm

or mo

"cluster sampling" is sometimes used to refer simply to two

e stage sampling.
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6.28 These advantages of cluster sampling have to be set off against
the loss of sampling efficiency involved. As we have seen in Section 6.1,
the optimum sample size within each area unit is probably between 200,and
400. We suggested in para* 6,11 above that the method of cluster sampling
should be maintained even if, the units go up to 1000 population, but beyond
this size one should carefully consider the., alternatives of (l) dividing
the area unit into sub-units or (2) sampling of dwellings or households
within the selected area unit. The arguments for and against these alter-
natives have been presented in para* 6,16«,

.Multi-stage area sampling ' .

6.29 The recommended unit size of a few hundred.population corresponds to
about one week's work by an enumerator. Assuming that enumerators are to
work full-time on the survey, and that the whole survey will not be completed
in one week, it follows that enumerators will be required to move from one
area unit to another. In a large country the cost of such travel might be

excessive and it may be profitable to use a 2-sta^e area samples for
example, first a sample of districts would be chosen, equal in number to
the number of enumerators; then a sample of small area units would be
selected in each selected district.

Fixed or varying sampling fractions

6.30 In general, varying sampling fractions may be used in sampling for
any of three reasons: '

(1) To take'advantage of supplementary information on the size of units
(sampling with probability proportional to size);

(2) To distribute the sample with maximum cost-efficiency by taking into
account the differing levels of variability and costs in different
strata}

(3) To ensure an adequate sample in certain reporting domains which are
important but small (for example, the urban sector).

6.31 For African demographic surveys, the strategies under (l) and (2)
above are not recommended. As regards (l), it is suggested that available
information on size of units should be used at the estimation stage
(see Chapter 7) rather than the sampling stage. . Procedure (2) is not
worthwhile in view of the relatively small differences in the variability
of the .main demographic parameters, and in costs, between .strata, besides
the general lack of information on these factors. .- ■

6.32 The third procedure is sometimes useful,. For example, if a total
sample of 100,000 is planned in a country where the urban sector accounts
for 10 per cent of the population, then if 'a constant sampling fraction is
used.throughout, the urban sector will be represented "by a sample of 10,000
persons. This may be too small to give reliable information on the oharao- "
tenstics of the urban population,, If the latter is considered an important
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objective, the sampling fraction could be quadrupled in the unban sector

and reduced by a third in the rural sector, giving an urban sample of

40,00(j and a rural sample of 60,000 (total still'100,000). The unequal
sampling fractions used would be allowed for in the data processing. Any

suoh procedure is likely to reduce the precision of the national estimate.

In general the best sample for the national estimate will be one selected

with qonstant sampling fraction, whereas if one wishes to optimize the

regional estimates this is done by allocating approximately equal sized

samples to every region.2^/ If the regions vary in size these two considera
tions (are in conflict and a choice must be made. A reasonable approach

would tbe to prefer the fixed sampling fraction unless there is a clear
reasoni for wanting to improve the precision of the estimate in some sector,

of selection

6.33 Area units should be selected by systematic sampling from a list
arranged geographically. Systematic sampling means selection at a fixed

interval in the list, from a random starting point. This procedure

automatically ensures geographical stratification and no further steps .

have isb be taken to stratify*

6.33A When area units are too large and have to be broken down, using one
of the1 methods described in para. 6.15, the procedure recommended for

sample11 selection is as follows, (it is assumed that a population estimate
is available for each a^ea unit in the list.)

(1) PiX the optimum size of sample (number of persons) to be selected per
ar0a unit, (we have suggested a figure of ;200 - 400; see para 6.7,)

(2) Compare the population figure for each area unit requiring splitting,
with the optimum mentioned above. In making this comparison some
allowance should be made for population growth, under- or over—
eniimeration, or any other factor believed to affect the current

accuracy of the population figures used for the zrea units.

(3) This comparison will now show how many sub-units should be created in
th$ area unit concerned. An example follows;

Survey carried out in 1973- Sampling frame from 1970 census.

Population of the area unit being considered (1970 census): 1020

Estimated growth between 1970 and present (1973) at 2.^ per cent
pear"year = 7.7 per cent of I97O figure, or 7.I5 per cent of
19t3 figure.

Estimated under-count in 1970 census: 5 per cent of true figure.

.Estimated optimum cluster size in terms of true 1973 population: 300

1/ It Is assumed here that variance and costs are the same in all regions.
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Computed ;

Total adjustment: 7.15 + 5 = 12.15 per cent of true 1973 figure.

Adjusted optimum cluster size (i.e. 300 reduced "by 12.15 per cent):264
(This adjusts the 300 true. 1973 figure to the equivalent 1970

census figure*)

Ratio size of area unit to optimum = g^x g"4 (rounded to nearest
-., „..■■ whole number)

Therefore 4 sub-units aye required in this area unit.

(4) Now in the list of area units write crosses against each units 1 cross

if the unit does not require splitting, otherwise a number of crosses

equal to the number of sub-units to be created. For the area unit in

the above example, enter 4 crosses.

(5) Select a systematic sample, "from the crosses.

Example

(a) Suppose the optimum, adjusted as above, is 250.

(b) Suppose we have decided not to split unit§ unless their census

population exceeds 1000.

(c) Suppose the sampling fraction is 1/8 and suppose we start with the
random number 3 (i.e. selection starts with the 3rd cross then

continues with every 8th cross thereafter).

Name of unit

in census list

NSUTA

■p L'L1' 1"

KOKtJ

KDKOFU

DOMPA

MtJSO

ABORT

BONI

TE1RM

Census

population

924

11 on -

1301

876

212

384

1026

1205

Sub-^units

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X""1 " '-■-■■

X

X

X

X .
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Selected

(every 8th X)

q

q
1 ' iJ

q

Etcetera
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last column shows that 1 sub-unit is selected in each of the

PEEL, KOiCOFU and 'TETRM, Note that the units under 1000

population are not split, in accordance with decision (b)
This is because we estimate that the additional cost of

tting is not worth the gain in sampling precision for such units

6.10-6.ll). However, once we know that a unit has to be split,

splitting into 4 or 5 sub-units is virtually no. more costly than

tting into 2$ we therefore split into units of approximately

mal size (here 250).

(6) Sub-kinits now have to be created in these three areas, as many as shown
by );he crosses: 4 sub-units in PEKI, 5 in KOKOFU and 5 in WER$Mf Note

ttojs the eubr^units in BONI remain hypothetical? we do not need to create

then as BONI was not selected.

(7) If Method (l) is being used (area sub-units) the enumerator or supervisor
divides the area into smaller areas during a field visit, using natural

boundaries as far as possible and showing the sub-wiits on a map.

Projrided the boundaries are clear, it is best to make the sub-^units
approximately equal in current population. He numbers the sub-units
and;!.one is later selected at random* ■■■■■.

(8) If #ethod (2) is being used (sampling of dwellings or households) then
thelj "sub—units" are really "sub-samples"* The enumerator first lists

all I dwellings or households. Then a systematic sample is sleeked from1

theijlist by the supervisor. If 4 "sub-units" were to be created (as

in $WL), he selects, a sample of I/45 if 5 "sub-units" were to be
created (as in KOKOFU or TETREM), he selects every 5th; and so on.
Sampling is at. a fix-ed interval with a random start. Ho sub-^units
are i actually created, >

38OTO A* It will be seen -that if the initial sampling fraction is high, or

areas are very large, it might happen that 2 (or more) sub—units

(
if some y g, g pp ( )

are siel|cted in one area, (in the example shown, thi s would automatically
happen lor any area of census population greater than 8«5 times' the optimum,

i.e. 8v^ x 250 ■« 2125.) 03ais presents no special problem. If Method (l)
is bein^: used, we simply select 2 (or more) sub-units in this area. If
Method (2) is used and the number of "sub-units" to be created is n. we
select dwellings or households at an interval of 1 n (or 1 n, etc.; instead

r . ■■. j. ■: ■■■ ■■■ ■ • ■ 2-. ■- -I.'''. -
of n. |If n is an odd number, say 7 , select at intervals 3 and 4 alter

nately, iso as to average 3.5«)

MOTE B;-j If a mistak is made in computing the number of sub-units tp be . •

created, or in entering crosses (steps 3 or 4 above), no harm is done provided

the mistaken crosses are carried through and used in steps 6, 7 and 8.

6.33B 3tye method of sampling described above amounts to a single-stage equal
probability sample of the units corresponding to crosses#
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6.33C. Because of the labour involved in splitting units in the field, we
have suggested a cut-off of 1000, census populations any area unit below

this figure would be left as it. is, without splitting. While this minimizes
labour, it leads,to a rather wide variation in the size of units* Some

statisticians might prefer to abandon the cut-off and to split all area

units.into sub-units of optimal size (except, of course, those that are
already near enough to the optimum not to need splitting). If nearly all
units exceed the suggested cut-off, the simplest policy is probably to
abandon the cut-off so that a single rule can be applied throughout. If,
at the other extreme, very few units exceed the cut-off such a policy would
clearly be wasteful of effort. For intermediate cases opinions may differ,

■ ■ ; ■ ■ ;";" ■ ■ - : . . 6.3 '■ SI2E OF SAMPLE ; . "' " ;

6.34 Three factors are involved in fixing the size of the sample:

Ll); The degree of sampling precision required
(2) The degree of sampling precision expected, expressed as a function

of .the. sample size

(3) The. available funds -

6.35 The standard formulation for solving the problem proceeds in the
above order. Thus, (l) is first obtained by consulting users. Then (2)
is estimated, and this leads to an estimate of the size of sample required
to achieve the precision needed. The cost of this sample is then estimated
and a budget is presented for approval.'

6.36 In practice the'process quite often happens differently. Sometimes
faotor (3) is the starting point: the amount of money'available. In other
cases the sample size is the starting point - perhaps on the basis of the
experience of another country. In either of these cases it is still highly

desirable to work out steps (l) and (.2). This will show whether the survey
as planned is likely to give useful, results, and if it is not, whether
the survey should, be cancelled, its objectives curtailed, or the work^
spread over a longer period. The three -factors will now be considered in
more detail. . ■ • ■, 1

Sampling preciaion required

6.37 Certain aspects of this problem have been discussed in Chapter 1
(paras. 8 and 13).and Chapter 3 (para. 56). The main points to be considered
are the following: : . * •

(1) How much geographical detail is required in the survey results?
(2) What detailed breakdowns other than geographical are required (e.g. is

■ fertility to be broken down by educational level, etc.)? ' '
(3) What is the precision of existing knowledge on the topics covered by

the survey?

(4) What precision is expected of the data collection process in the planned
survey? , . '. . .

(5) What is the variation likely to be from year to year in the character
istics to be investigated?

(6) How much precision is required of the survey estimates?
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Question (6) may seem at first sight to cover all that is needed. However,
it is essential to ask it in conjunction with Questions (l) - (5). Krstly,

we need to know the precision required not merely of the overall estimates

"but of'the breakdowns. Generally it is the latter which will determine i?he

desirable sample size. Secondly, we need to be sure that the precision

required of the survey is substantially greater than that of existing

knowledge, otherwise the survoy is not worth carrying out. Thirdly, if
the erapor expected in the data-collection process ("response error") is

as lar#e as the maximum acceptable error, then the survey will be wasted

unless some method can be found of correcting the response error, Fourthly,

if the isurvey results are to relate to a moment in time or to a single year,

then there is no point in seeking a level of error much smaller than that

of the year-to-year variation.

6.38 Bxact answers to all these questions cannot,reasonably be expeted -
certaitjly not for all the many variables involved in a sruvey. However,
rough 4nsers should be attempted for all variables and precise answers
to Questions (l), (2) and (6) for one or two main variables such as the

vital ajates. For example, it might be decided that the crude birth rate

is required to an accuracy of +2 per thousand population at 95 per cent

confidence, for the north and south of the country separately,!/

6.39 It should be mentioned here that, in practice, users are not likely
to be alble to give a clear answer to the question, "how much precision is

required?" While users should always be consulted, it is likely to be the
statistician who in the end specifies their requirements in a precise form,

6.40 Ae regards the precision to be expected of the data collection process
(in the: case of the PGE one should include the estimation process), there
are no hard data on this but rough indications come from various sources -
internal consistency of the data collected in surveys, consistency with
independent data, observation of field work, etc. Most experienced specialists
who have worked with African demographic surveys would probably agree that

it would be unrealistic to expect an accuracy in data collection better than

+2 per thousand in the vital rates (this implies about 4-5 per cent of
births and 8-10 per cent of deaths).

6.40A The position is rather similar regarding year-to-year variation in
vital rates. A small amount of evidencs is available from civil registration
data for Sierra Leone and Tunisia and from a long-term survey in Senegal;
this suggests that annual variation may generally have a standard deviation
of about 3-4 per thousand for the crude birth rate and 2 - 3 per thousand
for the crude death rate, for fairly limited regions within countries. To
some extent such variations should^ cancel when larger areas are considered,
so that for data relating to a whole country one might expect somewhat
smaller;standard deviations than the above. Further, assuming variations
are random from year to year, then if'the reference period is n years the

standard deviation of the variation should be reduced by the factor /nT

1/ 95 P*r oent confidence corresponds to twice the standard error. Hence
the above would imply that the standard error of the survey estimate, for
each of the two regions, should not exceed ± 1 per thousand population.
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Sampling precision expected

6.4I The problem of makingfadvance estimates of .sampling error is treated
in Chapter 7* This is not a problem which can be solved by mathematics
alone since the sampling error depends on the degree o£ variability and of
clustering in the population concerned? these factors can only be estimated

by referring to results from other countries, or other studies in the same,
country. Mathematical methods do, however, make it possible to state how ■
sucVresults would be modified by changes in the sample design and size.
F6f fuller Metails'," refer to Chapter 7, [ \. \ . ., ; ...:,;,'«■ -.....; ..'-.■:

Available funds

6.42 In many cases these are fixed in advance. In some cases an increased
budget can be allowed provided the work is spread over a period longer than

one year. From a technical point of view there is often no serious objection
to this - apart from the increased delay in obtaining useful results.

Relationship between size of sample, error and cost

£•43 Sampling error. If it is assumed that the type of area unit has been
decided, as well as the sampling fraction f within area units (for cluster,
sampling, f * l), then for practical purposes the sampling error decreases
as the square root of the sample size. Note that sampling error does not

depend on the total population size: for.a large country & given size of

sample will give approximately the same sampling precision in the national
estimates as a small country. It follows that a large country can use a

smaller sampling fraction. In practice, however, a large country may
often need a somewhat larger sample simply because a large country is likely
to be divided into a larger number of regions for which data are required.

Example 1. Within a category which accounts for one-ninth of the whole

sample, the relative sampling error will normally be 3 times
as great as that for thj whole sample.

Example 2. If we wish to reduce sampling error by 50 per cent we must
quadruple the sample size.

Example 3. Country A has 5 million population, Country B has 10 million.
A sample of 100,000 is selected in each country. The estimated

national birth rate will have approximately the same sampling

error in each country. However, if both-countries are divided

into provinces of 1 million population, and the sample is spread
evenly throughout the country, then country A will get a sample

of 20,000 in each province, while Country B will get a sample

of 10,000 in each province. The sampling error for the birth
rate in a given province will therefore be approximately \/2

times as great in Country B than in Country A (i.e. 40 per

cent greater error for Country B). - ;
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6.44 Response error* This will not depend on the size of the sub-group

of thef sample considered.l/ Nevertheless, taking the survey as a whole, a
larger^ total sample is likely to mean larger response errors all round,

simply! beoause a large operation is more difficult to control efficiently

than a small one* J

6.45 IjTear-to-year variation. Relative variation can "be expected to be

greatejt in small regions^ and smaller when averaged over the whole country.

Considered as error, its incidence is reduced if the sample is reduced in
number;^ and extended in time (for example, half as many sampling areas for

2 yearjs instead of 1 year). Note, however, that modern analysts of demo
graphic survey data generally prefer to prepare estimates based on cross

checking and mutual adjustment of several sources of data and where this

is done the time reference cannot normally be regarded as a single year.

The pipblem of year-to-year variation "becomes serious only where estimates

are ta|cen direct from the single question on events in the last 12 months*

^•■46 Cost. Again assuming a given type of area unit and a given sampling

fraotiton within area units, field costs are directly proportional to sample

size. :j Total, cost, however, is likely to include some overheads which do

not increase with sample size.

6.47 |fote the contrasting behaviour of sampling error and response error.
As we Consider smaller and smaller sub-groups of the sample, the sampling
error inceases but the response error remains constant. Thus there will

come a point at which sampling error exceeds response error. It is

essentially this point which determines the desireable size of the sample.

!Rie reasoning may be set out in three steps thus:

(1) Thpre is no purpose in reducing sampling error to a level much below
thfet of response error.

(2) Thus, in the smallest sub-group for which we wish to report results
th^ Sample size should be such that sampling error is comparable to

response error (perhaps somewhat smaller than response error, but not

mulch small er)*

c (3) If1; this size is known,then the size of the whole sample follows.

6.48 In practice the sample size is not always selected by such reasoning
becausfe, as we have noted, the cost or the total sample size may often be

imposefi as the starting point. In this case, the argument should be

followed in the opposite direction to determine what is th.-; smallest sub
group for which we may reasonably report results; as long as sampling
error f.s below response error, results can certainly be reported (or else

the sujrvey should not be attempted at all), but when sampling error begins

T/Injpractice, however, there are many reasons why the rate of error will
vaj?y in particular subr-groups. For example, error in reporting age will
be"greater among older people, among the less educated, and among the

rufral population*
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to draw level with response error one has to consider whether total error
is acceptable.l/ Of course, the size of the response error can only be
guessed (if it were known we could remove it); for this purpose we have
to rely on past experience and other surveys. •

6.49 A similar situation exists when the sample size is determined by the
needed precision on one particular variable which is considered to be of
over-riding importance. (For example, we may need a standard error of +1
per thousand population in the birth rate for the whole country.) For The

other variables the position is then the same as if the sample size were
imposed* that is to say, we once again attempt to work out what would be
the most detailed breakdowns which would give an acceptable error.

6.50 It is sometimes argued that "response error is much more important
than sampling error in surveys11.. If this means that response error :is much
greater than sampling error, it may be true for some of the total estimates
but it ought not to be true of the sub-groups. If it is, then the sample
is unnecessarily large. If the assertion that response error is more

important means that.the statistician should give more attention to problems
of response error than sampling error, this is sound advice. Sampling error
has to be considered at the planning stage and in evaluating the results;
on the whole the problems it presents are straightforward and well under

stood. Response error has to be considered at all stages of the work. Its
causes are various and ill understood and its effects are difficult to

predict* Only one thing is certains its reduction depends above all on
continuous and painstaking supervision of field work.

Subsampling for different characteristics

6.5OA It may easily happen that the desired^sample size, worked out in the
way suggested above, will be different for different variables in the

demographic survey. This suggests the possibility of using two or more
questionnaires. The items requiring the largest sample would be included
in one questionnaire which would be used for the who? e sample* other items
would.be put in one or more separate questionnaires which would be used
for subsamples only,

6.5OB In practice the advantages of this procedure are doubtful. We have
already mentioned that the proportion of the enumerator's time spent in
asking a particular question and recording the answer is likely to be small.
The method therefore has limited value for saving fiel'd costs. As for saving
in data processing, the same saving can be achieved by introducing sub-
sampling at the processing stage, after collecting data from the full sample.
The only marked advantage of the method lies in the possibility of simpli
fying enumerators1 training and instructions by limiting the supplementary
questionnaire to a subsample of enumerators; these can be selected as the

1/ Response error or bias b is usually added to sampling error 0 on a
"root mean square11 basis; i.e. total error = J 2
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most competent and given special training. However, if the subsample is

to "be limited to certain enumerators, it must be an area subsample. We
have seen ij in para. 6,9 that this is an inefficient method of sampling for

characteristics which are highly clustered; the latter include economic
characteristics, education, religion, ethnic group and housing character
istics, [fhus the scope for subsampling for special topics is fairly limited,

6#5OC An lapplication worth considering is the use of a detailed pregnancy
history questionnaire in a subsample of areas. Such a questionnaire covers
a period cjf fertility experience averaging several years for each adult

woman questioned; valuable results can therefore be obtained from a much
smaller sample of women than when questions are limited to the last"12
months, Qhis approach has already been discussed in. Chapter 4,

6,5OD Finally, in the absence of a census, there is sometimes a requirement
for a lar$e sample designed to give a detailed geographical breakdown of
total population, with all other variables limited to a smaller sample.
!This implies two operations, which may be termed the enumeration and the
survey. Ijf no vital rate follow-up is planned, a good plan would often
be to appljy Method (2) of para. 6,15 (subsampling dwellings or households
within area units). The listing of dwellings or households would provide
the, enumeration, and a second visit would then be made to a subsample for
toe survey. In some casee this method will not give the required sample
sizes; in other cases a follow-up survey is planned and then the advantage

of cluster sampling is overwhelming (see para, 6«27(b)); for either of
these two Situations area subsampling will be the most suitable method -
that is, tfae enumeration would be carried out in all the sample areas and
*he survey in a subsample of these areas. For a multi-round survey, a modi
fication of this plan would be to carry out the first round on the full
sample of freas but to limit the follow-up rounds to a subsample of" areas.*
This design might be appropriate where it was planned to continue the
follow-up survey over a long period; a small sample might then bo compen
sated by the long time coverage.

Sample size in typical African surveys

6.51 Strictly speaking, the size of sample used in past surveys has no
direct bearing on the size that is desirable. In practice, however, govern
ments planning surveys are inevitably influenced by what has been done before
or elsewhere. It ia therefore perhaps useful to report here that, if one
excludes surveys directly linked to a census, most African demographic
surveys have been based on samples of between 100,000 and 200,000 persons.

6.52 For further information bearing on choice of sample size, see Section
7«4 "Advance estimation of sampling error".
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6.4 SAMPLE DESIGN FOR SPECIAL OPERATIONS

The post-enumeration survey (PES)

6.53 As the PES is intended to check coverage, the sampling unit should
be complete census enumeration areas and the selected units should be
exhaustively covered in the survey. This implies an area cluster sample " '
of EAs;. This is a similar sample design to that recommended in Section
6.2 (except that large area units should not now "be sub-divided) and once
again the selection of area units should be systematic and with equal
probability. A sampling fraction from l/lO to l/20 is typical.

6.54 An interesting modification of this plan was used in the 1966 Popu
lation Census of Malawi. It was noted that three kinds of coverage error
required checking; missing of villages within EAs, missing of dwellings
within villages, and missing of persons within dwellings. Each-of these
requires a more intensive type of check than the one before. Resources

can therefore be economized if the three checks are performed on progressively
smaller samples. A sample of 1/40 EAs.was selected for the check on omission
of villages. Within the selected EAs, 1/3 villages were selected for the
check on missed dwellings, and within the selected villages l/2 of the
dwellings were visited for the check on missed persons,

6.55 It is important not to omit any of these checks. In some PESrs the
check has been confined to a sample of dwellings or households selected
from the census results. This does not check the census coverage of
dwellings or households.

The built-in sample (BIS) '

6.56 We have already indicated in Chapter 2 (paras. 19-22) that in African
conditions the BIS should be based on a cluster sample of enumeration areas.
Again these should be selected by systematic sampling with equal pro-
bability, and again a sampling fraction from l/lO to 1/20 is typical.
Although these areas are likely to be larger than the optimum for efficient
sampling discussed earlier, the advantages of basing the sampling on the
unit of enumeration are overwhelming since it allows each enumerator to be
trained either for the short form or for the long form but not for both
toge.ther.

•*■■■"■■'■

6.56A In the Kenya, Uganda and Zambia censuses of 1969 the sampling unit
was a small, group of EAs. usually a census "supervisor's area". In these
censuses the EAs were created only at the time of the main census operation
itself and.it was felt that the risk of biased sampling would, be too great
if it were left to the supervisor to select the sample in the field at the
last moment while allocating the work to the enumerators. Thus the sample
was selected in terms of larger units corresponding approximately to super
visors' areas. It was recognized that this decision implied a larger
sampling error but in view of the very large total sample this was con
sidered acceptable.
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Combine|L registration-survey (PGE)

6.57 ^^e arguments advanced in Section 6.2 for cluster sampling of small
area tin;.is apply also to this type of operation,

1!

6.58 In some countries an attempt has been made to use the official civil-

registration system to provide the registration side of the combined

operation. However, the registration areas in the official system are >

generally much too large; the choice is then between a highly inefficient

sample >ased on excessively large areas, or limiting the. survey part of

the operation to a subsample of the registration areas. The latter leads
to series problems in matching the survey results against the registration
results! !There is no doubt that the combined operation works better if

the registration is set up specially as part of,the project.

6,58A lijji PGEs the question of optimum cluster size raises a number of special
issues,:! The problem seems best deferred to Chapter 10, where the PGE

technique is treated in detail•

6.5 SUMMARY

cluster

es for demographic sutvsys in Africa should in general be area

samples, that is, there Should be complete coverage of the population

Sjtmpl

IclusterI samples, that is, there
within i;he selected area units.

2. A^ea units should ideally be of size 200 - 400 persons.^/ They should
be selected with equal probability by systematic sampling from a list arranged
in geographical order.

3. M<^re often than not, stratification will be unnecessary. Its most
oommon Application may be to allow the use of differing sampling fractions

in ordef to ensure an adequate sample size in areas of special .interest

(such as the urban sector, or an exceptionally small administrative region).

4« Ayea units over 1.000 population (an arbitrary, but recommended, cut
off) should be considex-ed excessively large for efficient sampling. There
are thr^e ways of dealing with them:

(1) After selection of the area sample, excessively large units may be
split into smaller units of optimum size, one of which is then selected
at random.

(2) In "fhe excessively large units selected in the sample- dwellings or
households may be listed and a sample then selected systematically,
at a sampling interval designed to give the optimum of 200 - 400 persons.

(3) The large units may be retained despite the loss of efficiency involved.

1/ In ti|e case of PGE operations, this question is discussed more fully
in Chapter 10.
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In Methods (l) and (2), the subdividing of large units is carried out on '
paper only before sampling. It is then carried out in reality (i.e. in

the field) for those area units selected in the sample! (See para. 6.33A '
for details,) .

5. Areas under about 100 population are excessively small and should be
grouped with others before sampling - with neighbours if possible, or
with nearby areas if exact location is uncertain,

6. Area units used for sampling should have clearly defined boundaries.
This requirement is much more important if the survey aims to estimate
totals, as opposed to rates, proportions or averages.

7- Total sample size is decided, basically£4y bringing expected
sampling.error into line with re£uired^ampling error. The former diminishes
as the Bquare root of the cost. . .

8. Required sampling precision must be considered in relation to: the
amount of detailed breakdown required into geographical or other sub
groups; the precision of existing knowledges the expected level of

response error; and the expected year-to-year variation of the survey
variables.

9« Demographic surveys in Africa (other than the PES and BIS mentioned
in 10 below) have generally employed samples of from 100,000 to 200,000
persons.

10. Census samples, whether "built-in" or "post enumeration", should be
cluster samples of census enumeration areas, typically 5-10 per cent
selected systematically, (a more sophisticated PES sample is described
in para- 6.54*)

1/ Bringing expected sampling error into line with required sampling
error.
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8#1 Thia: chapter covers only independent sample surveys. It does not

seem useful to try to include sample operations which are an integral

part of a ;census (such as the post-enumeration survey and the ""built-in"

census saniple). Such operations will depend for their organization to
the censug itself-- obviously a much larger operation - and to discuss

this woul4 take us far outside the scope of the present manual, never
theless, njuch of what is said in this chapter applies also to censuses.

8.2 Once the objectives have been fixed (in Chapter 1 we suggested
that they jshould be embodied in a draft list of tabulations required),
the first Istep in detailed planning of a survey is to draw up a precise
plan of operations and an estimate of costs. .Costs depend above all

on two factors s the sample size and design, already discussed in

Chapters 4 and 7> and the nature of the field operations - numbers of
personnel* recruitment, training, duration of field work, transportation.

In this, chapter, therefore, we discuss problems of field work first,

and later the question of planning and costing the survey.

8.1 FIXIKJ THE MAIN FEATUBES OF OHE SURVEY

of survey

8.3 We fyave already discussed in Chapter 3 how a choice has to be made
"between tliree main types of operation:

(a) The single round survey
(b) The nrulti—round survey
(c) ... The combined registration—survey operation (PGE)

Obviously this choice is fundamental and must be made at an early :

stage of planning. The factors affecting the choice will be discussed
in Chapter 12,

Mobile teafns versus fixed enumerators working singly

8.4 Somei African demographic surveys have been organized in,such a
way that lihe field work, for any given round, is completed in the

shortest ppssible time. Examples are the Nigerian demographic survey

of 1965-66 and the Ghana Population Survey of 1966. In this system
each enumerator is allocated one village or primary sampling unit

(PStJ). Utere is therefore a large force of field workers and supervi
sion is' l©ss strict. The alternative system, widely used in French-

speaking Aifrican countries, is to use a small force of enumerators
divided into a few teams, each closely supervised by a well trained

team leader. The team works together in each sample PSU (each member
is given one part of the village, or one hamlet) and when they have
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finished they move together to another PSU\ The work may extend over

a period of several months, though in many cases a single team cannot
operate over a very large area for linguistic reasons.

8.5 The first system produces data which are more convenient for the
demographer since the whole area of inquiry is covered simultaneously
(although there is the disadvantage that seasonal trends are not allowed
for). In the team system there may be difficulties in interpreting the
findings through confusion between seasonal movements of the population
and movements of the interviewing teams. Moreover the number of man-
hours, and probably the amount of money, spent on transportation is- much
greater with the mobile team arrangement, so that for a given budget the
sample which can be covered is smaller. On the other hand, the team
method should lead to a higher standard of <field work. The supervisor
is in daily touch with-every member Of his teams he can check the ques
tionnaires before leaving the PSU and in the case of defective'data can
arrange a return visit to the household* Moreover the small size, of tlae
total field force makes it possible to apply stricter standards in the

recruitment of both enumerators and supervisors, besides making training
easier. Finally,.in many surveys the main bottleneck is in the number
of professional supervisory staff available; with the mobile team system
it is possible for each such senior officer to supervise a larger amount
0$ field work since the work is spread over a longer time.

8.6 It sometimes happens that enumerators insist on working in groups
because of an anticipated unfavourable reaction of the local population.

8.7 An early decision has to be made for the mobile team or the fixed
individual method of working, which affects recruitment and training of
field staff, the survey time-table and the budget.

Q.8 A compromise 3^stem is, of course, possibles enumerators may work
singly but each may cover a number of PSUs in succession. Or supervisors
may move successively from one area to another but recruit new fixed

enumerators for^each area- JEach of these systems has been used in Africa.

Structure of the survey organization
s-

8*9 A simple hierarchical structure ie usual for carrying out field
sturdy©. At the top is the survey dire.ctor, who should^have full

p»cutive powers once the survey plan has been agreed. More than one

demographic survey in Africa lias run into difficulties because no, single
parson was: clearly designated- to take ultimate responsibility for the
survey. Further, it is important to note that even the smallest demo

graphic survey is an elaborate operation and needs a full-time director.

8.10 Under the survey director there will be sections responsible for field
work, data processing, and administration. The_; two latter will in most

cases be already-existing units within the statistical office which'merely
land their services to the survey while continuing their
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normil work- The arrangements here will depend on the organization of
the statistical office and little can be said about them in this manual,

:i

8.11 jh Turning to the field work eeotion, this may be either a permanent

unitlpr an organization specially set up for the survey. In either case

it will, consist, generally, of at least 3 levels of personnel: field
organizers (the term used is variable), supervisors, and enumerators *
The j'ield organizers are generally qualified statisticians or junior

statisticians. In small surveys with team enumeration there may be no

more!than two - in some such cases the survey director has also acted

in tljii's capaoity. Where enumerators operate individually in fixed
locations the field organizers usually become regional officers each

responsible for-a group of perhaps 5 to 10 supervisors. The supervisors

(whofe duties are described in a later section) in turn are eaoh
responsible for from 5 to 10 enumerators; 5 is perhaps the commonest
figure and 10 is probably too high for effective supervision*

8.12 ' Other workers include drivers, and in many cases guides who are

recruited by the enumerators in each village and paid a small honorarium.

8.13 In combined registration-survey operations (PGE) there will also
te registrars (who normally report to regional officers) and in most
oasec Bub-registrars (who report to registrars).

Transportation of field workers

8#14 Four main means of transport have to be considered?

Cars specially provided for the survey

Public transport

, Bicycles, Opowered or pedal) .
''Walking i/

In tfye first category, such vehicles may be purchased specially for

the purvey or they may be allocated from a pool. The second category
includes buses, lorries and rural taxis. Bioyoles may be purchased by
the purvey organization and allocated to enumerators or the survey may

advance money to the enumerator to purchase a bicycle with an allowance

for depreciation. The latter system encourages enumerators to take
better care of, their machines. The system has even used occasionally

for iars for senior survey staff.

8.15,j The arrangements made for transport, and the budget allocation,

havej; varied very widely in African surveys. In some surveys every

supervisor has been allotted a car$ at the other extreme some surveys

l/ Ofcher means of transport which have been used in African surveys
include aircraft, horses, mules and canoes;
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have relied almost entirely 0,1a public transport. Obviously these dif

ferences reflect, at least in part, the wide differences in the facility

of transport in different countries. Some countries have a well developed

network of small feeder roads, others do not. In some countries there

are many buses and passenger lorries; in others there is nothing between

the two extremes of the freight lorry, plying only the main routes,

and the rural ta,xi, willing to go anywhere but at a high price per

passengeivkilometre. Finally, and obviously, the terrain varies widely

from one area to another so that bicycles may or may not be useful.

When all these differences have been taken into account, the impression

remains "that some survey planners have .adopted a very much more liberal -

not to say extravagant - approach to the transport problem than othere.

As. transport is generally one of the larger items in the survey budget,

the problem deserves careful attention.

8*16 Conditions vary so much that generalization on the transport pro
blems is risky, but on the whole African experience does not seem to

justify the more expensive arrangements adopted in some countries. The

following principles are suggested as a guides

(1) Buses or lorries, should be used wherever possible.

(2) Cars should not be allocated below the level of regional
officers or field organizers.

(3) Assuming fixed enumerators and mobile supervisors, if local
transport is inadequate powered bicycles gVpuld be sufficient

for the supervisors in most types of terrain.

(4) With movile enumeration teams, if local transport is
inadequate a car is necessary to transport the team from

one PSU to another. However, a single car should be able

to service several teams.

(5) Where the enumeration area is very dispersed the enumerator
may be supplied with a bicycle, but it is rarely justifiable

to allocate bicycles' automatically to every enumerator.

8.17 Finally, it should be noted that whenever individual transport
is allocated to an enumerator, even a bicycle, it tends in practice to

encourage him to obtain accommodation outside the enumeration area —

for example, in the nearest town. Inevitably this reduces the amount

of field work done. It may not be too much to say that, at least where

enumerators work singly, the transport policy adopted should be such

as to cliboourage the enumerator from travelling. The supervisor, on

the other hand, needs to be encouraged to travel.

8.18 The method of paying enumerators for use of commercial transport
is discussed in Section 8,2 below. . .
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Fixjlr g_ the dates of the survey

8.19

8.10

The timing of the various survey operations usually starts from

a dedision as to the dates of the field work (for details, see Section
("Planning-the Survey")• Various factors affect the choice of

fiel^ work dates „ Some of these are general in nature - the urgency

of tnje demand for the results of the survey, the availability of
finance, etc. Others are more specific and affect the choice of partir-

oular? dates or periods; the main suoh considerations are listed below.
'!

;■ (a) Avoid the rainy season

; (b) Avoid periods of intense agricultural activity

] (o) Avoid periods of heavy seasonal migration

; (d) Choose a period of school vacation if teachers or school
children are to be used as field workers.

(e) Avoid important festivals or periods of fasting (Christmas,
Ramadan) when normal routines are upset. JEhren avoid end-of-

month pay days if practicable.

Faotots (d) and (e) affect the choice of the period for training field
d as well as the field work period itself.

8.20 || The factors listed abbve are particularly worth attention where

fielcf work is planned to last for a short period only. But they should

also [be considered even for surveys spreading over a long period? it .
may tjie decided for example, to withdraw the field workers temporarily
during the rainy season and have them work in the office coding the

data already collected. She same principle applies to multi—round

surveys and combined registration-survey systems: in these, the survey

normally covers the whole year, "but it" is possible to arrange for gaps

between the end of one round and the start of the next and this may be

desiriable to avoid very heavy rains, Ramadan, etc.

8.21 Sometimes the dates which are suitable in one part of the country

are unsuitable in another. This may favour the use of mobile teams,

whose; movements can be phased appropriately.

8.2 RECRUITMENT AM REMOTERATIOH OP FIELD WORKERS

Recruitment

8.22 ; Many countries possess a permanent corps of enumerators employed
by tfo^ir statistical office. For such countries the problem of recruit

ment does not arise and the present section will not apply.
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8.23 The"re are two main ways of recruiting-the required field workers:
the job may be offered as part-time or vacation work to a limited cate

gory of employees or students-," or recruitment may be made by adver

tisement and competition on ii*ne open market.

8.24 Except; for purely urban/surveys, part-time enumerators are of
little use in a demographic survey.1 On the other hand vacation workers

ota be usefully engaged. Wheie1 this system has been adopted the work
has been offered, in most eases, to primary school teachers or secon

dary school children. (Census enumerators are sometimes recruited from
among civil servants but this is not usual ifor sample surveys.) There
is a widespread concensus, in both developing and developed countries,

that university students do not make good field workers? they are less
ready to accept instructions and tend to object both to the physical

hardship and the mental of the enumerator's job. Obviously vacation
workers can only be used if the field work is of short duration. This

in itself is an important limitation but perhaps equally important is

the inflexibility in timing which results. It often happens that field

work is delayed in starting or is completed less quickly than expected.
If vacation workers have been employed one may then be forced to accept
incomplete coverage of the sample, with a resulting bias of unknown size.

8.25 Recruitment of enumerators on the open market avoids these dis
advantages, besides in many cases yielding a more highly motivated corpe
of field workers. It is usual to fix an educational requirement (typi

cally corresponding to 8-10grades of schooling) and than to apply an
aptitude test. The latter maycohsit of a few simple addition and
subtraction sums, some clerical ability items, and some comprehension/
reasoning questions. ...

8.26 Examples of clerical ability items are the following:

1. Make a circle round every 8 in the list below:

216858086'174
4638902185632

7192469268471

. How many sixes are" there in the list? ■

2. This sentence is writtentsackwards below with one mistake

ekatsim eno htiw woleb sdrawkcab nettirw si encetnes sihT

Make a circle round the mistake.

8.27 Examples of comprehension/reasoning questions are the following*

1. .A man had three children by his first wifej two of these

were boys of whom one died, the other was a girl. By his

second wife he had four children? one was a girl and the

rest boys and all are alive. He has no other chidren.

How many sons does he have living?
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2. ,|A man said yesterday that his wife had a baby "two days ago".

iTomorrow is October 2nd- On what date did- she have the baby?

8,28 Once: the educational qualifications and the test have been decided,

it is useful to have procedure formally approved by a relatively senior

official (such as the chief government statistician or the agency res
ponsible for civil service recruitment regulations). It sometimes hap
pens that Improper pressure is brought on the survey director to recruit

a particular individual5 if the procedure for recruitment has been offi

cially laid down he can point out that he is "bound by this and is unable

to do more than admit the candidate to the test,

8-29 It is advisable not to set a definite paseamark in advance for the

test but flo accept candidates in order of their test score until the

number of recruits needed has been reached. Nevertheless the survey

organizerjshould have some idea of the minimum standard below which

candidates cannot possibly be accepted. In other words, there should

be a minimum pass-mark but if too many reach this mark they need not

all be accepted-

8.3O Before final acceptance, potential recruits should be interviewed

since there are other important qualifications besides intellingence and

educational level. The following extract from the "Kotes for Supervisors"

for the 1969 Population Census of Uganda is worth quoting.

It is essential that the right sort of persons should be

recruited as enumerators5 do not take someone on just because he

is a friend or a relative, or because some influential person has

asked you to employ him. A.n enumerator should have the following

qualifications?-

Ee should be sufficiently literate and well educated to understand

the form and fill it in accurately?

He should be physically fit - capable of walking round his area

and not likely to go sick at the last minute or in the middle of

the works

He should be the sort of person who will do the work honestly and

conscientiously - some enumerators have been known (in censuses

all over the world) who have just sat down under a tree and filled
up the forms out of their head3> we do not want this sort of person

as ah enumerator for the Uganda Census; nor do we want the sort

of person who is liable to get-drunk, or who won't listen to the

instructions and thinks he kno^s better than his supervisor and

others who may be helping to teach him what to doj

He should be tactful, polite and friendly? people may refuse., to

answer the questions if the enumerator is rude or tries to bully

them*
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8.31 More candidates should be recruited for the training course than
are needed for the survey. In the first place one must allow for a

certain amount of drop-out and secondly, the training course itself is
"better than any test as a way of discovering those who are not good

enough for the job. Inmost countries at least 20 per cent excess should
be allowed in recruiting for the training course. At the end of the
course the required number of enumerators should be retained, starting

with the best. Naturally, candidates should be warned from the beginning
that there will be some selection at the end of the training.

8.32 In the recruitment of supervisors the qualifications are similar
though at a higher level. However, one additional qualification should
be considered highly desirable$ the candidate should have previous
experience of census or survey work. Obviously this condition is more
easily full-filled where field workers are employed on a permanent basis,
and there is no doubt that national statistical offices should, in the
long run, aim at the establishment of such a permanent corps.

8-33 Note that, in most countries, before field workers can be formally
engaged they will be required to sign an undertaking relating to secrecy
in accordance with the statistical law. Having done so, they should be
given an official card authorizing them to collect information for
statistical purposes within the context of the survey, which should be
specified as to title and approximate dates*

Basis fo remuneration

8.34 In many cases the payment of field workers will be dictated by
existing regulations and scales and where this is so the present section
will be redundant.

8.35 Three main systems of payment of field workers are possible:
Fixed sum

Payment by days worked

Payment hy interviews completed

The last of these seems to be rarely used and is not recommended, except

" :enSrLS^°? ^ * ***** ^ °f ^ ^^ **i

8.36 Where field workers are recruited from among the unemployed and
expect to return to unemployment after completing the survey, the method

Pf^ JVayB Tk6d °fferS S danlsto iti t
g y, he method

ontPtf^o JVayB Tk6d °fferS S dangeiwalystrong incentive to string
out the work for as long as possible. In these circumstances, and parti-

?en ""^ " °f "^ duratiOn' the fi*ed ™* *■* to be

8.37 Where vacation workers are used and the dates of their work with
the survey are limited by the extent of their vacation, the two methods
of fixed sum and payment by days worked are almost equivalent. In most
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such;cases, the fixed sum has been preferred: it is simpler and offers

some;incentive to complete the work ahead of time.

8,3^i When the survey is of long or unpredictable duration - as it usual
ly ±p with the mobile team method- payment by time worked is practically

the fanly possibility.

8.39: Payment _for ^the'training period is usually by lump sum, at a some

what lower daily rate than during field work. The sum: is generally pai$

on completion of training.
1!

8,40! Incentive payments, properly used, can do much to improve- the field

workj&rs1 performance* ^n many cases, however, they are ruled out by
govejrnment regulations. Assuming they are allowed, they should be linked

to tfi© quality rather than the quantity of the work. For example, a

bonufe is fixed in advance and it is announced that gross errors will lead

to nfcn-payment of the bonus, other serious errors to half payment. By
"grofes error" is meant omission of several interviews. "Serious errors"

includes blanks, in the questionnaire, omission of one or two interviews,
etc.! It is unwise to draw up a rigid" scheme since this can lead to

arguments over its application? the decision to revoke, or halve, the

bonufc payment should be made by a field organizer or regional offieer

aftej? examining each case.

8.41i It should be agreed with the appropriate authorities at the be

beginning, and emphasized to all field staff during their training, that

wilful negligence or deliverate falsification is a serious offence and

will!entail immediate dismissal.

8-42! Where public transport is used, some arrangement has to be made

for |>ayment to enumerators to cover this expense. Experience shows that

much;i time and worr^ can be expended on this. and it is well worth fixing

a prpoedure of maximum simplicity at.an earl> stage of the planning.

One Method is to fix in advance the number of journeys to which each

enumerator is entitled (two per PSU appears adequate, one there and one

backj, and to have the supervisor certify the fare per journey. It may
be necessary to make an advance for travel expenses and this can be based

on a"i rough estimate, any excess being recoverable from the final salary

paymfent. In some countries it is possible to issue travel warrants.

Thes^ specify the mode of transport and the two end-points of the journey.

They can be issued in advance and this avoids the need- to have cash

changing hands in the field*

8.43 Supervisors' travel is inevitably more complex (except where the
supervisor stays always with his mobile team), and there may be no al
ternative but to have each supervisor present a detailed trav? expense

claii. As supervisors are relatively few in number the resulting ad

ministrative work is acceptable. This problem is, of course, avoided

supervisors are provided with their own means of transport.
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8.44 Almost all of the problems discussed above in this section are
made simpler if the mobile team method is used.

Arrangements for payment

8.45 Getting their paj to the field workers is a problem in most African

surveys. Firm arrangements should be made for this before field work

.atartjs.. . -. . ■_.•■,.: . ■ ■■ ;■.?•.

8.46 If the survey is of short duration there, may be no need to distri-'
bute any money in the field. At the end of training, enumerators are

paid for the training period and given an advance for travel expenses,

anc perhaps a email advance of pa^ for the field work period.- On: repor

ting back at the end of field work they receive the remainder of their

plus bonus if any.

8.47 If field work lasts much longer than a month, this system is in

adequate ano the usual arrangement is then to have the paj distributed

by visiting field organizers. Since such visits are desirable in any

case for the purpose o£ supervision, there is no additional expense

involved. Moreover, by bringing the pay with him the field organizer

can be fairly sure that every field worker will be present tb meet him,

and this in turn assists supervision.

8.3 . TRAINING OF. FIELD WORKERS

General remarks

8.48 Teaching is a skilled occupation. Most statisticians have no train
ing in how to teach and, as a result, most of them are bad teachers.

This situation cannot be*remedied, but the following remarks are inten

ded to,help those who have to train field workers to avoid some of the

simpler mistakes. Most of this advice sounds obvioas and the reader may

feel he knows it already, nevertheless, experience shows that the points

below.are constantly ignored in African survey training courses. In

most African countries it is possible to. find an expert who has specia

lized knowledge fo teaching methods5 besides attending to the points list

ed below, the survey organizer is strongly advised to consult such a

specialist during the planning stage of:the survey.

8.49 Size of class A group of more than 20,trainees is, always difficult
.to handle . . . .

8.5b Classroom The classroom should be large enough to allow trainees

to;be, separated^ by a side-by-side distance of at least 1.5 metres

(5 feet), otherwise they can read each other's work and testing is then
useless. Rooms with concrete walls usually have bad acoustics and

trainees may be unable to hear the "teacher clearly. The^simplest solu

tion is to drape a few blankets against sone of the wall space- It is

surprisingly difficult to get untrained teachers to take this problem
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seriouly, although it might seem obvious that if trainees cannot hear

part of what is said, ,then training must "be inefficient.

8»51 Equipment At one stage of the training, it will he useful to dis

play an uiilarged representation of the questionnaire in front of the

class and: .to write answers in the spaces (see paragrah 8.63 below). The
method of; doing this should be considered in advance. If it is decided

to use a blackboard, then it should be noted that a large blackboard will
be needed - a portable board-supported by an easel will not-do. A better

msthod, however, is to draw the questionnaire with a felt-tipped pen

on a larg© sheet of paper or cardboard (about lm. x 2m., or 3 feet x
6 feet). This work can be done before training starts. If training

is to be carried out simultaneously in several locations, one .sucli~ahe«t

will be needed for each location and for each type of questionnaire.

During thi£ training session a stiff PVC sheet is fixed in front of the

questionnaire* one can then write with a coloured or black felt-tipped

pen on the PVC. If the pen uses a water-soluble ink such writingoan be
easily erased with a damp cloth. (Some felt-tipped pens are water-

soluble, others are not. This must be checked before ordering the pens).
In this way the same questionnaire can be used again and again. Note

that if this method is used it will still be necessary to provide a

small blackboard for use in other parts of the course. Finally, plenti

ful supplies of penoi:3, paper and blank questionnaires will be needed.

8.52 Attendance During classroom sessions, if any trainee is absent

even for j.0 minutes this is a serious matter. Either he has missed some

thing important or not. If not, the course must be badly designed. If

he has, the missing" material can only be supplied bj the teachers this

will take 10 minutes of the teacher's time after class, for it takes

just as long to teach one man as 20 men. This is therefore an extreme

ly wasteful use of the teacher's time. It follows that the question of

attendance should 'be taken very seriovclj. There should be frequent

breaks (see beldw) but it should be understood that no trainee may leave

the room between breaks- Late arrival should be penalized, if possible

by a system of bonus payments .for punctuality. No new work should be

started as long as even one trainee is absent since it will only have

to be repeated^ if a trainee is late, it is more profitable to spend

the waiting time recapitulating earlier work with the rest of the class.

Again, the problem of attendance is one which inexperienced teachers

find difficult to take seriously, they are inclined to let students

wander in and out almost without noticing them. This is a serious

mistake.

8.53 Discipline While classroom discipline is extremelji important, it
is still more important for the teacher to keep his sense of proportion.

In some training courses late arrivals have been "penalized" by being

refused admittance to the session for which they are late. But this

penalizes the survey more than the trainee- He is not being trained for

his own benefit but because he is needed for the survey.. However, much

he may be to blame, the onlj purpose of the course is to give him the
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best possible training and this aim must take absolute priority.

of sessions Psychological research shows that more is learn-
-_ — the training time is broken up into numerous short sessions than
a few long ones, except wher? the breaks would clearly interrupt a train
01 thought o. a complex nature. This is particularly true where the lec
turing method is used; only the most exceptional lecturers can hold in"
audience's attention for m re than 30 minutes. 3-5 minute breaks every
half-hour may seem.wasteful but in practice they more than repay the
time lost. ■

8.55 Teaching method The inexperienced teacher is inclined to believe
that the best way of training is to tell people what to do. In fact,
this is the. worst way. A better way is to let them watch someone else
performing, and the best way is to have them do it themselves. learn
ing is an active process. The student learns most when he is doing
something, least when he is sitting listening. Where periods of lec
turing are unavoidable, the lecturer should constantly interrupt him
self to put questions to individual trainees. The detailed appli
cation of these principles is discussed in the section "Method of
training" below. .

8#56 Gening the proportions right A common mistake of inexperienced
teachers is to spend too much time on tricky problems of detail (defini-

w^?Var!1C^ly) and t0° little On ^plaining the main lines of
what has to be done. The trainer should make a conscious effort to
resist this temptation. The problem is taken up again below.

8.57 Training by proxy In censuses, training has to be done by the chain
method, statisticians train the regional officers, who train the super
visors, who train the enumerators. This system should be avoided
wherever possible; inevitably it leads to a steady fall in the quality
of training as we go down the chain. In most sample surveys the number
of enumerators for each senior staff is quite small so that all enumera
tors can be trained directly by qualified statistical personnel.
Wherever this system is practicable it should be used.

Method of training

8.58 The training procedure recommended below is put forward on the
basis of the experience of a large number of African danogranfaior surveys.
However, it is not claimed to be necessarily the best theie is, and in
any case modifications to suit local conditions are likely to be needed.

8.59 Training should be based on an instructional manual, a copy of
which is issued to each enumerator. There are several advantages in
this procedure- The manual helps to ensure that all the necessary
points are covered in the training course, assists revision during the
course, and serves the enumerator for reference purposes during field
work. It also serves as a record of what has been taught? such a record
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is needed for the*report of the aurve^. Fiaally, in the event that

training is carried out in more than one course or is delegated to some
one ojbher than the author of the course, the manual helps to ensure that

the desired material is taught to everyone*

8,60 A disadvantage of "basing training on the manual is that*1iherreqrixre-

menta| of training and reference are different. Training should emphasise
the mfrin points, giving relatively little attention to details such as

definitions. However, as a work of reference the manual must include

the definitions and inevitably they take up a good deal of space. The
bestcjsolution seems to "be to put the definitions in a special section at

the efed of the manuals this helps to give them less emphasis in the

trainjiag,

8«6l Although we have said that trainees learn most "by actually perform

ing tte task, nevertheless one cannot avoid the use of lecturing in the

earlier stages of training. We suggest that graining course should fall
into four parts.

8.62 frart 1 The.survey procedures are described in lectures, first in

outline, then.in detail. This part of the course follows the enumera
tor's 'manual detailed in the next section.

^•63 fart 2 A trainee comes to the front of the class and interviews

the instructor. The questionnaire is sketched on the blackboard and the

interviewer enters the responses on.the board as if completing a

questionnaire- Alternatively, the questionnaire is prepared in advance
on a farge sheet of paper or cardboard and the interviewer writes in the

answers on a PVC sheet fixed in front of it, as described in paragraph
8*51*! When this has been done, two ojd three times the method may be

modified by having one trainee interview another. A further variation

is tojhave eaoh trainee in the class enter the responses on a blank

questionnaire - the interview still being conducted publicly at the frpnt
of th# class. The completed questionnaires are later reviewed by the

coursi instructor. Throughout these interviews comments and criticisms

should be invited.

8.64 ffart 3 Enumerators are transported to a nearby village where they

conduct real interviews. Each must produce a specified minimum number

(for example;, 5) of completed questionnaires by the end of the day.
These 1are reviewed by the course instructor, assisted by field super^

visor^, and returned to the trainee with critique. The instructors
and supervisors should also observe as many interviews as possible.

^♦65 fart 4 Written tests. They may be introduced at various times
in th$ course, once study of the manual is completed. They may take

two firms:

(l) feiestions testing knowledge of the instructions. It will be found
quite ||difficult to devise questions whose answer is not obvious and yet
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which test useful items of knowledge. Two examples of unsatisfactory

questions are the following*-

(a) A man claiming to be the husband of a woman already interviewed

comes to you after work and demands to see her questionnaire.

- , What do you do? . =. .

... (i) Punch him in the nose? ■
(ii) Show him the questionnaire? ''.'■'

(iii)Explain politely that the survey is confidential and
you are not allowed to show the questionnaire to anyone?

If the incident actually occurred the enumerator might-have,

no idea what to do, but presented with above alternatives, it

is easy to see that (iiq) is the right answer, if only because-
of the word "politely", :

(b) A man gives his age as 140. What do you do?

Though the question is valid,it is of very little significance.

Suoh-eases are so rare that it is of little importance whether

the enumerator knows what to do5 almost any reasonable solu

tion will be acceptable and can be put right if necessary at

tno coding stage.

Two examples of good questions are the following*-

(c) A man tells ..you that he has never been to school. How do you
complete the entry under "years of schooling11:

. (i) Leave it blank?
(ii) Write NIL?

(iii)Enter 0?

This is a very common case and if enumerators follow the

agreed rule it will save much time at the coding stage.

(d) What entry should you make under ."marital status" for a man
who obtained a divorce and is now remarried?

While the particular case quoted may be rare, it is common

,,.,, enough to find a respondent whouhaa had more than-one marital

status since he first married and ib is important for the

enumerator to know that only the current status counts.

(2) Finding errors in completed questionnaires. Before the course
begins, photographic reproductions are made of questionnaires which have,

been completed containing deliberate errors. These,are distributed to

the trainees who have to find the mistakes. The commonest mistakes in

practice are omissions - answer spaces left blank. There should there

fore be a number of these in the specimens. Entries made in the wrong
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placp are also common. Where boxes are provided for alternative responses

one Sometimes finds more than one box marked. Contradictions between

age l^nd other data are common. Examples of all of these errors should

be included in the specimens. Such tests are particularly useful in the

trailing of supervisors since part of their consists of checking comple

ted Questionnaires for errors; but they are also useful for the enume

rator because they show him what kind of mistakes are likely and how to

check his work. These two types of test, questions testing knowledge

of tbe instructions and detection of errors in completed questionnaires,

are fcoth useful and test two different aspects of the enumerator's
performance. Both should therefore be us^d.

8.66|i In the case of a multi-round survey, it is a good plan to organize

a refresher course before the second round. Particular attention should

then!! be paid to the problems encountered at the first round and how to

handle them.

Contents of the manual

8.67] In this section we give a suggested list of contents for the

enumerator's instructional manual. This list has been put together

from;! a number of existing manuals but does not exactly follow any of

themi Any actual survey is likely to have special features and these

will:! involve modifications and additions. , Our suggested contents

therefore be regarded simply as a basic minimum.

8.68:| Before giving the detailed contents of the manual something should

be s&id about its presentation. It should never be forgotten that the

enumerators do not share the same level of education as the author of

the jnanual. Their knowledge of English is sure to be limited and they
probably find reading difficult. The author should therefore make a
conscious effort to write in a very simple way. He should use easy

wordfej, short sentences, short paragraphs. The text should be broken

up b^ many headings* for a person who does not read easily, a large
block of text is discouraging before he even starts to read it.

8.691 The lay-out and reproduction can help to make reading easy. Print

sijBei should be largeeand the space between lines should be generous

(l-j- JLine spacing if typing is used). A popular presentation is to use
two ^olums, the main text is on the right half (or two—thirds) of the

pagel^ with headings or summaries on the left. In some manuals pictures

havei even been introduced to help break up the text.

8.70 For the text to be easily understood, clear language is not enough?

it must based on clear thinking. An example of ah instruction which is

both! badly thought out and badly expressed is the following from an

actual manual.i

.1/ Tfcis example represents an isolated defect in an otherwise excep
tionally well written munual.
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"The basic unit of enumeration will "be the homestead,or housing

unit, which is usually, but not necessarily co-terminous with a

■. household, or a group, of persons living together in a homestead".

This is difficult to understand both because the word "co-terminous" is

not widely known and because the logic is difficult to grasp, if not

self-contradictory. Furthermore, any practical use the instruction may

have is almost entirely cancelled by the words "usually, but not

necessarily"*. This leaves the reader uncertain how to proceed when a

difficult case arises- definitions are worth including? only in so far

as they give the enumerator clear directives for dealing with doubtful

cases. Note in this connection that United Nations definitions, as pr

presented in such documents as "Principles and Recommendations for the

1970 Population Censuses" are intended for use by survey and census

planners, in most cases" they are not suitable for use bj field staff

and they should not be transcribed word for word into the enumerator's

manual?/ - The survey planner will have to work out for himself what
form of words is most likely to persuade the enumerator to obtain the

information which the United Nations definition requires. T& a qualify

ing clause is so complex that it cannot be expressed in terms simple

enough to be understood by every enumerator, it is better dropped.

8.71 A real difficulty is to decide how much to put into the manual.

Bvery additfctfflal page makes the manual look more difficult to the enu-

marator and reduces the chance of his absorbing each item. Before

finalizing ihe manual the writer would be well advised to look at each

page very critically and consider whether any of the material could be

dropped- To take another example from real life* in one African manual

the enumerator was told of the need to dress correctly. While dress is

certainly important, it would seem best to bring this matter personally

to the attention of any ill—dressed enumerators during the training

course, instead of burdening all the enumerators with an instruction

which most of them will not need. Clearly all this is a matter of

balances if too much is put into the manual, the important material will

be buried in a mags of less important detail and will not get through.

2/ This statement becomes obvious when one considers the first sentence of
the definition of "age", extracted from the above document. This

reads: "Age is the estimated or calculate interval of time between

the date of birth and the date of the census, expressed in completed

solar years."
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suggested list of contents follows

£~ country J DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY

IOTM1EATOR1 S MNUAL

List of Contents—'

CHAPTER 1. The Survey Programme

1. $hy are we conducting the survey?

2. Plan I of operations. (Broad description of the survey)♦
3. Time4table.
4. The purvey organisation, (include personnel, transport).

• ; ■ ■

C-BAPTER 24 Preliminary 'Work in the Sample Area

2/

1. Documents and equipment which you will need.

2. Contacting the chief* introducing the survey.
3. Axea:; map and description.

4» Identifying your sample area.

5» what!to do if there are errors in the map or description.

6. Housfe numbering and listing.

7« Making appointments.

8. Working out your itinerary.

CKAPTEB 3j How and Whom to interview

!• ~rihat':.is a household? (if institutional population and homeless

are to be covered, include section on these)*
2. Fresh questionnaire in each household (main questionnaire only).
3. What| to do if the household, runs on to more than one questionnaire.

4. Who Should be interviewed in each household? (include: reference
dateji residence qualifications) $

5* Call: backs..

6. Lay-put of.the questionnaire. (And other forms, if any).
7. Ordejjp of 'filling in the questionnaire* (And other forms, if any).
8. How.|o record the entries., (Includes how to delete a wrong entry?

what; to <io when a question does not apply, e.g. fertility for

male!respondents? record responses dir.eotlj on the questionnaire,

not pn ,.a- rough ..copy).

l/ Entrl.es in parentheses would not actually appear in the section
headings of the manual; They have b^en inserted to clarify the

contents where necessary.

2/ A 5*tji section, on administrative arrangements, including pay and
conditions of employment of enumerators and...discipline, may be add

ed byfere'or it may be preferred to distribute this information inde

pendently of the manual.
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CHAPTER-4* Detailed Instructions on the Questions

(in this chapter the questionnaire items are taken one by one with ins
tructions on the method of completing them. Reference to list of defi

nitions in Appendix - only the more important definitions appear in the
present chapter).

CHAPTER 5* Checking the completed Questionnaire

1. Checking that there are no "blanks. ...... ; ..

2. Checking one question against another. (Details of all the main
consistency checks).

CHAPTER 6. After Completion of Field Work

1. Summary of results.3 (in many surveys the enumerator is asked to
give a summary count of the persons enumerated, as the first step

in the preparation of a rapid preliminary population estimate).

2. Return of documents and equipment, (include list of items to be
returned). ' ••' .

APPENDIX 1. Definitions

APPENDIX 2- Specimen Completed Questionnaire (include other forms,
if any). .

Duration of training

8.73 The length of the training course is a matter in which survey prac
tice has varied widely. Surveys in which a large number of enumerators
have "been taken on to work for a short time (around one month) have
generally limited the training period to one tfeek. At the other extreme,

in many PGE projects the training has continued for a month, although

the work which the enumerators are called upon to do is no more complex

the one-shot survey. Some kind of explanation for this difference can

be seens if enumerators are to work in the field for only a month, then
to train them for a month implies an extraordinarily high relative out

lay on training, whereas if they work for a year a month's training does

not appear excessive in relation to total enumeration costs. However,

this reasoning does not, obviously, justify the differences in survey

practice. If one month's training really is necessary for the PGE then

it is also necessary for the one-shot survey, and in that case the argu
ment about the relative cost of training simply amounts to an argument

against the one-shot survey on grounds of high cost.

8.74 Where such wide differences in expert opinion remain, it would be
tendentious to express any strong recommendation in this manual. We

suggest tentatively that a two-week training period might be considered

as a norm. One important reservation must be noted, however? if any

serious attempt is to be made to have enumerators use the historical
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calendef for age estimation then several.days of coaching should be

allocated for this alone. In practice this could add a week to the train
ing course. -Finally, in all multi-round surveys (including PQEs)..:fre
quent refresher courses should "be organized.

Training,courses Summary

8.75 Th^ enumerator's training course should "be "based on some such pro

gramme 4s *^e followings-

'f

l)
- f

Lectures. These should follow closely the instructional manual.

Th^y "begin with the general arrangments and become progressively

detailed. This part of the course could last from 2 to 3 days.

2)

3)

Demonstration interviews! Interviews are conducted in front of the

ol^sa by trainees. Responses are recorded against a large-scale

rejjlica of the questionnaire, using either a blackboard or a FVC

sheet. Later, the method is modified so that each trainee records

the] responses on a questionnaire; these questionnaires are then

chqcked for errors and returned. One day might be allowed for the

interviews and one day for critique an* discussion.

Fiejld work. Actual interviews are carried out by trainees.

Questionnaires are checked and returned. As many interviews as

possible should be observed by supervisory staff. A week should be

reserved for this highly important part of the training, which
shoklA include critique and discussion.

4) Tesjjts. Tests should be given at various times during the course,

aft(er completion of Part 1. Two types of test are suggested!

questions testing knowledge of the instructions, and ufind-the-

misjfcakes11 tests on deliberately faulty questionnaires.

5) Refresher course. Before the second round in the event of a multi-
roujad survey, and before subsequent rounds if .needed.

Training of supervisors

8«76 Almost the same course and methods are suitable for supervisors,
but there are a number of additional points on which they require ins

truction^; fuller information about the background and purpose of the

survey, getting the support of chiefs and local authorities, the proce

dures fo|? supervision, additional procedures for distribution and col
lection 6f documents, etc.

8.77 A common plan, which is recommended, is to train the supervisors
for a feV days immediately before the enumerators1 course. They then
attend.tte latter also, thus consolidating their knowledge besides hel
ping in the7organization of the course.

8.78 A supplementary manual for supervisors is often produced.
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8.4 FIELD tfORK: FRELIMBTAKIES

Mapping and reconnaissance ' - .

8.79 Almost anj demographic survey in Africa will involve at least one

stage of area sampling - that is, a sample of areas.or small districts

will "be selected from a list or map. It is important to ensure that

the area surveyed is the same as the area selected. Any error in this

respect may cause a t>ias. (See Boundaries of area units, in Section 6.1,

where it was pointed out that the bias is likely to be more important

where the survey is used to estimate totals, as opposed to rates, percen

tages or averag

8.80 fihere the area anftfeaar^ toased on a demographiocensus ti©J*are- general
ly identified by maps and/or descriptions, which are available central
ly. Where they come from an administrative census or'other adminis

trative census or other. administrative source they are more often iden

tifiable only as locality names whose boundaries can only be determined

by consulting local knowledge.

8*81 Once he has reached the are^a and cleared the survey with the chief
or other relevant authority, the enumerator's first task is to identify

the exact geographical coverage of his sample area. In particular he

must determine which hamlets or outlying dwellings belong in £he areaV

In surveys where a map of the area is issued to the enumerator he is

expected to enter these details on'the map; in surveys where he is not

given a map he is usually required to make one - a very rough sketch-

map suffices. -

8,82 ,In the event of conflict between the map and the description issued
to the enumerator, or between either and the rsality which he finds, he

is required to report the matter to his supervisor. Ideally such con—

flicts should be settled by referring to the maps or descriptions of

neighbouring areas. Where this is not practicable the. supervisor can

choose what appears to him the most plausible solution; the important

consideration is to take the choice out of the hands of the enumerator,

in order to reduce the chance of a biased decision, it is not advisable
to lay down as a general principle that where the map ""and description

disagree the map should be accepted* on the contrary, it seems to be

the case that descriptions tend to be more reliable.

8%83 In some surveys, the .supervisor is required to undertake the
reconnaissance of the area units before the survey begins.

8*84 In general, the amount of effort spent on preliminary reconnaissance
should depend on two questions:

l) Whether the survey is required to produce estimates of totals, or
only of rates, percentages and averages;

i
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(2) liHow defective are the existing maps or descriptions or how ambi-

Iguous the locality-lists. This can only be determined "by some
;preliminary enquiries, including field checks, which should "be

I made several months before the main field operations begin.

Publ|.city and approach to local authorities

8.851 In most African surveys, before field work can begin, the local or
traditional authorities, as well as the population itself, have to be

persuaded of the official backing of the survey and asked for their co

operation. There are several possible ways of doing this which are

mentioned below. The choice depends much on local conditions and it

waulJL not be apprppriate to recommend a particular method herej the

decision is one for the survey organizer* It should be mentioned, how

ever, thatthe need to obtain the support of the traditional authorities

is a:much more serious problem in some parts of Africa than others. Thus

in sime areas hours, or even days, of discussion and persuasion with
the fillage chief'may be unavoidable, while in others the District
Commissioner only'has to'give the order and the chiefs at once fall into
line*

8.86 In approaching officials at the higher levels, it may be ..useful

to h|ve the supervisor present a letter from the minister. For lower
officials and even the general population a printed leaflet may be
useful. In any case we have already noted that all field workers should

be provided with an official card authorizing them to collect informa

tion:! for statistical purposes within the context of the survey, which

should be specified as to title and approximate date on the card.

8.87 !At the level of the village itself, it is often useful to call a

public meeting, which may be addressed by the supervisor and the local

chie|.

8.88jPerhai3 the commonest method of publicity has "been an announcement

over!the radio. This seems to be ver^' effective in convincing the public

of ttye official backing for the enumerators activity and securing co

operation. In urban areas a newspaper announcement can sometimes ful

fill the same purpose.

House numbering and pre-listing

8.89'In many surveys the enumerator is required to number every dwel

ling; in his area and to indicate this either by affixing a numbered

sticker to the outside of the house or by painting a number on the wall.

8.9O"Such numbering is essential in the following casess-

(l) jWhere a sample of dwellings or households is to be selected for the

.survey within the sample area. Note, however, that we have advieed

I;against such sampling in Chapter 6.
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(2)' Where there is to be more than one round of the survey in each

household, The numbering then has to be applied at the first round

and repaired if necessary at subsequent rounds,

8.91 In addition, the house numbering assists supervision. Since the

number appears both on the house^andon the questionnaire, the supervisor

can quite easily find the house for any questionnaire he wishes to check.

There is therefore a strong case for houee numbering, although in prac

tice many African surveys have not used it»

8*92 As- to -the method.of numbering, stickers are less likely to be ob

jected to by the householder than painted numbers* (if householders

object even to stickers, a promise can be made to' remove them after

the survey). Stickers can sometimes be obtained with an adhesive back
which is covered by a removable strip of plastics these are very conve

nient for the enumerator. The sticker should be affixed as high up as

possible to make it more difficult for children to deface. It should

be in a standard location - e.g. near and to the left of the main -

entrance to the dwelling - so that it can be easily found by enumerators

and supervisors who oome later.

8.93 In many urban areas houses are already numbered. Such numbers
have frequently been allocated in chronological order of construction

of the buildings, so that they are in a chaotic order on the ground. In

addition, they usually refer to units which are inconveniently large

- sometimes to buildings containing a large number of households. Their

use for the survey is inconvenient but may be necessary if the popula

tion will not accept slickers or paint.

8.94 In many surveys, the numbering of houses has been made into a

separate operation covering the whole enumerator's areas the enumerator

is required to completethis before starting the main interview operation.

Often such a preliminary house numbering operation is combined with a

prelisting operation, here the enumerator fills a form1 showing the

dwelling number and:the name of the household head, with one'line for

each household. The preliminary tour of the area for house numbering

(and listing, if any) will generally be made by the enumerator in compa

ny with the local chief.

8.95 One advantage of house numbering the whole area before starting

the interviews themselves is the assistance this gives to the supervisor

in checking. The supervisor.can arrive: in the area at any time during *

the period of the main interviewing (generally at least a week) and
check that the enumerator has not overlooked any. part of the areas with

out the prenumbering the supervisor would have to wait until the end

of the interviewing before he could be sure of this. B# that time the

enumerator may have left the area (the supervisor cannot always be in

every area unit on the last day of work).
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8«96 Thejdisadvantage of pre-numbering - and still more, of pre-list-

ing — isijthe time it takes. When the population is very dispersed this
may "be prohibitive. Also in some oeses the supervisor is in no position
to checkjthe enumerator's coverage of the correct area both supervisor

and enumerator have to rely on uhe directions ef*the .local chief; where
this is ^o, the advantage-mentioned in the last paragraph disappears.
Thus no general recommendation can be given for or against the prelimi

nary roufld for house numbering or listing; a decision has to be taken

after considering the local circumstances. Kote3 however, that even

if a decision is taken against a special tour of the area for house

numbering, it may still be desirable to have house numberingt the num

bers beiifg applied at the time of the interview*

8.97 As 1jo pre-listing, the purpose is to assist checking and follow-
up. Not4 that the name listed for each household head should be the

full namej, not just the surname 3 since in many African villages a

large proportion of the households hear the same"surname". It is con

venient -fo include in the pre-listing form a column for the number Of
persons Resident in each household. This is completed only later, after
the main ^interviews. This procedure checks that none of the listed dwel
lings hav^ been omitted in the interviewing and at the same time provides

a convenient document for summarizing the population count in the area.

After completing the survey in the area, the enumerator (or supervisor)

totals the number of persons in all households and this serves- as-the

first step in producing a provisional rapid estimate of population,

ftven in a|| survey which, does-not include among its objectives the "esti
mation of! total.population, it is still useful to have the survey popu

lation of! each area as early as possible for checking purposes.

8*98 If t^ie enumerator is required to number each house, it might be
thought that he would need a strict definition of "house11. In practioe
this problem does not merit very detailed attention since the house
number isi not used as a statistical unit but merely as an address"to
assist checking and follow-up*

Making appointments

8.99 Inimost areas and in most seasons it is not possible to rely on the
head of t|ie household being at home during the day time. In some parts
of Africa^a farmer's land holdings are grouped around his ;house; in
this case)he will .not be far away and it will be a simple matter to call

him in for the interview. In other areas the average rural householder
is working many miles from his, house and cannot be called back. Where

this is so, appointments for interview during the day time should be

made in advance, as far as this is possible- If this is not done, inter
viewing will be restricted to the evenings,, and possibly early mornings,
which severely reduces the amount of work the enumerator can do.
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8.100 Appointments should generally "be made to the nearest day - that
is, households should "be told that their interview is scheduled for a

particular day and asked to stay at home that day. More exact appoint
ments, to the nearest hour for example, should be avoided: rural people

are not likely to.'keep them and the result may simply be to immobilize

the enumerator in a place where he has nothing to do.

8.101 The pre-listing operation may be a useful opportunity for making
appointments for interview and in any case it is convenient to provide

a special column on the pre-listing form for noting appointments.

8.102 In many areas the village chief or headman may be of great help;
in some places he will, even order people to stay at home as requested.

The position varies in different parts of Africa but the problem of

appointments always deserves careful attention as it probably determines

more than any other factor how much work can be done by each enumerator,

8.103 In urban areas appointments for day time interviews are usually
impossible and it has to be faced that most of the interviewing will be
carried out in the evenings.

8.5 FIELD WORK: THE INTERVIEW

Whom to interview

8.104 *t is widely accepted nowadays that interviews must be conducted
fey "the canvasser method, i.e. enumerators must visit each household to
obtain the information. Interviewing by assembly or by using inter
mediaries (such as the village chief) has been found inadequate. Nor
can the respondent be asked to complete the form himself.

8.105 As far as possible each person should speak for himself. A wife
is more likely to give accurate information about her own fertility
history (particularly in respect of a previous marriage) than her hus
band. It is a mistake to suppose that children cannot answer for them
selves- Any child old enough to go to school is likely to know his age
and his school grade better than his parents.

8.106 In most cases, it will be found that the interview has to be con
ducted with the family as a group, and the head of the household may
then give all the replies. It may be necessary to accept this, but at
least the enumerator should insist that each person concerned is present
and can hear the replies given in respect of him so that he can correct
any error.

8.107 Because of the importance of interviewing each individual, a common
practice has been to add a column to the questionnaire for indicating
which persons were interviewed. The most frequent version of this tech-
mque has been to head the column "Seen/Not seen1*. This can cause con
fusion however: the person may have been "seen" without having been
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questioned or even without having ieen present at the interview. An ,

other version is "Questioned/Uot questioned". But a better method is ;
to head. )the column ''Who gave the information?", t.he answer to "be entered !

in the fprm of the serial number of the person who responded, for each *

line of fche questionnaire. Even this is not quite so simple as it ap- j

pears, ajjid to deal with doubtful cases it is best to allow the enumera

tor to mfeke more than one entry in one line if the information was con-

tributedjj bj more than one person. It should be realized, however, that i

the addition of a column of this kind to the questionnaire really contri- ;

butes.vejry little to controlling the enumerator*s performance. The enu- |
marator knows what we want to see in this column and will generally
complete! the column accordingly,, no matter what he does at the interview. j

'i ■ .■ *

8.108 In;! Moslem areas, it is generally impossible for male enumerators |

to question female respondents. In Sudan and UAR (and in most developed

countrie^), female enumerators have sometimes been used but this prac
tice is fetill uncommon in Africa. i

i ' ■ ' - ■ -' I
8.109 It! is rrcrfc practicable to-iiisist on-a direct interview with $vG?y indi— t
viduals ifchere will always be. some persons absent. A reasonable minimum j

rule wou|.d be that at least every adult male who is in the samjle and
who has jtot left the area should be personally interviewed and every >
woman whi>se husband allows it. Call-backs should be made as necessary
to achieve this» In multi—round surveys it is sometimes necessary to
obtain information from neighbours, headmen, etc., when a complete^ sample j
household moves out or dies. But such a source of information should be |
accepted;only as a last resort. ....■' . I

What questions to ask

8«110 In|| social and opinion surveys the interviewer is told exactly

what worfis to use in asking each question. In demographic surveys It is

usually Assumed that this is not necessary and that column headings such
as Sex, Jige. Marital status are sufficient to indicate to the enumerator

what quejitions he should ask. The justification for this is that demo

graphic Questions.are straightforward and factual, and therefore unlike

ly to be || influenced by the form of words used. This; is probably a rea

sonable Assumption foremost of the items,.but there are two exceptions:

re and jtousehold membership.

8.111 Th^ problem of age determination has already been examined in

ter 4* If the historical calendar is used the enumerator needs detailed
instructions and coaching*

8;112 As regards household membership, the enumerator may completely

overlook!the need to establish this by eareful questioning. For example,

an unins|;ructed enumerator may begin the interview b;y completing the

"Heun^" column,- asking: ."What is your name?"5 "What is the name,, of your
wife?"* IYour.oldest child?"* "Your; second child?"j etc., without esta

blishing] whether these persons are in fact members of the household* To
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avoid this error, instructions are necessary telling the enumerator " ' ■*

exactly what questions to ask in order to find out who is to "be listed

in the questionnaire. (The questions Will depend on whether enumeration ,
is de facto or de jure? for details see Chapter 4.)

8.113 The enumerator must also be told in what order to fill the ques

tionnaire. Probably the best plan is to fill the complete columns for" T

name, relationship and sex first, for all household members, and then

to take each person onithe list in order and obtain all the remaining

details for eacih in'turn, completing all the information ifor one person

before starting on the next (see diagram on next page). If a member is

temporarily absent, his name should belentered in the list but the

detailed information should be left blank for completion at a call-back

interview. '

8.6 SUPERVISION ■ .

8.114 The supervisor has three main roles to fulfil.

(1) Administration The supervisor distributes supplies to the enume
rator and collects his completed work. In many cases he gives

the enumerator his pay and arranges his transport*

(2) Supervision The supervisor is the enumerator's immediate senior
in the chain of command.: He is responsible for introducing the

' enumerator to the area where he will work, for seeing that he in

fact does the work, and for arranging for him to leave the area

on completion. The enumerator refers to him any queries or un

foreseen difficulties.

(3) Checking The supervisor is ultimately responsible for the quali
ty of the enumerator1e work.* This requires him to conduct a varie

ty of checks, which are detailed below. -

8.115 In many surveys the supervisors, although'theoretically supposed

to perform all these tasks, have been allowed to limit themselves to

the administrative function only, mamely(l) above. The importance of

(2), and particularly of (3), should therefore be specially emphasized-
during training, ' • ■ '.. . ■. ... ■_.. .' .

Quality control of the enumerator's work

8.116 The following are the checking operations whioh supervisors can

usefully perform.

(a) Check that the enumerator is present and working*
(b) Check that.house numbers1have been affixed, and in the proper

place, to all dwellings Within, and only within, the eorrect area.

(o) Check that the number of questionnaires so far completed corresponds
to^a reasonable speed of work.
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The above three checks can be done fairly rapidly in the course of a

visit to the area a few days after the start of the work.

(d) Check tlat interviews really were made for the questionnaires which
have been completed. ' '" *

(e) Check that the information recorded in the questionnaires is correct.

The above two checks can only be attempted -in a sub-sample- Three or

four, households should be selected more or !less at random and

re—interviewed. ; ..;.... !." .

(f) Check the enumerator's interview technique by observing him during
a few interviews. f

(g) Check the completed forms; for omissions, inconsistencies and other
errors* ; '■ - '-

The last check.- (g) above - should cover all completed forms, not Just

a sub-sample. .

8.117 A hard-working supervisor can complete this work in relation to

one enumerator in one day if the area unit consits of a jsingle locality.

If the area unit is dispersed he may either have to omit outlying loca

lities or stay two days. It is clear-, however, that to ;be useful the

cheok should not start until the enumerator has completed the pre-list-

ing and carried out at least one or two days'interviewing, while on the

other hand if checking is left top late most o£_the work may be comple

ted before the enumerator can be put on the right lines. Ideally, the

supervisor should visit each enumerator's area for; checking between

about the 4th and 10th days of work, , Assuming tha/b the enumerators

work in isolation in different areas and not as a jteam and assuming

they all start work at the same; time, this implies that the number of

enumerators for each supervisor should not be more than about 5» (We

assume that half a day must be allowed for the supervisor to travel

from one enumerator's area to another). - :

8.118 In many surveys several of these checks have been omitted, but it

seems certain that each one of .them., will contribute to improvement of

the quality of the information collected.

8.119 Note that the checking of completed forms - check (g) above - can
be usefully started during the field work but cannot be completed until

after the field work. . ' ; :■ :- ^ :

8.120 These activities of the supervisor must be.covered by clear ins

tructions in the supervisor's manual and" training'course. It is a good

plan to draw up a simple report .form for supervisory vis.its, to be

completed by the supervisor at each visit. The following is a suggested

sketch of such a form.
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1.

2,

3.

4.

Wag

We

Nu

NOT!

REPORT FORM FOR SUPERVISOR'S VISIT

Name of supervisor: .

Code Ho. of area visited: t

Name of enumerators "

Enumerator arrived in area unit - date:

House numbering )
Pre-listing ) °Perat*°» " datess Starts

Demographic interviewing started - dates

Present visit of supervisor - FROM (time and date)^

TO (time and date):

Finish:

CHECKS. MADE

enumerator found working? .

hous<e-ruimber stickers on every house?.

5er of interviews completed so far: .

RESULT

Bumjber of interviews checked by super-
vispr bj- examining completed forms:

OOMJUESTS

Supervisor must sign and date each form checked,

on forms checked:

Interviews checked "by reinterview: (SERIAL KOS«)

Supervisor must correct any wrong entries, sign and date each
form re-interviewed-

COMMENTS on theses

6. Enumerator1s interviews watched by supervisor:

NOTgs. Supervisor must sign and date each form.

COMMENTS on interviews watched: '

7» Anyifurther comments:
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8.121 As a further check that, the supervisor is in fact doing this work
it may be useful to include on the main questionnaire tfas following box
to be completed by the supervisors ■ , . . e

SUPERVISOR'S CHECK

Form checked *-*-

in o'ffice \ j

Interview —-

watched jj

Rexriterviewed ;—,

Sigfl of supervisor

!: JJ!?!! v 1S tetter tO prevent stakes occurring than to find
them after the* have occurred. Enumerators should therefore-be inform
ed that supervisors.will be visiting their area from time to time and
will be making detailed checks on their wbrk, including reinterviewin*
some selected households.

Programming the supervisors work

8.123"Before field work begins the supervisor should work out a pro
visional time-table of visits and this should be transmitted to his
field organizer (though it may be better not to tell the enumerators
exactly when- to expect his visits). "—

8.124 The supervisor normally has an office at some central point. When
Zt 1B*Ot ln the off±ce " is important that a note should be left in
the office giving his whereabouts. The field organizer will be visiting
supervisors from time to time and must have access to the office, even
in the supervisor's absence. The best solution is for the field or
ganizer to have a duplicate key, but failing this the key should be
left with some responsible person who is always available, and the

i ^°vgaSiZef-mUSt ^^ Wh° this is° formally, the field organizer
should be finalized during this visit.

8.7 FIELD DOCUMENTS . ' . .

8.125 Careful thought should be given at the.planning stage to the
various documents which will be required. We have already-mentioned
the following: . ......

For the- enumerator *

Authorization card

Map and/or description of the area
Enumerator1s manual

Pre-1isting forms

Demographic questionnaires.
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If the ^numerator is to cover more than one area he may also need a time

table a|id itinerary. . '

For thej supervisor

All of the above

Supervisor's manual

Report forms for supervisor's visit

In most oases the supervisors will also require the following:

General map of the area

Control forms showing documents and supplies issued and returned

Pay sheets . . . .. . J -.:.:...

Travel claims forms

Population summary form (showing results of the rapid population

count for each area unit in the )

8.126, Tfce above is a minimum list. In many surveys there will be ad

ditional, forms for special purposes.

8.127 T!he list of documents and forms for the enumerators and super

visors should appear respectively in the enumerator's and supervisor's

manuals;*

8.128 The population of large numbers of forms (particularly the main
demographic questionnaire) may take a long time and this may be the

most imjportant bottleneck in organizing the survey. The numbers re

quired and the method of reproduction should therefore be decided

several, months in advance and firm arrangements made with the printers

or other reproduction unit.

8.8 COSTING THE SURVEY

8.129 There is no standard way of pre.pa.ring survey budgets and prac-

tioes have differed widely in different African demographic surveys so

that it is difficult to find any common basis for comparing costs. In

many cases certain overheads, such as senior personnel} or computing^

have been excluded from the budget. The method of costing transport

has varied* sometimes the whole of the cost prioe of vehicles allocated

to the survey has been charged to the survey; this seems obviously un

reasonable unless the vehicles are bought new for the survey and dis

carded as worthless at the end. In view of these and oth?r differences

of approach it does not seem feasible to produce an average or typical

budget and we confine ourselves in this manual to reproducing some

selected ejpeci&ezi budgets.
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8-I3O A number of survey budgets were made available by countries for
use in preparing this manual. We have selected three for reproduction

below: one relating to a single—rounfl' survey in West Cameroun (a survey

organized by a French team in an English-speaking area), one for a multi-

round survey in Tunisia, and one for a combined registration-survey (PGE)

in Sierra Leone* They are presented practically without modification,

except for the addition"of a column showing US$ values and a few other

modifications for the sake of clarity an uniformity* In each case the

budget represents the forecast expenditure rather than the actual. Kote

that the Tunisian budget excludes both senior personnel and all data

processing costs.

$•131 WESfP CAMEROOT - 1965

Samples 170 000 persons.

Coverages urban and rural.

Single round, team enumeration.

Senior personnel exclusively expatriate*

CFA US 1/ :
francs dollars

I. EXPATRIATE PERSONNEL ' , ■ -

a) Outside France

1 Survey Director for 14 months at Fr.F. 4 800 -.

per .month

1 Field Organizer for 10 months at Fr.F. 3 200

per month . . . .

Social Security contributions* 40$

Subsistences 2 months at Fr.F. 60 p. day '

22 months at Fr.F. 30 p. day

Total outside Frances B~114 000 32 4OO
b) In France

Preparation of mission:

1 Survey lirector for 15 days at Fr.F. 2 400

per month .60 000 240

1 Field Organizer for 15 days at Fr.F. 1 600

per month

Social Security contributions: 40 $"

Total in France:

c) Miscellaneous charges 15$ of (a+b)

Total ITEM I

3

1

1

1

360

600

984

170

000

000

000

000

13

6

7

4

400

400

900'

700

1

9

40

40

140

238

492

000

000

000

000

000

4

38

160

160

560

950

000

1/ Based on US$; »= CFA F.25O = Fr.F. 5



II. LOCJL PERSONNEL

a) Training and selection

80 persons for 1 month at CFA F. 12 500 p. month

\>) Field work and data processing

1 Assfc.Field Organizer for 13 months at

CFAJ P. 40 000 per month
48 Enumerators for 7 months at CFA F. 25 000

per!! month

3,2 Field! Supervisors for 7 months at

CFAi F. 40 000 per month

59 monthte privers at CFA F. 25 000 per month

1 Kessepgat for 10 months at CFA F. 8, 000
per mfcmth

1 Secrettary/Accounts Clerk for 10 months

at C*j^. F. 30.000 per month - -
15 Processing Clerks and Coders for 6 months

at CFJft.. 25 000 per month
Miscellaneous allowances

; U + b)

o) Miscellaneous charges 15$ of (a + b)

TOTAL ITEM II

III* PMfflT AOT LOCAL TRANSPORT

3 vans 1(1 400 kg.)
1 small' van (camionnette)
Running ^osts, maintenance, repairs, insurance
Printing! of questionnaires and data—processing

forms ;

Office equipment and furniture
Camping equipment for field organizers and

supervisors
Eiiumerat^r1 s equipment

Bioycle Allowances
Local transport costs
Rent of bffices and accommodation

! TOTAL ITEM III

IV. AIBJ TRANSPORT
3 Rounds-trip Paris-Yaounde, tourist ITEM IV

V. .MISCELLANEOUS
Mechanical data processing

Publication cf provisional report
: TOTAL ITEM V

1TT. C03#XKGfflCY

Approx. 5% of total ITEM VI
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CFA

francs

1

8

3
1

2

17

2

20

3

5

1

2

000

520

400

360

475

80

300

250

775

666

441

000

750

250

500

300

250

300

270

250

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

us

dollars

4

2

33

13

5

1

9
1

71

10

81

12

3
21

6

1

1

1

■1

1

8

000

080

600

440

900

320

200

000

560
100

700

800

000

000

000

000

200

000

200

1C0

000

000

13 000 55 500

459 000 1 800

2 500 000

800, 000

10 000

3 200

3 300 000 13 200

000 9 700
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3UIIARY

CFA

1. fxpaikiate; persootel

ii. local personnel

iii. equipment ato .local transk)rt

iv. air transport

v. miscellaneous

vi. contingency .

grand total 50 OOQ QOO

US

dollars

9
20..

13

3
2

492,

441
870

459
300

000.

000

000

000.

000 .

000

38

81

55
. 1

13

- ?

000

800'.

500

800

200

700

200 000
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TUNISIA 1968-69

Sample: 1J0 000 persons.

Coverages urban and rural.

3 rounds at 6-monthly intervals.

Senior personnel .) excluded from
[Data processing )

Dinars dollars

PERSONNEL

a) Salaries

50 Enumerators for 16 months at 35 D P* month

10 Field Supervisors for 16 months at 40 D

per month'-

10 Drivers for 12 months at 40 D per month

;3 200 days Guides at 0.5 D per day

Total salaries (approx.)

b) Allowances

40 Enumerators for 8 months at 1 D per day

8 Field Supervisors for 8 months at 1.5 D

per day .......

8 Drivers for, 8 months at 0.5 D per day

Total allowances (approx*)

TOTAL FIELD PERSONNEL

ACT SUPPLIES

Printing of t€orms

Supplies *;:

Purchase of vehicles:

2 light estate cars

3 4-wheel drive cars

1 saloon car

Maintenance

i Petrol (50 000 km. x 9 vehicles)
Miscellaneous ,

TOTAL EQUIPMENT- AND SUPPLIES

GRAND TOTAL

28 000

6 400

4 800

1 600

41 000

9 600

30 000

85 000

56 000

12 800

9 600

3 200

82 000

19 200

2

14

55

3

3

3
10

2

2

5
1

880

960

000

000

000

000

600

000

000

000

000

400

5
1

28

110

6

6

7
20

4

4
10

2

760

000

000

000

000

200

000

000

000

000

800

60 000

170 000

1/ Based on US&l * 0.5 D.
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8-133 SIERRA LEONE (project)

Samples 50 OOO persons

Coverages rural and small towns

Combined registration-survey (PGB). Survey to consist of 3 rounds at
yearly intervals. (Project budgeted to run for 2 years in field.)
No expatriate participation after planning stage.

I. HEADQUARTERS '

Project Supervisor for 2 -£ years at

Le 1720 p.a.

Car allowance for 2 £ years at Le 204 p.a
Mechanical and computer processing

(see also Item IV)

TOTAL HEADQUARTERS

II* REGISTRATION

5 District Registrars for 2 years:
Salary at Le 1 320 p.a*

Subsistence at Le 30 p. month

Mileage allowance

50 Local Registrars for 2 years:

Allowances at Le 17- p.'a.

r> TOTAL REGISTRATION

III* SURVEY

a) Salaries
1 Field Organizer •

5 Field Supervisors

25 Enumerators
1 Driver

Total salaries:

b) Allowances

Subsistences Field Organizer

5 Field Supervisors

25 Enumerators

Field Organiser's car allowance

' Total allowances:

Leones m

4

20

300

5io

000

24 810

13 200

3 600

3 £00

1 7Q0

22 100

17 740

US 1/
dollars

5 200

600

24 000

29 "600

15 800

4 300

4 300

2 000

26 500

1

3

12

660

600

000

480

1

4

14

990

320

400

S80

21 29?

1/ Based on US$1 - Le 0.83
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2 800

120

600

2 000

5 520

US

dollars

3 360

140

720

2 40H

6 620
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o) Transport

Purchase of 4-wheel drive car
Maintenance r

Petr&l, etc.

Travelling expenses for 30 Field personnel

Total transport:

TOTAL SURVEY 26 152 31

IY. ■ MATCHING ~AND MANUAL PROCESSING

a) Pirooessing Salaries for 8 Clerks for 2
T years at Le 48O p. a. 7 680 9 220

t) Mfr-tohing Salaries for 2 Field Super
visors for 2 years at

Le 720 p.a. . 2 880 3 460
o) Field Investigation 1 Field Supervisor for

■ 1 year plus expenses 1 200 1 440

d) Supplies Paper, etc, . 1 000 1 200

\ TOTAL MATCHING AND MANUAL PROCESSING 12 760 15 320

S U M MA R Y

I. : HEADQUARTERS

II. REGISTRATION

III.! SURVEY

IV. = MATCHING AND MANUAL PROCESSING

GRAND TOTAL 85 ,822 103 000

24
22

26

12

810

100

152

760

29

26

31

x?

800

500

38O

320
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8.9 PILOT SURVEY

8.134 MoVt African demographic surveys have been expensive operations.

Each of the three selected as specimens- in the last section cost over

$100 000. Before undertaking expenditures of this magnitude it is desir

able to organize a trial run, or pilot survey, in order that any un

foreseen difficulties may be brought to light before they have a chance

to jeopardize the sucess of the main survey.

8.135 At the same time a pilot survey acts as a sort of training course
for the middle and senior staff of the survey. The enumerators fcr-the

pilot will generally be the supervisors for the main operation, and the

supervisors for the pilot will be the future field organizers and the

statisticians. In this way everyone gains useful experience. In part

icular, the pilot will show what are the main misunderstandings and mis

takes in the enumeration work; the training manual and the questionnaire

can then be modified to counter these. ;

8.136 A further important purpose of the pilot survey is to find out how
many interviews one enumerator can conduct in one day. This may lead to

a change in the plans for the survey. For example, if it is found that

enumerators cannot work as fast as expected, then either the" planned

sample size must be reduced or the number of enumerators increased, with

a consequent increase in costs. It follows that the survey plan should

be regarded as provisional until completion of th.; pilot survey.

8.137 Other uses for pilot surveys wJaich have been suggested includes

- Trying out different forms of the questionnaire

— Estimating variance between and within sampling units, with a view to

improved sample design

— Testing the acceptability of the survey to the population

- Providing test material for coding, programming, etc.

and numerous others.

8.138 The objectives of the pilot survey determine its timing and the

type and size of the sample* For example, if the pilot is supposed to

estimate the variance components between and within villages, then a

properly designed probability sample will be required of very substantial

size (probablycalculation would show that the sample would have to be too
large to be feasible for a pilot survey). Moreover, enough time would
have to be allowed for data processing of the pilot before the stage when

the sample design for the main survey had to be fixed; in practice this

would mean conducting the pilot long in advance. Similarly, a very long

time interval would lie necessary if it were intended that the pilot should

provide information on all aspects of a follow-up survey or a combined

survey-registration projet. Thus the objectives of the pilot survey should

be carefully examined in very explicit terms before planning the pilot
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operation and its timing. In long-drawn-out or continuous operations
as some 1(PGE"-type enquiries, some of the purposes of the pilot
be better met "by regarding the first few months of the operation"
trial period.

such

might

as a

8.139 A typical minimal pilot-which we would recommend as adequate in
most c^ses would involve from 5 to 10 enumerators working for one week.
These enumerators would be the future supervisors of the main survey -
or at least the senior supervisors if the total number of supervisors is
too large for this. The sample might be selected purposively in two
different types of rural area and, if relevant, one urban area. There
would be no formal data processing but the completed questionnaires
would be carefully examined for errors and potential ooding problems.
Suoh a project would fulfil the main requirements, namely:

- Bringing to light unforeseen difficulties in field work and coding

- Providing experience for middle and senior personnel

- Providing an estimate of the number of interviews per ay.

The results of such a pilot survey might lead to a revision .of the sample
size, the questionnaire and the enumerator's manual. It would therefore
need to be conducted about 6 months before the main survey. At a later
stage "fhe pilot would provide test material for the coding, punching and
computation programme,

8.140 It should be utressed, however, that this is .a ninimum--programme.'
If time allows it would be better to put the pilot results through the
whole.data processing programme before finalizing the questionnaire.
This would imply a further 3 months delay, or 9 nonths altogether between
the pilot and the survey. In these circumstances there is a airong oase
for expending the gap again by a further 3-months bo as to undertake the
pilot-egactly 12 months ahead of the surrey; this arrangement, which in
commonljy- used for'censuses, enables the field operations to be tested
under strictly comparable conditiors. A decision between this and the- -
'axninmin pilot" described above must depend above all on the amount of
pressure for early completion of the survey.

8.10 PLANNING TEE SURVEY

8.141 This section serves as a summary of the chapter.

8.142 The drawing up of a survey plan must of course be one of the
earliest stages of the preparations. We have left it to the end of this
chapter because planning involves a consideration of all the different '
operations of the survey and it seemed convenient to discuss each of
these before considering how to fit them together.
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8.143 Planning has three aspects: (l) Fixing the features of the survey,
(2) Listing the operations to "be performed, and (3) Drawing up a time
table..

8.144 We give "below a check-list of the main decisions which have to "be

taken in .f iri&g the features of the survey. Note, however, that these

decisions should be preceded by a .careful consideration of the objectives

of the survey, leading to a rough and provisional list of tables required.

Only.when armed with this basic statement of requirements is one in a j

position to take the necessary decisions about the design of the survey.

8»145 Check-list of main features of the survey design

1- Type of opera-fciom single-round survey

or multi-round follow-up survey

or combined survey-registration (PGE)
2» Geographical coverage

3« Duration

4« Timing: Date of start of field work

(Note: full-time-table is later worked out from this).
Intervals between rounds (if relevant)

5» Type Of enumer'atioh: Enumeration teams v. individual T*r\iTmovn±rmx

Mobile v. fixed enumerators

6» Basis of. enumeration: De, facto; de jurej.both >

7» Content of Questionnaire

8. Main.features of questionnaire presentation,-including method of
recording and coding , , .. . .: ' '

9« * Method of reproduction of questionnaire and other documents

10. Sample size , ■ - . ■

11. Sample designs Nature of area-sampling units (EAs; villages; other) ■
Stratification

Method of selection

Method of estimation

12» Objectives of pilot survey. Will the pilot require complete data

processing before finalizing (a) The sample; (b) the questionnaire?
Implications of this as regards timetable of pilot and main survey.

■ .■ • .

13• Main features of pilots Size of sample

Location

- • - . Number of enumerators • . .. /

14* Survey organization: Number of personnel at each level, and

. source of recruitment

Transportation

15, Publicity
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16* Lisij of forms required for field work

17« Data processing: Method (manual; electro-mechanical $ electronic)
; Machines

Personnel

Location

8.146 When features of the survey have "been fixed a cost estimate should
be made - or if one has already been made it should be reviewed. The

■detailed staffing of the survey organization should also be decided, with
the responsibilities of each senior officer.

8.147 The survey plan can now be set out in a more operational form by
listing i^ie operations which have to be carried out* Target dates can

then be" entered against the operations, working back from the date of
the start: of field work. The operations should then be re-arranged in

strictly chronological order, giving a complete • survey calendar. A speci
men calendar of this kind is shown below, with explanatory notes.

8.148

1.

2.

Noftes on specimen survey calendar

The calendar may appear confusing or illogical at some points. This

is because at certain times two sequences of operations are proceed

ing simultaneously (for example, field preparations and drawing up
drafts of documents); since the presentation in the calendar is
strictly chronological, the two sequences appear jumbled together.

The time intervals between operations in the specimen calendar should

not te taken as recommendations. In practice such intervals differ
widely between different surveys.

The early stages of any survey are apt to be confused since finance

and planning of the operations are mutually dependent. To obtain

finance for the survey a precise cost estimate is needed; this depends

on a plan for the survey; but the drawing up of a plan involves some

work:and this work itself requires financing, or at least assumes

.that finance has been obtained- As a result of this circular relation
ship the early stages are not easily described in a calendar form,

and iftoreover the procedure varies'widely in different surveys. In
our own example it might be assumed that before the calendar begins

ther# have already been preliminary discussions and a rough costing

has >een made and the expenditures approved, based on a provisional

and very sketehy survey plan. The item "Approval of plan..." against

the date 29/2/72 then retfle**- to approval of the more detailed plan
and <^f any modifications to the original cost estimate which may have
been found necessary.; Probably such., approval can be given by the
head of the national statistical office.

4« The following assumptions regardin
to explain some of the items:

features of the survey may help
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(It)

(t)

(vi)

(vii)

8.149

A single-round survey is assumed, to be conducted over the
shortest.possible.period,(1.1/2 months in this case). This
implies a large field force, organized.under regional offices.

Timing is worked back from an initial'decision to carry out
field work between 1 November and 15 December 1972.

Supervisors are assumed to be drawn from permanent staff but
enumerators are selected by;open competition.

The main questionnaire is to be printed. All other working
documents are to be reproduced by duplicating from stencils.
It is assumed th,at printing is a bottleneck and lon£ advance
notice is required. Because printing of a questionnaire is a
difficult operation it has been assumed that two proofreadings
will be necessary. There is probably time for a third. To
allow for uafo«S0Bndd2!l^s,^^0^^TCiumarevh3s>lbesn3i.eft^^

after the deadline for each printing-or duplicating operation.

It is assumed that adequate maps of,all sample areas are avail
able m principle from the census office, although copies will
have to be made..

It is-assumed that the computer print-outs can be used, either
directly or wi.th a minimum of editing, in the main report.

The more complex demographic inferences (projections, fitting
of population models, adjustments to allow for response defect)
are to appear in a special analytical report so that the main
factual report may be published as soon'as possible.

A specimen survey calendar

Discussions with other departments and specialists.
Study of literature. Examination of maps (includ
ing some..sample field-checks). Leading to

Fixing to objectives. Leading to .

Provisional list of tables required....*.........

Dec. 71

Jan. 72

Preparation of detailed plan of survey (survey features
as para. 8.145 and present list; cost plan; respon
sibilities of senior personnel). ■•..'...•

Approval of Jlan by relevant authorities including
final approval of expenditure. Not1later than .......

commitment from printers for printing of main
questionnaire (dates as below)

Senior and supervisory staff designated and
survey organization set up

. 72

29/2/72

1/3/72

Mar, 72

*



Work

documents

on drafts of questionnaire3 manual and other

system"

Pilot survey

c<

Finalize tabulation-programme. Start work-on

design-
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Mar. - Apr. 72

Apr* 72 " *•

Q4©sti(. nnaire, manual and other documents

mpleted in manuscript... . ...v 5/5/12

Questionnaire, manual "and other documents

reproduced (by duplicating from stencils)..

Training course.... -> .*••>••••.

K|eld work. * . ,, ♦' ...... ..,

S-fudy of results. Revision of plans if
necessary •»...*<•••. «...

Reminder to printers questionnaire printing
,; ■ to start 1 month from now

Selection of sample areas.. * «. «.„

Work begins on final draft of questionnaire

Work begins on final draft of manual

Maps o£ sample areas obtained and reproduced........
Questionnaire eerit to printers

Start i|nork" on computer programming . •'. ••;'...*.•.

Regionajl offices organize reconnaissance of sample
areas-a|nd set up local supervisors' offices ...»

First jjroofs of questionnaire corrected

Manual jsent for typing and reproduction

Advertisements for enumerators appear locally.......

Second Jproofs of questionnaire corrected..

Examination j-nd selection of enumerators in

regional, offices.. *.....

Other firms sent for typing and reproduction....... *

Blank,qiestionnaires, manuals and other forms r

deliver 3d to survey office a •

Supervisors1 training course, ,

Enumeraftora' training courses (3 locations
simultaheously)., 4

Field wprk begins......,..,....

Detaxlejl prsparation for data processing

(administrative and technical). Inoludes trial
runs of] editing and coding...«,..

29/5/72.

5/6/72 - 16/6/72

19/6/72 - 24/6/72

26/6/72 - 7/7/72

28/6/72

10/7/72 - 14/7/72

10/7/72

17/7/72

17/7/72 - 31/7/72
- ,.26/7/72

■ 4.ug. 72

Aug. - Sep. 72

25/8/72

28/8/72 " ■ '

4/9/72

8/9/72

18/9/72 - 20/9/72

25/9/72

29/9/72

9/10/72 - I3/IO/72

16/10/72 - 28/10/72

1/11/72

Dec. 72

Field work ends. 15/12/72
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SujJervisors "bring all documents to regional

offices not later than.**.-..... •■** ................... 20/12/72

Regional Officers bring all documents to headquarters

not later than.. , « t.. 31/12/72

Editing and coding .... . , ,.. Jan. — Mar.' 73

Computer programming.completed .....>..... .#- Jan. - Pe"b. 73

Punching. Feb. - Mar* 73

Computing ; ;.;...;....;. Apr; 73

Preparation of main report • ......* ' May - Aug. 73

Printing of main reports Top copy-to printer ) -,1/o/*r{
Carbons to government^depts.) ■' ''•* '*■■
.Printing completed 3l/l£j/73 "'

Preparation of analytical report Sep. 73 -Mar. 74

Printing of analytical report completed...... Sep. 74

8.150 It must "be stressed that this calendar is on$y a hypothetical
example. It will certainly need modification in ^nj^particular case,

not only as to the time intervals but also as- to the items in the list.

Moreover, certain items have been abbreviated for convenience of

presentation in this manual (for example: "other forms" - these'should
in fact be listed).

8.151 It will be seen that planning starts about one year before the
field work. The main publication appears about one year after completion

of the field work, although the report is available for use within the

government (in' the form of carbon copies) 4 months before this,

8.152 The preparation of an action programme of this kind should be
considered an absolute essential. Many African surveys have run'.into/ -

difficulties through insufficiently tight planning. It*is strongly :

recommended that the plan be pinned up on the wall in the- survey office

and the operations checked off as they are completed! This procedure ■

ensures that nothing is overlooked; moreover it creates an implied commit

ment and thereby produces a strong incentive to meet target dates. It

also impresses visitors.. ■ „ 4 •


